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Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been employed in numerous military and civilian
applications. Some application areas are in battlefield, surveillance, biological detection,
and environmental monitoring. A major challenge to such applications is the sensor areacoverage (SAC), which refers to the techniques and mechanisms of placing sensors and
their coordination in a mission space (field) to monitor the physical environment in such
a way to achieve the application coverage objectives. This thesis develops a sensor area
coverage package (SACPac) that simulates some selected coverage algorithms and their
enhancements, and analyzes their performance parameters under various scenarios. The
performance parameters considered include coverage ratio, resiliency of the field
coverage against sensor failures, energy efficiency, and security of communication
among sensors. The thesis also develops a prototype of communication for sending the
position of an object via a mobile device to the server on which SACPac runs, so that the
object trajectory can be displayed. SACPac provides the foundation for further
enhancements and future research. It can also be used as an educational tool for those
interested in the SAC problem.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of wireless communication has enabled the emergence of new
generations of wireless networks for various applications. Fig 1.1 exhibits one form of
categorizing these networks. In this figure, ad-hoc networks [Mur04] do not rely on
preexisting infrastructure or preplanning (no central administration). Thus, they are selfconfiguring networks in that connectivity and communication among nodes depend on
their locations. Ad hoc networks are often temporary and depend on a specific need such
as a group of people with laptops that would like to exchange and share information. If
the nodes in an ad hoc network are mobile, they are called Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
(MANET). Otherwise they are stationary ad hoc networks. It is possible for an ad hoc
network to be a hybrid of stationary and mobile nodes.
In a sensor network [Puc05], the sensors map physical quantities to quantitative
measures. These networks are now used in numerous military and civilian applications,
including battlefield, surveillance, biological detection, and environmental monitoring
[Cul04,Die09]. Similar to ad-hoc networks, the sensor nodes can be mobile or stationary
and could be self-configuring. What distinguishes these networks from normal ad-hoc
networks is that the nodes are small, lightweight, with limited storage and processing
power. Additionally, the number of sensors can be much higher than in ad-hoc networks,
which makes such networks to have some degree of fault tolerance. As a result, sensor
networks should have the capability to reconfigure themselves as the network topology
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changes over time. Also, since sensor nodes often perform similar tasks in cooperative
and distributive manner, the sensing results tend to be more accurate.

Figure 1.1. Categorization of wireless sensor networks.

As sensor networks are used in numerous applications and the numbers of such
applications are expected to rise, many new challenges and studies need to be
investigated. As such, some fundamental challenges that often arise in sensor network
design and deployment are sensor area coverage (SAC) and sensor area localization
(SAL). The SAC problem is concerned with the techniques and mechanisms for
placement of sensors in a field to quantify how well the sensors sense (monitor) the field.
The SAL problem deals with the issues in determining the location (coordinate) of
sensors (or other objects). Often, to maintain the SAC or the SAL quality of service for
an extended period of time, there are other challenges that need to be addressed as well
such as network lifetime, fault tolerance, and security. Network lifetime is involved with
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the strategies to prolong the network life, e.g. executing a program that appropriately
places some sensors in the sleep mode. The fault tolerance issue is concerned with
increasing network robustness in presence of faults that cause a node(s) to malfunction or
to cease operation. On the other hand, security deals with mechanisms and techniques to
prevent malicious intent from interfering with normal operation of the network.
The theme of the thesis is on the SAC problem, but before presenting the research
objectives, the following section is devoted to a background discussion on the SAC
problem and the challenges involved.

1.1 Background
The concept of coverage was first introduced by Gage in [Gag92] that defines three types
of coverage: blanket, barrier, and sweep. The objective of blanket coverage is to achieve
a static arrangement of nodes that maximizes the total detection area. In barrier coverage,
the objective is to minimize the probability of undetected object penetration through the
barrier. Finally, sweep coverage is more or less similar to barrier coverage except the
barrier is a moving barrier. Also, according to Cardei et al. [Car04], coverage is classified
into point coverage, area coverage, and barrier coverage. Area coverage and barrier
coverage are the same as those defined by Gage. The point coverage is in reference to
deploying sensors in appropriate places to ensure the points (targets) are covered.
Common parameters - This thesis is focused on sensor area-coverage (SAC), which is
defined as the placement of sensor nodes in the field such that the network area covered
is maximized. To measure the quality of area-coverage, various parameters are
developed. One parameter is called Coverage ratio (CR), which indicates how much of
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the field is covered. CR is the ratio of covered area to the whole area. If this ratio is 1, the
field is 100% covered and the situation is referred to as Complete area coverage (CAC).
Otherwise, the field is said to be partially covered and the state is called partial area
coverage (PAC). Another parameter of interest is called sensor density (SD), often shown
by the variable

. SD shows the relationship between the number of sensors and the

field area. Specifically, SD is the rate of sensors deployed per square unit area, which is
the total number of sensors divided by the total field area. The critical sensor density
(CSD)

provides an insight into the minimal number of nodes required to reach a

certain level of CR. For example, before the actual sensor deployment, CSD can be
approximated to determine how many sensors should be scattered in a field of interest to
monitor the entire field. Therefore, given a sensor field with area A, if

nodes or

more are randomly deployed, then with high confidence the field should be completely
covered by the sensors.
Another parameter of interest is the failure rate

. As the sensors are often deployed in

large quantities, are cheap and have a limited power, the failure rate of sensors becomes a
big concern. The sensor failure rate is the number of sensors that are expected to fail per
unit of time. In this thesis, the failure rate is assumed to be exponentially distribution with
the PDF of:
(1)
Since a good portion of this study is focused on simulation, it is often necessary to
estimate the time interval before the next failure happens. To obtain this, the cumulative
distribution function of the PDF is used, i.e.:
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(2)
A graph example of (2) is depicted below:
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Figure 1.2. F(t) with

.

For example, in Fig. 1.2, for an interval of t = 130 units of time, the probability of an
event to occur is about 0.803, i.e. F(t) = 0.803. However, in the simulation process, it is
often necessary to obtain the corresponding inter-arrival time t, given a randomly chosen
value for F(t). Consequently, solving for t in (2) produces the following:

(3)

As an example, if the random value chosen is 0.803, i.e. F(t) = 0.803, by inserting this
value in (3), the next event would occur in approximately t = 180 units of time from now.
However, because F(t) is randomly chosen, F(t) is as probable as (1 – F(t)). Therefore, in
the simulation experiments, the following is used:

(4)

Deployment strategies - The deployment (placement) strategies of sensor nodes, shown
in Fig 1.2 [You08], are concerned with how the placement of sensors in a sensor network
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is constructed. Static deployment means that the placement of sensor nodes before
network operation is independent of network state during the lifetime of the network. For
instance, placing the sensor nodes at specific locations that never change. In dynamic
deployment, placement decision of nodes is based on dynamic network changes. For
instance, as nodes fail or for better load balancing, some nodes might be moved to other
locations or new nodes might be introduced into the field. The static deployment can
further be classified into deterministic and random placements. Deterministic deployment
is the most common because the placement of sensors in specific points is preplanned for
maximum performance. Random deployment of sensors is another strategy that is more
appropriate if the sensor field is remote or hostile. In such a case, the sensors may be
deployed according to a uniform, Poisson, or any other distribution model. In the
centralized approach, there is a central entity or a distributed form of sensors that act as
cluster heads or anchor nodes that decide on the position of other nodes. Whereas, in
distributed form of deployment, every node is involved in deciding its own position.

Deployment strategy

Static

Deterministic

Dynamic

Random

Centralized

Distributed

Figure 1.3. Sensor deployment strategies.

This study is focused on static, random distribution of sensors. The random distribution
functions chosen for this study are uniform and Poisson. Under uniform distribution, N
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nodes are distributed uniformly over a squared field of interest with size . One example
is shown in Fig 1.3. The sensor density is

. Since each sensor has an equal

likelihood of being at any location, the number of sensors for any subregion of area
is uniform with the value of

.

Figure 1.4. Uniform Distribution of sensors.

In the Poisson model of deployment, the number of nodes deployed follows Poisson
distribution with parameter
A is

. The number of expected sensors N to deploy in a region

, the number of sensors within a sub-region

expected value of

A is a Poisson with the

. Similar to uniform distribution, each sensor has equal likelihood

of being at any location in the region A, but the number of sensors to be distributed is
Poisson and changes from one deployment to the other. In a Poisson, the time between
events (such as failures) is exponentially distributed as shown in (4). Therefore, one can
simulate the number of events by adding the number of times between events until the
total time reaches the time interval desired.
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Sensor area localization (SAL) – Sensor localization refers to the estimation of physical
coordinate of a sensor. The process by which the sensors determine their coordinates is
called network localization, which is a highly desirable characteristic for many
applications. For instance, in an environmental monitoring, the data collected become
meaningless without knowing the location from which the data were collected.
Furthermore, when the SAC problem is combined with other objectives such as
algorithms responsible for determining which sensors ought to go to sleep, sensors often
need to know about their distances to their neighbors.
Network localization requires at least three (two dimensional) nodes whose physical
locations are known. These nodes are often referred to as anchors or beacons. The
position of these anchors can be based on a local (relative) or a global coordinate system.
In the latter approach, the positions of these nodes are obtained by using a global
positioning system (GPS). In applications where the relative positions of sensor nodes
with respect to each other are sufficient, then the anchor nodes can be manually
configured according to an arbitrary local coordinate system. The rest of the sensors then
determine their coordinates with respect to the location of anchors.
Network localization approaches consist of two basic steps: distance-estimation and
distance-combining. In distance-estimation, a sensor estimates its distance from the
anchor nodes. In distance-combining, a sensor uses the distance estimates to compute its
own location.

The popular methods for distance-estimation are based on Angle of

Arrival, Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), and Time Difference of Arrival
(TDoA) [Pal10]. AoA estimates the angle (direction) of arriving signal (not its distance)
from at least three reference points and then simple geometric relationships are used to
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calculate the positions of the sensors. AoA techniques can be applied to many different
signals, such as Radio Frequency (RF), acoustic, infrared and ultrasound. However, the
cost of these techniques is normally high in comparison to RSSI. In RSSI, the distance
from an anchor (or a sensor) is calculated by measuring the signal strength from the
anchor. It is known that signal strength diminishes with the square of the distance from
the reference point. Therefore, a listening node should be able to use this information to
calculate its distance from the transmitter. However, RSSI may not produce the accuracy
expected because of noise and obstacles that absorb/reflect radio waves.
In TDoA, a node sends two different signals with different speeds, such as radio and
acoustic signals. The receiving node notes the time difference between the arrivals of the
two signals. This information is used to calculate the distance. For example, consider two
signals A and B with speeds vA and vB. If vA > vB, and t is the time difference between the
arrivals of the two signals, then the distance d is calculated as [Pri05]:

The Crickets [Nis00] used in this thesis calculate the distance based on RF and ultrasonic
signals. During the distance-combining, distances from at least three sensors are used to
calculate the position of a sensor. Lateration [Jar07] is a technique that uses the
intersection of distances to determine the position as shown in Fig. 1.5.
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Figure 1.5. Lateration technique to estimate the coordinate of a sensor node.

Combining coverage with other objectives – Often SAC must be considered in
conjunction with other secondary objectives to ensure the objectives of SAC can be
achieved and maintained. The secondary objectives can be placed under a class with the
aim of prolonging network lifetime. Some examples these objectives are network
connectivity, energy efficiency, fault tolerance, and security.

Network connectivity is

concerned with the interaction among nodes and its relation to coverage [Kar03].
Assuming that the area is covered, sensors often need the ability to communicate such
that there is always a path available to report the sensed data to the base station
(connectivity). Connectivity and energy use are also related because changing the
transmission range changes the network topology and also increases energy consumption.
The area-coverage problem can also be combined with other secondary performance
metrics such as fault tolerance or data fidelity. For instance, to prolong network lifetime,
additional nodes can be included in the random distribution strategy to keep the coverage
optimized in case of node failures.
Consequently, this thesis has considered the area-coverage problem in combination with
some other important performance metrics, namely energy consumption, fault tolerance,
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and network connectivity. The following table is a partial list of some articles with
respect to the SAC objective and some other performance metrics.
Table 1. A partial list of articles with the area-coverage problem as their primary objective and other
network performance metrics.

Paper
[Dhi03]
[Bro04]
[Pet06]
[Ber03]

Type of
Algorithm
Deterministic
Deterministic
Deterministic
Deterministic

[Wat04]

Deterministic

[Ish04]

Random

[Pom06]
[Bia03]

Deterministic
Deterministic

[Kar03]

Deterministic

[Sli01]

Random

[Car02]
[Tia02]

[Liu06]
[Zha03]

Random
Random,
Distributed
Random,
Distributed
Random
(Uniform, Poisson)
Random
Distributed

[Wan03]

Distributed

[Kar03]

Deterministic

[Wu99]
[Wu04]

Distributed
Random

[Ye03]
[Kum04]

1

No specific application

Other Objectives

Application

Minimum sensor count
Network connectivity
Data fusion

Surveillance
Surveillance
Surveillance
Contamination
detection
Time to detection
Contamination
detection
Network connectivity, Fault Generic1
tolerance
Minimum sensor count
Underwater
Network connectivity, Fault Outdoor, Data
tolerance
collection
Network
connectivity, Generic
Minimum sensor count
Energy, Minimum sensor Generic
count
Energy
Generic
Generic
Energy
Energy

Generic

Energy

Generic

Energy, Network connectivity
Network
connectivity,
Minimum sensor count
Network
connectivity,
Minimum sensor count
Network
connectivity,
Minimum sensor count
Energy, Network connectivity

Generic
Generic

Node redundancy, Energy

Generic
Generic
Generic
Generic
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Studying these articles in addition to other resources has led to the following selected
algorithms that will described next: Coverage Configuration Protocol (CCP), Random
Independent Sleeping (RIS), and Probing Environment and Adaptive Sleeping (PEAS)
[Gui04,Xin05,Ye06]. These algorithms are selected with energy efficiency, fault
tolerance, and security in mind.

1.1.1 Energy Efficiency Algorithm
As sensors often have a limited and unrechargeable storage of energy, it is of crucial
importance to operate the network in such a way that maximizes the network lifetime.
Therefore, many scheduling algorithms with various modes of operations for complete
and partial coverage have been implemented to control node activities, e.g. the sleeping
patterns of nodes [Wan10].
Cross Coverage Protocol - CCP [Xin05] is used to determine the redundant sensors and
decide whether a sensor is eligible to go to sleep or it should stay active. CCP be used
either for complete or partial coverage. CCP is a distributed protocol that needs access to
the local neighbors.

This allows CCP to scale effectively in large sensor networks in

which nodes can fail at run-time. It also allows applications to change their coverage
degree at run-time.
In this algorithm all nodes are initially active. Each node is responsible to run an
eligibility algorithm to determine if it is eligible to go to sleep or it should stay active. A
node S is eligible to go to sleep if all points inside its sensing range are already covered
by other active nodes in its local neighborhood. In another words, for each neighbor, a
sensor checks if the intersection points inside its sensing radius are covered by other
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neighbors. If so, the sensor is eligible to go to sleep. As an example, assume all sensors in
Fig 1.6 are active sensors [Wan10]. Sensor S1 is eligible for sleeping since all of the
intersection points (p1, p2, p3) inside its sensing circle are covered by at most one sensor
(p1 by s4, p2 by s3 and p3 by s2).

Figure 1.6. Cross Coverage; Sensor S1 is eligible for sleeping

This algorithm works in rounds and rounds are asynchronous. The rounds are used to
ensure that sensors check on the neighboring sensors in case some have failed; if so some
sensors are prevented from going to sleep. Rounds also ensure the sleeping pattern
becomes distributed rather than be focused on certain sensors.
The crossing coverage method can be easily extended to k-coverage redundancy. A
crossing point is k-covered if it is covered by at least k distinct sensors. A sensor is kcovered and redundant, and thus eligible to go to sleep, if all its crossings within its
sensing radius with other sensors are at least covered by k distinct sensors excluding
itself.
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Random Independent Sleeping – RIS [Gui04] is a simple approach where each node
decides independently for their sleep schedule and does not need to acquire any
information from its neighbors. In this algorithm neither location nor distance
information is required and no control message is needed. All sensors are distributed
randomly into the sensor area. For each node the total running time is divided into time
slots of equal length,

. The interval of each time slot is divided into ACTIVE and

SLEEP period. The duration of active and sleep period is

and

respectively. Randomness is used to decide that the sensor should first go to sleep
or stay active at the starting point. By this approach, the expected number of active nodes
out of N nodes within the area A at any given time is

.

Probing Environment and Adaptive Sleeping – PEAS [Wan10,Ye06] works for sensor
networks that contain large numbers of densely and inexpensive sensors. Sensor nodes
are usually deployed at much higher densities than the minimum required for extending
system lifetime. The objective of PEAS is to extend system lifetime by using high
redundancy in deployment, while being robust against severe, unpredictable sensor
failures. The basic approach is to inactivate the redundant sensors. PEAS is always in one
of the following states: SLEEP, PROBE, or ACTIVE. Fig. 1.7 shows the state transition
diagram among the states. Initially all sensors are in the SLEEP state. A sensor awakes
and transits to the PROBE state according to its probing rate. Basically the probing rate
provides the frequency with which the sensor wakes up to decide its fate of becoming
active or going back to sleep. Once in the PROBE state, the sensor broadcasts a beacon
signal requesting the neighbors to send back a reply message. If the sensor receives such
a reply, it will go back to sleep for another duration of time. Otherwise, the sensor stays
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active. The two main issues in PEASE are how to decide which sensor nodes should go
to sleep and how long they should sleep, which are addressed by the Probing
Environment and Adaptive Sleeping components of the algorithm, respectively. A
detailed explanation of the algorithm is provided in Chapter 3, when the simulation of
this algorithm is investigated.

Figure 1.7. PEAS state transition diagram.

1.1.2 Fault Tolerance
As sensor nodes are often deployed in large quantities, are cheap, and might be placed in
harsh and hostile environments, fault tolerance becomes a big challenge. Therefore, fault
tolerance must be included in the design of sensor networks to mitigate the effect of
sensor failure on CR. The algorithm developed for this purpose uses three thresholds of
CR. Depending on how much of a sensor node is covered by other sensors, the sensor
decides on whether to stay active, go to sleep for a short duration of time and partially
participate in network activities and maintenance, or to go to sleep for a longer period of
time. By allowing sensors to decide on their fate of sleep or type of activity, energy
depletion of sensors are minimized and would be able to prolong the life of the network
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in case there are failures in their neighborhood. The detail of this algorithm is explained
in Chapter 3, when the fault tolerance issue is covered in much more detail.

1.1.3 Security
Sensor nodes may be deployed in hostile areas where communication is monitored and
nodes are subject to capture and surreptitious use by an adversary. So network
connectivity with secure communication among sensors becomes a vital issue. The
algorithm used for secure communication in this thesis is based on key management that
is exploited by some authors [Esc02].
Traditional Internet style key exchange and key distribution protocols based on
infrastructures using trusted third parties are impractical for large scale wireless sensor
networks (WSNs) because of the unknown network topology prior to deployment,
communication range limitations, intermittent sensor-node operation, and network
dynamics. A common practical option for the distribution of keys to sensor nodes of
large-scale WSNs whose physical topology is unknown prior to deployment would be to
rely on key pre-distribution. Keys would have to be installed in sensor nodes to
accommodate secure communication between nodes. The general approach is to decide
on a large pool of keys, and load each sensor with a set of randomly selected keys (keyring) from the pool prior to deployment. After the sensors are deployment, each pair of
sensors neighbored attempt at discovering whether they share at least a key. If so the two
sensors are capable of communicating with each other. Otherwise the sensors won’t be
able to communicate even though they are the neighbor of each other. Consequently, the
network connectivity is impacted by the pool size and the key-ring size, and which key
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ring size would optimize connectivity. These issues are described and simulated in detail
in Chapter 3 along with comparison to the theoretical results presented in [Esc02].

1.2

Objectives

There are two general objectives:
a. One of the main objectives is to develop a simulation software called Sensor Area
Coverage Package (SACPac) that maps sensors to various places based on some
chosen deployment algorithm. As indicated, the algorithms chosen are mainly based
on uniform and Poisson distributions. These algorithms will be compared based on
their quality of coverage. The simulation product will output a number of metrics
such as area coverage ratio, sensor density, active and sleep sensors, etc. SACPac will
also be able to store a history of the simulation runs in Excel files, so that the user can
use the generated data to analyze the goodness of the algorithms used. This is an
important feature of SACPac as numerous graphs can be generated in this way, as it
will be seen in Chapter 3.
The software package will be designed using visual studio (C#) and with a graphical
interface where the users enter values and observe the results immediately. For
instance, a user can use the mouse pointer to insert and delete sensors in the field and
immediately observe their effect on the area-coverage.
The advantage of developing such a product is multifold. For instance, simulation
results can be compared to the mathematical results, as some of which will be seen in
Chapter 3. Also, by knowing the distinguished characteristic of sensors and specific
algorithm properties, one would be able to better determine which algorithms are
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more suitable for real world applications. To the best of our knowledge, such a
product does not exist. Therefore, the product can be used as a tool in classrooms for
educational purposes. Furthermore, because it is not feasible to include every area
coverage algorithm, the software will be designed in such a manner to ease
maintenance and future enhancements
b. Originally, it was decided to develop a prototype for tracking objects as objects move
in a field. But given the extent of the thesis, only the communication aspect of the
prototype will be developed. In this aspect, Cricket devices will be used for the
generation of beacon signals and distance measurements. The distance information
received by an object (see Fig. 1.5) will then be transferred to a mobile device
responsible for relaying the information to the server on which SACPac runs. The
mobile device will run the Android operating system [goo07] and an application will
be developed with a user interface where the use can visually observe the distance
information received from the object and be able to connect to one or more servers.
The aspect of visually displaying the position of the object and its movement with a
field are left for future development.

1.3

Organization of Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 discusses the simulation software (SACPAc), its user interface, and the
software architecture of the software.
Chapter 3 discusses the simulation of the selected distributed algorithms described in
this chapter, and analyzes the results.
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Chapter 4 is concerned about the development of a tracking system that
communicates with the simulation software (SACPac).
Chapter 5 summarizes the results of the thesis, and discusses possible future work.
The appendix section, provides the entire code developed for SACPac.
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CHAPTER 2
SENSOR AREA COVERAGE PACKAGE
(SACPac)
As mentioned in chapter 1, one of the main objectives of this thesis is to develop a
software product that simulates the distribution of sensors in a field according to some
algorithms and analyzing the Sensor Area Coverage (SAC) problem of the distribution
under various conditions. The simulation software developed for this purpose is called
Sensor Area Coverage Package (SACPac). For this thesis, the simulation software is
focused on static, random distribution, but the user interface provides options for future
implementation of other forms of sensor distribution. Also, to maintain the SAC ratio at a
required minimum threshold, algorithms are needed whose implementations enhance the
lifetime of sensors. Therefore, SACPac develops a few such algorithms and measures
their effect and performance on coverage. The advantage of developing SACPac is
multifold. Simulation results can be compared to the mathematical results of the
algorithms. Also, by comparing the results based on the distinguished characteristic of
sensors and specific algorithm properties, one would be able to better determine which
algorithms are more suitable for real world applications.
SACPac is developed in C# using Visual Studio.Net 2008. The product provides a simple
graphical interface where a user enters the needed parameters and observes the results
immediately. The interface is flexible enough to allow for manual intervention of
distributing sensors as well. For instance, a user can move the mouse pointer to insert,
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move and delete sensors in the field and immediately observe their effect on the areacoverage.
To the best of our knowledge, such a product does not exist or such simulators are limited
in performance, ease of use, or scalability. Although, the complete development of such a
product is open-ended, SACPac provides the framework and development of basic
components for future enhancements. Also, it can be used as a tool in classrooms for
educational purposes, and as a foundation for future research on the SAC problem.
The rest of the chapter explains the features and capabilities of the SACPac product, and
provides a brief introduction about the technologies that are used to develop this
software. For those readers interested in the deep understanding of the details and coding
aspect of SACPac, a complete list of the programming code can be found in the appendix
section of the thesis

2.1

Design Criteria

In the design of the product the following criteria are kept in mind:
Scalability – The software allows for simulating large networks without
noticeable degradation of performance. Multithreading is used for top level class
instances to boost the performance to allowing for multitasking and parallel
execution.
Modularity – For better understanding of the product and anyone interested in
further development of the product, modularization makes maintenance and future
enhancement easier. For instance, a two-tier architecture is used when developing
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the user interface forms versus the actual coding that is linked to the user
interface. This allows for the code to be turned into a DLL file and references be
made to the library functions, regardless of how the functions are developed or
modified.
Flexibility – The user interface can easily be extended to include other forms of
deployment algorithms. Furthermore, the software allows for a wide range of
parameters entrance and outputs the basic and fundamental coverage results on
the main window. In addition, various characteristic of the algorithms simulated
are recorded at various points of simulation runs and outputs are recorded in
Excel formats where users can easily analyze performance of the algorithms
beyond what is provided on the main user interface window.

2.2

Architecture

SACPac contains two main components: simulator and deployment. The simulator
component provides the characteristics of the sensors and the network field, for instance
creating the data structures to represent a sensor field, senor radius, and density of the
sensors in the field. This component includes two major classes: network and interface.
The network class contains all methods and variables relevant to representation of a
sensor network such as size of the sensor field and the field coverage. The interface class
is responsible for presenting the user interface to SACPac, for example to accept the
input parameters or show the results in graphical forms. The second component of
SACPac is the deployment component formed into a DLL file. This component contains
the deployment algorithms controlling the manner in which the sensors are distributed or
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management of sensor activities. Figure 2.1 shows the top level view of the SACPac
architecture.

Figure 2.1: High level view of SACPac architecture.

2.3

User Interface

This section presents the user interface of SACPac. On the start of SACPac, the main
window in Fig. 2.2 opens up. The menu bar in the figure shows four pull-down
submenus: File, Tools, Cricket, and Help. The File submenu contains the New and Exit
options. New is used to start a new simulation in which a new window (Fig. 2.5) is
opened. Exit is used to close the entire application. Tools, for the current version of the
software, contain only the WSN Options. The option is mainly used to edit the parameters
used for the current simulation. In other words, this option can be used to edit some of the
current parameters to start a new experiment.
The Cricket menu is used for tracking an object using Cricket devices. The menu
contains the Beacons and Tracking options. Beacons launches the Beacon coordination
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window (Fig. 2.3) for defining the location of the beacon nodes. The Tacking option
opens the output window (similar to Fig. 2.15(a)), which will include the sensor field, the
beacon locations and the current location of the object. The object tracking system
developed will be explained in chapter 4.

Figure 1.2. SACPac startup window.

Figure 2.3. Beacon window.
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Help menu provides various general information about the software, such as user’s guide
for the software (to be developed in the future), copyright, current software version, and
the list of developers’ names. A summary of these options is given in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 3.4. The menu bar buttons and their options in the startup window.

By clicking on the New option, the startup window (Fig. 2.5) pops up. This is the top
window for entering the basic information about the sensor network. The window
provides information regarding the size of the field in a rectangle form, the sensing radius
of each sensor, and the form of distributing the sensors. The deployment types
implemented are uniform and Poisson. Under each type of deployment, the user can
choose the type of coverage for evaluation purpose, which is either partial coverage or
complete coverage. The sensor coverage under evaluation developed is either partial
coverage or complete coverage. Since the main objective of the package is about the SAC
problem, the software allows for a secondary, optional objective, which can be either
fault tolerance, security, or energy efficiency. The localization aspect is not implemented
yet and is left for the future.
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Figure 4.5. The first window showing the general parameters.

In Fig. 2.5, the Cancel button returns the user to the startup window (Fig. 2.2). The Clear
button resets the parameters. The Next button directs the user to the next appropriate
window depending on the parameters chosen in the pull-down menus (see Fig. 2.7). Since
the focus of study is on SAC, the Localization option is left for future development. Fig.
2.6 shows the options under the pull-down menus of Fig. 2.5.

Figure 5.6. The options in the pull-down lists of Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 6.7. Combinations of valid or implemented options.

Fig. 2.7 shows the choices of the windows that will open up depending on the parameter
selections of the drop-down menus when the Next button in Fig. 2.5. is clicked. For
example, Fig. 2.7 shows that the Uniform window in Fig. 2.8 will open up if the uniform
distribution is selected and either Area-Partial or Area-Complete is decided. Note that in
Fig. 2.7, Area-Complete is only associated with the Energy Efficiency option under the
optional objectives. So if the user decides on uniform or Poisson and on the AreaComplete, SACPac automatically hides the Fault Tolerance and Security options under
the optional objectives in Fig. 2.5. In other words, only the Energy Efficiency option will
be listed under the optional objectives pull-down menu. Hence, the Area-Complete
choice in combination with fault tolerance and security are left for future development.
The following describes the windows in Fig. 2.7.
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2.3.1 Uniform Distribution Window
If the user has decided on uniform deployment and requested the coverage type to be
Area-Partial, the window in Fig. 2.8 pops up.

Figure 7.8. The window for uniform distribution (see Fig. 2.6).

In this window, a user enters the number of sensors to be uniformly distributed in the
field, tries and the desired coverage ratio. The number of tries indicates the number of
times the simulation repeats, i.e. the sensors are distributed, for the hope that one or more
of the distributions to have a coverage ratio of at least what is desired. If no such
coverage is reached for the number of tries, the user will be informed. Given a number of
sensors to distribute, the minimum possible coverage happens when all sensors overlap
each other in a distribution, and the maximum coverage ratio occurs when there is no
overlap among the sensors. Therefore, if the desired coverage ratio asked by the user is
lower than the minimum or greater than the maximum coverage, the user will be
informed by having a window that pops up informing the user. It is observed that by
choosing 100% coverage ratio, the user is attempting gain complete coverage. After
entering the parameters and clicking on Simulate in Fig. 2.8, the user is directed to the
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output window (Fig. 2.15) in which the sensors positions, output results such as the
minimum, maximum, and the average coverage ratio among all tries will be displayed.

2.3.2 Poisson Window
In Fig. 2.5, if the sensor deployment is Poisson and the coverage type is Area-partial,
clicking on the Next button directs the user to the window in Fig. 2.9. The choice of
Area-Complete is not implemented yet and left for future development.

Figure 8.9. The window for Poisson distribution (see also Fig. 2.7).

In this window the users enters the sensor density (SD) that determines the random
number of sensors to be uniformly distributed. The user has the option to create a range
of sensor densities by adding a step to the previous sensor density. Therefore, the number
distributions attempted is determined by

. For each of the

sensor densities, the number of distributions attempted is defined by the number of tries
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for the hope that at least one of these tries provides the desired coverage ratio requested
by the user. Like the uniform distribution, the user will be informed if the coverage ratio
is not between the minimum and maximum possible values.
The user can decide on exporting the results to an Excel file by selecting the Excel File
option and typing the name and the location of the folder. The information in the Excel
file will contain all the parameters entered along with the corresponding output results.
The advantage of this option is that the user can manually manipulate the columns in the
file, create new columns, or combine results from multiple simulation runs into a single
Excel file in order to generate new graphs depending on the needs. The next option
allows for the generation of a graph showing the changes in the average coverage ratio as
sensor density (SD) changes. The last option shows the coverage ratio against each
collection of sensors selected. The collection of sensors is obtained based on the value of
SD, i.e. the sensor density times the field size. So the graphs should be similar to the
previous option. Accordingly, the collection of sensors is based on the expected number
of sensors. The notion of obtaining the collection of sensors randomly based on Poisson
distribution with parameter SD is left for future development.

2.3.3 Energy Efficiency Window
From Fig. 2.5., if the user has chosen the uniform distribution and the coverage type
decided is Area-Complete and the optional objective is Energy Efficiency, then the
window in Fig. 2.10 pops up (see also Fig. 2.7).
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Figure 9.10. The window for energy efficiency assuming partial coverage and cross coverage
algorithm (see Fig. 2.7).

In this window, the user selects the redundancy algorithm from the Sensor Redundancy
option. The redundancy algorithm allows to a sensor to check whether it is redundant and
thus eligible to go to sleep. This option contains the Cross Coverage, Grid Approach,
Sponsored Sector, and Perimeter Coverage algorithms [Hua07,Tia03,Wan10,Xin05].
Among these, only the Cross Coverage algorithm is implemented and others are left for
future implementation. Sleep Scheduling option decides on the sensor activity and the
sleep schedule of the sensor. The only available option so far is Coverage Configuration
Protocol (CCP) [Xin05]. The details of these algorithms are explained in Chapter 3. In
the Number of Sensors panel, the user enters the number of sensors in increasing order
depending on the step value. Similarly, the user can decide on the k-coverage values
depending on the step value.
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The Sensor Failure Rate is the constant failure rate
distribution with PDF

according to the exponential

. Number of Tries is the same parameter as other

windows indicating the number of times that the simulation repeats. The output Excel
files are in two different formats. The Excel File option exports the general output results,
whereas the Lifetime Excel File options shows the results in each time unit of the Total
Running Time selected
On the other hand, in Fig. 2.5 (also see Fig. 2.7.), if the user has chosen the uniform
distribution and the coverage type decided is Area-Partial and the selected optional
objective is Energy Efficiency, then the window in Fig. 2.11 pops up.

Figure 10.11. The window for energy efficiency assuming complete coverage and RIS algorithm (see
Fig. 2.7).
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In this window, Sleep Scheduling option specifies the algorithms used for partial
coverage. Under this option, the user can choose Random Independent Sleeping (RIS),
Probing Environment and Adaptive Sleeping (PEAS) or Layered Diffusion-based
Coverage (LDCC) [Gui04,Wan10,Ye06]. In this version of SACPac only RIS and PEAS
have been implemented and LDCC is left for the future releases. The options in the
Number of Sensors panel and Number of Tries are common for all algorithms in the
Sleep Scheduling option.
By selecting RIS, the parameters needed for the RIS algorithm are displayed (Fig. 2.11).
The user enters the running time of the algorithm by entering the number of time slots
and the time period for each slot. The software automatically calculates the total running
time by multiplying the number of slots by the time period. This simulation exports three
Excel files with different formats. By selecting the “Collective Sensor Status - Field
Coverage” option, the coverage changes over time will be recorded. The “Individual
Sensor Time Slot Status” allows the details for each time slot to be recorded, such as the
number of active and sleep sensors during each slot. The “Total Active/Sleep Time”
option includes in the Excel file how long sensors have been in active or sleep mode.
By selecting PEAS from the Sleep Scheduling, the RIS parameters become hidden and
the PEAS parameters become visible. Fig 2.12 shows the changes in Fig. 2.11 after
selecting the PEAS option.
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Figure 11.12. The window for energy efficiency assuming partial coverage and PEAS algorithm.

In this window, the user enters the required parameters for the PEAS algorithm such as
Probing Radius, number of Replying Neighbors, the k-coverage value, and the desired
Probe Rate. The details of the PEAS algorithm is described in Chapter 3. As before,
Number of Tries is the number of times that the simulation is repeated. The Sensor
Failure Rate is the rate of sensors failed during running time according to the exponential
distribution that was just described.
The results of the simulation can be recorded by selecting the Lifetime Excel File, which
will show the coverage ratio and the number of active and sleep sensors for each value of
sensors selected in the Number of Sensors option.
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2.3.4 Fault Tolerance Window
If the user has chosen the uniform distribution and the coverage type decided is AreaPartial and the optional objective is Fault Tolerance, then the following window in Fig.
2.13 opens up.

Figure 12.13. The window for fault tolerance (see Fig. 2.7).

On top of the window, Number of Sensors and K_Coverage are the ranges for sensors
and k-coverage, respectively. Min, Middle, and Max Coverage Thresholds indicate the
percentage of a sensor’s sensing radius covered by its neighbors (see Chapter 3 for more
details).

Max Sleep time is the maximum period of time that a sensor can sleep. The

time unit of failure rate, maximum sleep time, and the simulation running time are the
same. The output file is in Excel format, which will include the number of active and
sleep sensors and their sleep duration for each threshold and the simulation running time.
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The coverage ratio during the simulation running time is the average of the Number of
Tries.

2.3.5 Security Window
In Fig. 2.5, if the user has chosen the uniform distribution and the coverage type decided
is Area-Partial and the optional objective is Security, then the following window in Fig.
2.14 pops up.

Figure 13.14. The window for security (see Fig. 2.7).

To understand the parameters used in this window, the user needs to become familiar
with the algorithm [Esc02]. The security algorithm used is explained in Chapter 3. In this
window, the user enters the number of sensors, Key Ring Size and the Key Pool Size.
The Key Pool Size is the total number of available keys. The Key Ring Size indicates the
number of keys that each sensor selects randomly from the pool of the keys. The output
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file is in Excel format that will store various performance results such as number of
connections and probability of connections among sensors.

2.4

Output Window

The previous section described the user interface in terms of appropriate windows that
open up for selecting or entering needed parameter values. Once the user reaches the
point clicking on the Simulate button in a window, the window in Fig. 2.15 opens up
showing the simulation results.
The top, left panel shows some of the basic information that a user has selected in the
previous windows discussed. The comment panel shows comments and errors that
simulation may generate which is not used and left for future implementation. The
bottom left panel shows the coordinate of the points in the field that are not covered by
any sensors. Next to this panel are the coordinates for those points that are covered and
for each point shows the number of sensors that cover that point. Finally, the bottom right
rectangle shows some of the basic output results that are self-explanatory. Some of these
results are in reference to the input selections shown in the top, left panel. For instance in
this particular output shown in the figure, number of simulation runs (tries) is set to 1.
When the simulation is finished, the bottom right panel indicates that the field (the center
rectangle) coverage ratio exceeded the desired coverage ratio indicated in the top, left
panel. The bottom right rectangle also shows that with 100 sensors and the sensor radius
of 20, it is possible to have a distribution and reach 100% coverage. Also, the minimum
coverage ratio using such sensors is at 3%.
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Also, once the simulation completes and the field is shown, the user has the option to
manually modify the field, shown in the center rectangle, by using the mouse pointer to
drag sensors around, insert sensors, or delete sensors. Deletion is done by clicking on the
“Delete” button and then clicking on the sensor to be deleted. Similarly, insertion is done
by clicking on the “Insert” button, moving the mouse point to the desired location in the
field, and then clicking one more time. The user is also able to observe the location of the
mouse pointer as it moves in the field by checking the coordinate in the “Pointer
Location” window.

Figure 14.15(a). Output Window.
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Figure 15.15(b). Output Window showing the areas covered.

Clicking the “Sensing Radii” button enables the sensing circle of sensors to be shown, in
effect shown the sensing range. The “Sensor Location” button causes the coordinate
(location) of each sensor (colored dot) to be shown next to the sensor. Clicking the “Fill
Sensing Coverage” colors the areas covered by the sensors as shown in Fig. 2.15(b). This
option allows the user to observe the areas (holes) that are not covered easily.
Currently, the window in Fig. 2.15 is generated only for the simple uniform distribution
and the Cricket object tracking options. The results for the rest of the options explained in
Section 2.3 are stored in Excel files. It is hoped that a window similar to the one in Fig.
2.15 to be generated for all options that have been discussed in Section 2.3, in addition to
the Excel.
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2.5 Summary
This chapter presented the user interface. The chapter explained the features that are
implemented, which have been explained in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. The majority of these
features implemented are summarized in Fig. 2.7. During the explanation of these
features, there have been two primary sets of parameters. One set is the required
parameters that are needed for the deployment of sensors and implementation of the
algorithms, such as the number of sensors, field size, etc. The other set is the optional
parameters. These are the parameters that are mainly used for the analyses of the SAC
performance, such as number of simulation tries, desired coverage ratio, etc.
Providing a detailed description of these features shows that significant effort has been
invested in developing these features and a foundation for future enhancement. It is
further observed that a full development of SACPac will most likely be open ended, at
least because of changes in sensor network technologies and development of new
algorithms. For the foreseeable future, however, the following items to be implemented
come to mind:
The focus of this study has been on SAC. However, the localization aspect of sensor
nodes and its objectives are often related to the SAC problem.
SACPac development has been centered on static sensor deployment. The dynamic
and deterministic features of sensor deployment are other items that can be added to
SACPac features.
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The fault tolerance and security features implemented assume the coverage type is
partial. The complete coverage type is another item that is left for future enhancement
SACPac.
Obviously, as SACPac is enhanced and new features are added, the development of a
user guide can improve the user friendliness of SACPac.
The comment panel in the output window can be linked to the coding and
performance analysis of the running simulation.
The Poisson deployment feature can be further enhanced; for instance the complete
coverage type aspect and the randomness of the number of sensors to be deployed.
Not all sensor redundancy algorithms for the purpose of energy conservation have
been implemented. Among these the following come to mind: grid approach,
sponsored sector, and perimeter coverage [Wan10].
There are some additional sleep scheduling algorithms that are not implemented in
SACPac yet, for instance layered diffusion-based coverage (LDCC) [Wan09].
Finally, as more features are added and comments are collected, it is expected that the
user interface to go under further changes to enhance user friendliness of SACPac.
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CHAPTER 3
SIMULATION
This chapter is concerned with the simulation of distribution algorithms discussed in the
Background section of Chapter 1. As the simulation aspect of this study is focused on
random distribution of sensors, the algorithms chosen for this purpose are Uniform and
Poisson. These algorithms are simulated under various conditions and their results are
presented.

3.1

Uniform Deployment

Recall that under uniform distribution, a number of sensors are distributed in a field
uniformly. The first simulation obtains the relationship between the number of deployed
sensors and the field coverage ratio (CR). The sensing radius is set at

= 20. The

number of deployed sensors is varied from 100 to 1800 in step of 100, and the selected
.
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field sizes attempted are 200, 400, 600 and 800

Number of Sensors

Figure 3.1. The relationship between number of deployed sensors and average coverage ratio.
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The results are shown in Fig. 3.1. Each coverage ratio presented in the graph is the
average coverage ratio (ACR) of 10 repeated simulations for each combination of sensors
and field size.
According to Fig. 3.1, Table 3.1 below shows the sensor density, i.e. number of sensors
per

, to cover at least 80% and 100% of the field, which are shown in Fig. 3.1.

According to the table, to transit from 80% to 100% coverage, the sensor density would
need to be doubled, which corresponds to doubling the sensors. This transition can be
expensive in terms of hardware and network lifetime.
Table 3.1. Relationship between field sizes and their corresponding coverage ratio.

At least
80% coverage

100% coverage

Estimated sensors required

Field size

100
300
500
900
200
700
1200
1800

200 × 200
400 × 400
600 × 600
800 × 800
200 × 200
400 × 400
600 × 600
800 × 800

Sensor
density
0.0025
0.0019
0.0014
0.0014
0.0050
0.0044
0.0033
0.0028

Estimate sensor
density range
0.14% … 0.25%

0.28% … 0.50%

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 below complement Fig. 3.1 in that they show the coverage ratio
according to the maximum and the minimum coverage ratio obtained for each set of 10
simulation runs. When comparing the graphs for the minimum and maximum coverage,
it is observed that the graphs are very similar. This shows that the range of coverage
ratios for each set of 10 runs is not large. In other words, the standard deviation of
coverage ratios for each set of simulations is low.
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Number of Sensors
Figure 3.2. Relationship between number of deployed sensors and the minimum coverage ratio for
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each set of experiments.
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Figure 3.3. Relationship between number of deployed sensors and the maximum coverage ratio for
each set of experiments.

In the next experimentation, different number of sensors from 100 to 600 with multiple
sensing radii of 10

to 60

are deployed in a fixed field of 400

. The simulation is

repeated 10 times to get the ACR for the entire field. Fig. 3.4 shows the simulation
results.

Average Coverage Ratio %
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Figure 3.4. Sensor Radius vs. Average Coverage Ratio for different number of sensors.

This figure shows that when the sensing radius is low, e.g. 10

, the impact of increasing

sensors to achieve a high ratio of coverage is low. In addition, the increase in the
coverage is not as effective as one might hope for. For example, when the radius is 10

,

incrementing the sensors from 300 by 100, i.e. from 300 to 400, from 400 to 500, and
from 500 to 600, each change in the number of sensors provides only around 8% of
coverage increase and neither change gives a high ratio of coverage. Looking at this
differently, increasing the sensors from 300 to 600, i.e. doubling the sensors, the increase
in coverage is about 24%.
Furthermore, it is observed that when the sensor radius is increased to 20

, the coverage

ratio, as expected, is increased. However, the impact of increasing sensors to obtain high
beyond 95% is not much. Also, beyond the radius of 30, the effect of increasing sensors
is almost non-existent.
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3.2

Poisson Deployment

Recall that in the Poisson model of deployment, the number of nodes deployed follows
Poisson distribution with rate
region of size A is

and the expected number of sensors N to deploy in a

. Also recall that similar to uniform distribution in Section 3.1,

each sensor has equal likelihood of being at any location in A.
In random deployments, Critical Sensor Density (CSD)
possible sensor density such that for every

≥

is defined as the smallest
, the probability of having

complete coverage is almost 1. A sensor field might be completely covered in one
random deployment of

(or N) sensors but might not completely cover the field in

another random deployment. CSD helps to decide at least how many sensors are needed
to completely cover the sensor field in almost every random deployment. Therefore, if
nodes or more are randomly deployed, then the field is completely covered in
each deployment.
In this experimentation, the field sizes used are 200, 400, 600 and 800
radius assumed is

and the sensor density

. The sensing

is varied from 0.0001 to 0.02 with

the step of 0.0001. In each simulation, a number of sensors are randomly scattered in a
field according to the Poisson distribution with mean

. For each combination of

field size and sensor density parameters, the simulation is run 10 times and the ACV is
obtained. Fig. 3.5 plots the simulation results of the relationship between the sensor
density and the field coverage ratio for each field size.
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Sensor Density( )

Figure 3.5. Relationship between ACR and Sensor Density in Poisson distribution.

As the Fig. 3.5 shows, the graphs are almost overlapped completely, which implies that
the sensor density is a valuable parameter as it does not depend on the field size but on
the number of sensors per square unit of area. Fig. 3.5 also shows that for each sensor
field, there is a threshold
For example for field size

that almost guarantees 100% coverage for any
, for any

.

, the sensor

distribution provides complete coverage. Accordingly, the critical sensory density can be
useful when considering algorithms, such as Coverage Configuration Protocol (CCP)
[Xin05], that are concerned about complete field coverage.

3.3

Energy Efficiency Algorithms

In random sensor distribution, the number of sensors deployed might be more than what
is required to achieve a certain CR. This has the advantage of having areas that are
covered by extra (redundant) sensors. In addition, the extra sensors provide for longer
network lifetime in case of sensors failures due to the depletion of energy or other forms
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of faults. Network lifetime is defined as duration between the time that the network starts
operation until the time the network is not able to deliver the services required, e.g. area
coverage. On the other hand, redundant sensors that cover the same areas consume
energy to sense objects and create data that need to be sent to the server or to be
exchanged with other sensors, which increase energy consumption for other sensors as
well.
On the other hand, the energy consumption depends on the coverage ratio required. The
Complete Area Coverage (CAC), i.e. the coverage ratio is 100%, refers to the complete
coverage of a sensor field, where every point of the sensor field is covered (monitored)
by at least one sensor. The sensor field is k-covered if every point of the field is covered
by at least k sensors. The CAC problem with k = 1 is the most common, but some
applications may require k > 1, for instance to enhance network lifetime with respect to
energy consumption or fault tolerance.
In some applications, however, CAC may not be needed at all times, and thus the CR
may vary depending on the need. For example, forest ﬁre monitoring applications may
require complete coverage in dried seasons but only require 80% of the area to be
covered in rainy seasons. Therefore, to extend network lifetime, CR can be adjusted
accordingly. The problem to cover only a portion of an area is referred to as the Partial
Area Coverage (PAC) problem. The requirement of the PAC problem is that the CR
should be no less than a pre-deﬁned value. This value is a user-speciﬁed parameter and
depends on the application.
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Consequently, as sensors often have limited and unrechargeable storage energy,
algorithms have been designed with the primary objective of ensuring the required CR
and the secondary objective of increasing network lifetime by deciding when and how
often certain sensors to be placed in the sleep mode. From the perspective of the two
objectives, it is important to have a good balance between the CR and the number of
active sensors in order to maximize network lifetime. With more active sensors there are
better chances for higher coverage area but the energy consumption is increased as well.
This chapter shows the simulation results of some of the energy efficiency algorithms
that are aimed at these two objectives. The principle behind these algorithms has been
described in the Background section.

3.3.1 Complete Area Coverage (CAC)
The algorithm used for CAC is Cross Coverage Protocol (CCP), which was discussed in
the Background section. Recall that in CCP, for each neighbor, a sensor checks if the
intersection points inside its sensing radius are covered by other neighbors. If so, the
sensor is eligible to sleep. If the requirement is k-coverage, then every intersection point
needs to be k-covered by other sensors. Also recall that this algorithm works in rounds
and rounds are asynchronous. The rounds are used to ensure that sensors check on their
sleep eligibility frequently in case some neighbors have failed.
CCP is basically a sensor redundancy algorithm that is executed by every sensor to
determine whether the sensor is eligible to go to sleep or to stay active. Since each sensor
independently determines its fate based only on its local neighbors and is only concerned
with its own sensing coverage, the sensors have no clue whether the field being
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monitored is completely covered. In other words, the CCP algorithm is a local and
decentralized algorithm that scales effectively in large sensor networks and can be used
for any CR. Since the objective of this section is CAC, the simulations need to ensure
complete coverage before CCP is initiated.
In the experiment, a static field size of 100
radius of 40

is used and 100 sensors with sensing

are uniformly distributed. The coverage redundancy k is set at 1 and the

failure rates considered are 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. For each failure rate, the
simulation is repeated each time with a new sensor distribution until 5 distributions are
found that provide 100% coverage. As the sensors fail, the average sensor density of the
5 simulations at different points of time are then calculated. Obviously if no failures
occur, sensors stay active or sleep for the entire time duration. Therefore, their state
changes as failures occur. Fig. 3.6 plots the results for different failure rates.
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Figure 3.6. Sensor density for varius failure rates for 200 units of running time.
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These graphs show to what extent sensor density can decrease and still have 100%
coverage. As we see in the graphs by increasing the failure rate the sensor density is
decreasing. A failure rate of 0.005 indicates an average of one failure in 200 units of
time. A failure rate of 0.01 is on average a failure in 100 units of time, which is half the
running time of 200. This indicates that such failures tend to keep the sensor density
constant and thus CAC is preserved. However, a failure rate of 0.1, i.e. one failure in 10
units (5% of running time) and higher, tends to be risky as the sensor density can change
quickly.
In the second experiment, the simulation is run for different k-coverage values of
to better understand the changes in the sleep patterns over time as the failure rate varies.
The other parameters are the same as those used in the first experiment, i.e. the field size
is 100

and the number of sensors deployed is 100 with sensing radius of 40

that are

uniformly distributed within the field. The simulation is repeated 5 times each time with a
new sensor distribution and the average of sleeping sensors is calculated at different

# of Sleep Sensors

times. Figures 3.7(a) - 3.7(f) plot the simulation results.
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Figure 3.7(a). Changes in the number of sleeping sensors assuming failure rate = 0.005.
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Figure 3.7(b). Changes in the number of sleeping sensors assuming failure rate = 0.01.
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Figure 3.7(c). Changes in the number of sleeping sensors assuming failure rate = 0.05.
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Figure 3.7(d). Changes in the number of sleeping sensors assuming failure rate = 0.1.
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Figure 3.7(e). Changes in the number of sleeping sensors assuming failure rate = 0.3.
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Figure 3.7(f). Changes in the number of sleeping sensors assuming failure rate = 0.5.

These graphs show the pattern of sleeps are very similar regardless of the k-coverage
value used. Also, as expected, as the failure rate increases, more sensors are needed to
keep the coverage at 100%, and thus the number of sensors sleeping decreases over time.
Furthermore, when the failure rate is lower than 0.05, the number of sleeping sensors is
pretty much stable over time and at least 60% of the sensors stay in the sleeping mode.
However, when the failure rate begins to increase beyond a threshold, i.e. sensors failing
in less than 20 units of time, the number of active sensors increases drastically to keep the
CR at 100%.
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The results also show that with failure rate of lower than 0.3, CAC can be almost
guaranteed for all k-coverage values used. If the failure rate is increased to a high value
such as 0.5, i.e. one failure in two units of time on average, CAC is still a realistic
possibility only for k = 1. The simulation results indicated that for k > 1, CAC could not
be kept after 160 units of time.

3.3.2 Partial Area Coverage (PAC)
The algorithms chosen to be simulated for the PAC problem are Random Independent
Sleeping (RIS) [Gui04] and Probing Environment and Adaptive Sleeping (PEAS) [Ye06].
These algorithms were briefly described in the Background section.
Random Independent Sleeping (RIS) - This is a simple technique that does not require
a sensor-redundancy algorithm to ensure every point of the field is covered. In this
algorithm, each node decides on its sleep schedule independently and without acquiring
any information from its neighbors. Its implementation requires no distance information
nor any control message. The time line for each sensor is partitioned into equal length
time periods T (time slots). At the beginning of each time period, each sensor decides to
be active for some portion of each time period and spends the rest of the period in sleep
mode. There are two general approaches in the time management of time slots among
sensors:
1. Synchronous - In this method, the beginning of time periods for all sensors are
synchronized. In other words, all sensors decide at the same time at the beginning
of each time period. There are different ways in deciding how long to be active or
be sleep in a time period. One simple approach is to be either active or sleep for
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the entire round with probability

and

, respectively. Obviously the CR

is expected to change with changes in P and the expected number of sensors to be
active for each time period is

, where N is the total number of sensors. It

needs to be noted that ensuring that all sensors start their first time period at the
same time is a challenging task. Besides, since sensors are often deployed in harsh
environments, sensors can easily experience clock drifts. Consequently, an
internal clock synchronization is necessary, but doing so does add complexity
without much gain in the quality of field coverage, unless the application at hand
requires

synchronization

of

sensors

clocks.

Therefore,

without

clock

synchronization, synchronous timing of decisions tends to gradually become
asynchronous.
2. Asynchronous – In this method, the beginning time of time periods when the
decisions are made varies among sensors. One simple way to implement this is to
enforce the beginning time of the first period for each sensor to be different.
Similar to the synchronous case, different approaches can be designed for
deciding the active and sleep durations for each period. One approach was
described in the synchronous case. Another approach is to use an active
probability P, where each sensor stays active at the beginning of each time period
for

duration and goes to sleep for

for the rest of the time

period.
The simulation package follows the synchronous RIS, but to increase randomness among
sensors with respect to their sleeping patterns, the order of active and sleep durations are
probabilistically determined. For this reason, the new algorithm is called Probabilistic
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RIS (PRIS). Specifically, for each time slot
stays active and goes to sleep

for

and active probability P, each node
and

durations,

respectively. However, a sensor decides whether to stay active with probability of a or be
in the sleep mode with the probability of (1- a) at the start of each time period. In the
following experiments, a = 0.5 is used.
The relation between the number of deployed sensors N and CR can be derived by using
asymptotic analysis. According to [Wan10], the fraction of area being covered, i.e. ACR,
is:
ACR =

(1)

This formula indicates that ACR is independent of field sizes. This mathematical formula
will be compared against the simulation results. Note that

in (1) is the sensor density

with respect to the active sensors.
In our first experiment, a network field size of 200
sensing radius of 15

is considered and 100 sensors with

are uniformly distributed in the field. The simulation is run for

200 minutes which is divided into 5 time slots of 40 minutes. The simulation is repeated
5 times with a new distribution for each time. The average CR of the 5 runs is calculated
and compared against the mathematical coverage ratio in (1). Fig. 3.8 coveys that the
simulated and mathematical coverage are closely overlapped for the 200 minutes of the
simulation. This experiment shows that the equation (1) indeed shows a good estimate of
CR. This further shows that the ACR in (1) can be used to decide on the active
probability P to achieve a certain level of coverage.
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Figure 3.8. Simulated vesus mathematical CR in PRIS algorithm.

In the second experiment, the parameters stay the same as those of the first experiment
except multiple time slots of 20, 40, 60 and 80 are selected. Fig. 3.9 shows the ACR for
over 200 units of time. The figure shows that with the sensor density of
, the ACR mostly stays in range of 50% - 60%.

The experiment also indicates

that regardless of time slot durations, the ACR tends to be similar and without much
effect on the energy level consumption.
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Figure 3.9. ACR for for different time slots in PRIS algorithm.
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The third experiment is a repeat of the second experiment but multiple sensing radii are
used. This experiment assists in determining the effect of the radius changes on coverage.
Figures 3.10(a)-(c) show the simulation results for 20, 30 and 40 time slots with different
sensing radii of 5, 10, 15 and 20

.
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Figure 3.10(a). ACR with time slot of 20.
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Figure 3.10(b). ACR with time slot of 30.
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Figure 3.10(c). ACR with time slot of 40.

As was mentioned in the second experiment, varying the time slot has hardly any effects
on changing ACR. Therefore, it is observed that the CR is the same among Figures
3.10(a) – (c). Figure 3.10(a) - (c) also show that increasing the sensing radius by about 5
m causes an increase of about 20% in the CR.
In the fourth experiment, the field size is 200

, the time slot is set at 40 units of time,

and sensing radius is fixed at 10 m. Then the simulation is run multiple times each time
deploying a different number of sensors in the field. The number of sensors are varied
from 50 to 200 in step of 50. The results are shown in Fig. 3.11. One obvious aspect of
the figure shows that as the sensors are increased, the CR increases as well. However a
closer look reveals that even when the number of sensors are quadrupled, i.e. from 50 to
200, the CR is increased about 2.5 folds. Furthermore, comparing this figure against Fig.
3.10(c), which uses the same time slots as in Fig. 3.11, reveals that increasing the sensing
radius produces higher CR in comparison to introducing more sensors into the field. As
an example, in Fig. 3.11 with the fixed sensing radius of 10 m, doubling the number of
sensors from 100 to 200 increases the CR by 70% whereas in Fig. 3.10(c) changing the
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sensing radius from 10 m to 20 m increases the CR by about 130%. Consequently,
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sensing radius has a larger impact on CR.
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Figure 3.11. ACR as a function of changes in the number of sensors.

In the next experiment, the parameters used are the same as those in Fig. 3.11. However,
the focus of the experiment is on the percentage of sensors sleeping. Fig. 3.12 shows the
results. The results reveal that regardless of the number of sensors deployed about 50% of
sensors are usually in the sleep mode. This further reveals that the coverage ratios shown
in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 are based on active sensors that constitute about 50% of the total
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Figure 3.12. Changes in the percentage of sleep mode for multiple sensor deployments. SLEPP
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The final graph for this section, i.e. Fig. 3.13, shows the percentage of sleep mode for
individual sensors for 200 units of time. The graph shows that the majority of sensors
spend from 30% to 70% of their time sleeping. Furthermore, excluding the few outliers,
the bottom value of sleep percentage is about 30% and the high value is 70%, which

Total Percentage of Sleep
Time(%)

gives an average of 50%. This is consistent with the results in Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3.13. Percentage of sleep time for individual sensors for multiple sensor deployments.

Probing Environment and Adaptive Sleeping (PEAS) - The objective of PEAS [Ye06]
is to extend system lifetime by using high redundancy in deployment, while being robust
against severe, unpredictable sensor failures. Sensor nodes are usually deployed at much
higher densities than the minimum required for extending system lifetime. Therefore,
PEAS is suitable for networks with densely populated inexpensive sensors. Each sensor
node in PEAS is always in one of the following states: SLEEP, PROBE, or ACTIVE.
Fig. 3.14 shows the state transition diagram. Initially all deployed sensors are in the Sleep
state. Each sensor sleeps for an exponentially distributed duration generated according to
the probability density function (PDF) which is shown below.
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In this formula,

is the probing rate of the sensor and

is the duration of sleep time.

The Background section in Chapter 1 explains how an exponentially distributed time
period is generated. Basically the probing rate provides the frequency with which the
sensor wakes up to decide its fate of becoming active or going back to sleep. The initial
value of

decides how quickly the network needs enough number of active sensors

during the boot-up phase and how fast failed active sensors are replaced. Another
parameter of concern is the probing range

, which is the communication range for

sending probe messages. This parameter impacts the redundancy of active sensors and it
depends on the application based on its requirements for both robust sensing and robust
communication. The effects of these parameters are investigated in the simulation
experiments.

Figure 3.14. PEAS state transition diagram.

The two main issues in PEAS are how to decide which sensor nodes should go to sleep
and how long they should sleep, which are addressed by the Probing Environment and
Adaptive Sleeping components of the algorithm, respectively.
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Probing Environment - After a sensor wakes up, it enters the PROBE state. This is a
transient state, where the sensor decides its fate. A probing sensor seeks to detect
whether any active sensor node is present within its probing range

. Any active sensor

within the probing range replies with a REPLY message. The probing sensor will receive
the message if it is within the communication range of the replying sensor. It is possible
that the probing sensor to receive a REPLY message from multiple active sensors. To
reduce collisions, each active node waits for a small random time before it sends the
REPLY message. If the probing node hears at least one REPLY, it goes back to the
SLEEP state for another random period of time, generated according to the same PDF. If
the probing sensor does not hear any REPLY, it enters the ACTIVE state and starts
functioning.
Adaptive Sleeping - This component of the algorithm is responsible for setting

based on

the feedback information carried in the REPLY messages. Adaptive Sleeping adjusts the
probing rate

of each sleeping sensor to keep the aggregate probing rate

sleeping neighbors of each active sensor at about a desired rate

of all the

, which is selected by

user.
The number of sleeping neighbors of an active sensor changes over time and varies in
different locations of the field. Thus a fixed
probing rate. Each sensor has to adjust its

cannot ensure a desired aggregate
to adapt to changes in the field. When

sending a REPLY message, an active sensor includes in the message its measured rate
. Each probing sensor then adjusts its probing rate
sleep time period. For measuring

accordingly to generate a new

, each active sensor maintains a counter N which
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records the number of PROBEs that have been received and the most recent time

when

N is set to 0.
When an active sensor hears the first PROBE message, it sets the counter N to 0 and

to

the current time . After that, each time a new PROBE is received, N increases by one.
Finally when the counter reaches a threshold value k, a measurement
probing rate

of the actual

is calculated using the formula given below:

where t is the current time. The sensor then sets

to t, resets the counter N to 0, and

repeats the above process.
When an active sensor receives a PROBE message, it includes its current probing rate
measurement

and the desired probing rate

in its REPLY message. By receiving a

REPLY message from the active sensor, probing sensor updates its current probing rate
based on the received

using the following formula:

Finally the probing sensor uses

to generate a new sleeping period

using the

probability density function mentioned above and goes to sleep for the duration of

. In

the original PEAS [Ye06] explained above, only one REPLY message is needed for the
probing sensor to decide to go to sleep. For the following experiments, in order to have
more control over the area coverage using the PEASE algorithm, a new parameter r is
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devised, which represents the least number of REPLY messages required to be received
in response to a probing message before the probing sensor is eligible to go to sleep.
In the first experiment, a static field size of
radius of 10

and probing radius of 13

3, k = 4, desired rate

and

is used and 100 sensors with sensing

are uniformly distributed in the field. Also, r =
. The failure rates considered are 0.005,

0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. For each failure rate, the simulation is repeated 5 times and
each time with a new sensor distribution and the average of total sensors, active and
sleeping sensors are calculated. Figures 3.15(a) - (f) plot the results for different failure
rates. The graphs show that when the failure rates are relatively low, such as mean time to
failure (MTTF) of more than 20 units of time, more than 90% of sensors become active
after 10 minutes and stay active for the rest of the time period. When the failure rate is
low, as shown in Figures 3.15(a) and 3.15(b), the active and sleep sensors stay fairly
constant. With the same token, when the failure rate is high, the number of sleeping
sensors approaches zero, as there are less sensors to reply to probing messages forcing
more sensors to stay active. Also note that the number of sleep sensors tend to be low
because r is set at 3 instead of 1 as described in the original PEASE algorithm. But if the
failure rate is high, the number of active sensors due to failures can decrease sharply as
well, as in Fig. 3.15(f).
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Figure 3.15(a). Changes in the total, active, and sleep sensors with faulure rate = 0.005.
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Figure 3.15(b). Changes in the total, active, and sleep sensors with faulure rate = 0.01.
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Figure 3.15(c). Changes in the total, active, and sleep sensors with faulure rate = 0.05.
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Figure 3.15(d Changes in the total, active, and sleep sensors with faulure rate = 0.1.
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Figure 3.15(e). Changes in the total, active, and sleep sensors with faulure rate = 0.3.
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Figure 3.15(f). Changes in the total, active, and sleep sensors with faulure rate = 0.5.
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In the second experiment, all parameters are kept the same except the number of required
reply messages r necessary to go to sleep is set at 1, 2, and 3. Figures 3.16(a)-(f) plot the
simulation graphs for multiple failure rates. The results show that as r increases the
coverage ratio increases because there is less chances for a probing sensor to receive
more than 1 reply. However, the results show that there is about 10% of change in
coverage as r is varied from 1 to 3, regardless of the failure rate value. In some instances,
such as in Fig. 3.16(e), this change is less obvious. Furthermore, since the general ACR is
not high, this indicates that the sensors are less densely dispersed, so that the number of
replies is low, so any changes in r has little affect. In general r is going to have more
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impact on coverage when the sensor density is high.
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Figure 3.16(a). ACR assumming faulure rate = 0.005.
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Figure 3.16(b). ACR assumming faulure rate = 0.01.
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Figure 3.16(c). ACR assumming faulure rate = 0.05.
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Figure 3.16(d). ACR assumming faulure rate = 0.1.
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Figure 3.16(e). ACR assumming faulure rate = 0.3.
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Figure 3.16(f). ACR assumming faulure rate = 0.5.

In the last experiment, Figures 3.17(a) - (f) plot the changes in sleep sensors over time for
different failure rates. The parameters used are similar to the previous experiments. The
figures show that there is a good difference in the number of sleeping sensors for r = 1
versus r > 1, and this gap tends to increase as the failure rate increases. The reason for the
increase in the gap is that when the failure rate increases, the field becomes sparser and
thus the chances for receiving more replies decreases leading to having more active
sensors. However, the gap becomes less pronounced over time as failures are
accumulated.
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Figure 3.17(a). Changes in sleep sensors assumming faulure rate = 0.005.
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Figure 3.17(b). Changes in sleep sensors assumming faulure rate = 0.01.
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Figure 3.17(c). Changes in sleep sensors assumming faulure rate = 0.05.
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Figure 3.17(d). Changes in sleep sensors assumming faulure rate = 0.1.
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Figure 3.17(e). Changes in sleep sensors assumming faulure rate = 0.3.
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Figure 3.17(f). Changes in sleep sensors assumming faulure rate = 0.5.

3.4

Fault Tolerance

As indicated, the primary objective of this study is sensor area coverage. The previous
section focused on the energy efficiency algorithms as a secondary objective and their
effects on CR. This section focuses on fault tolerance as another secondary objective.
Fault tolerance is concerned with the robustness of sensor field to deliver the services
required in presence of faulty sensors. The chances for WSNs to contain faulty nodes are
normally higher than other types of networks because sensors are cheap and often
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deployed in harsh environments, and thus some sensors may simply cease to operate, also
called crash failures. Other reasons for failure could be due to energy depletion, faulty
hardware, physical damage, or even misbehavior due to intrusion attacks. In order to
compensate for these unanticipated failures, extra (redundant) sensors may be deployed
to achieve the objective of fault tolerance, i.e. to take over the activities of faulty sensors
to ensure the network continues to operate correctly.
The algorithm used for the fault tolerance is a modification of CCP [Xin05]. Recall that
in CCP, every sensor obtains the sector cross-points with the neighboring sensors and the
sensor goes to sleep if these cross-points all fall within its sensing range. In the modified
version of the algorithm, the decision to go to sleep or stay active depends on the
percentage of the cross-points (PCP) compared against the three ordered thresholds min,
mid, and max. If

, the sensor stays active. If

, then the

sensor is able to monitor the level of its PCP, for example by receiving beacon signals
from the neighbors needed for the PCP calculation. Other than that, the sensor keeps its
activity at a minimum, for example the sensor won’t transmit messages or participate at
monitoring the environment.
Obviously, to determine the PCP, a sensor needs to know about its distance to the
neighbors and their sensing range. There are some common approaches for measuring the
distance to a sensor [Kar04,Pri05]. If the sensors are not mobile, the distance
measurements need to be determined once. But in case of sensor failures, PCPs change
and thus need to be reevaluated. One simple approach for a sensor that needs to
determine its PCP is to broadcast a message, asking its neighbors to respond back. If the
sensor does not receive a response from some of its neighbors, it will know that those
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neighbors are either out of service or sleep and should be excluded from the PCP
reevaluation. However, in a simulated environment, determination and reevaluation of
PCPs can be handled easier because the status of each sensor is recorded and available to
every sensor as time progresses and therefore each sensor can easily determine whether a
neighbor has failed or not.
To preserve energy, sensors need to play the role of redundancy (fault tolerance) more
effectively and become fully active in case of failures that cause their PCP levels to go
under min. On the other hand, if

, a sensor with such a PCP value

goes to sleep with a short duration. This enhances fault tolerance by conserving more
energy and calculating PCP after a short sleep to decide on eligibility of becoming fully
active. Finally, if the covered percentage, i.e. PCP, is above the max threshold, the sensor
goes to sleep for longer period of time. This will conserve energy and at the same time
this is an indication that the area is well covered by the neighbors. These three thresholds
allow for better understanding of the tradeoffs between coverage, energy consumption,
and redundancy for fault tolerance.
In our first experiment, a static field size of 100
radius of 10

is used and 50 sensors with sensing

are uniformly distributed. The coverage redundancy k is set at 1 and the

failure rates considered are 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. The min, mid, and max
thresholds are set to 30, 50 and 90, respectively. For each failure rate, the simulation is
repeated 5 times with a new distribution for each time, and the ACR of the 5 runs at each
time unit is calculated. Figure 3.18 plots the simulation result for 300 units of time.
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Figure 3.18. ACR with changes in the failure rate.

Figure 3.18 shows that coverage ratio for all failure rates less than 0.3 are mostly
overlapped in the entire 300 units of time. As a matter of fact a failure rate of 0.3, i.e.
about a failure in every three units of time, is high. This indicates that when the failure
rate is low to moderate, such as a MTTF between 20 to 200, the coverage tends to be
fairly stable compared to no failures. If the application can tolerate lower coverage, the
failure rate of 0.1 can also be considered as the threshold beyond which CR tends to
worsen more quickly.
In the second experiment, similar parameters are used, but varied k from 1 to 3. Figures
3.19(a) - (f) plot the graphs for different failure rates. Fig. 3.19 is similar to Fig. 3.18 with
similar results. The difference is in varying k. As expected, the results show that as k is
increased, the ACR decreases. As observed in these graphs and the previous experiment,
any failure rate greater than 0.1 has much higher effect in reducing coverage ratio.
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Figure 3.19(a). ACR with changes in k, assuming failure rate = 0.005.
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Figure 3.19(b). ACR with changes in k, assuming failure rate = 0.01.
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Figure 3.19(c). ACR with changes in k, assuming failure rate = 0.05.
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Figure 3.19(d). ACR with changes in k, assuming failure rate = 0.1.
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Figure 3.19(e). ACR with changes in k, assuming failure rate = 0.3.
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Figure 3.19(f). ACR with changes in k, assuming failure rate = 0.5.
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In the following experiments, k = 1 and the focus is on the rate of sensors having PCPs
for each threshold value of min, mid, and max with consideration of different failure
rates. For example, the rate of sensors having
sensors with

is the ratio of the number of

over the total number of current non-faulty sensors. As before,

each simulation is repeated 5 times with a new distribution.
In the next experiment min, mid, and max thresholds are set to 10, 30 and 50,
respectively. Figures 3.20(a) - (f) plot the results. These figures show that the rates of
sensors with

stay fairly stable and these rates tend to be low. In

other words, the majority of sensors have either

or

hand, as the failure rate increases, the number of sensors with
decrease and the number of sensors with

On the other
is expected to

tends to increase. This is because

as there are more failures, the chances for denser areas become lower leading to lower
PCPs. This can be observed in Figures 3.20 (b) – (d). Further, as this trend continues, at
some point the number of sensors with

and

become equally

partitioned. This is shown at the point when the graphs cross each other, for instance in
Fig. 3.20 (d). Figures 3.20 (e) – (f) show that when the failure rate is high, the rate of
sensors failing increases drastically and very soon the number of non-faulty sensors
approach zero, which implies the level of PCPs at various thresholds become 0 quickly.
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Figure 3.20(a). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 10, mid = 30, max = 50 and
failure rate = 0.005.
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Figure 3.20(b). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 10, mid = 30, max = 50 and
failure rate = 0.01.
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Figure 3.20(c). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 10, mid = 30, max = 50 and
failure rate = 0.05.
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Figure 3.20(d). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 10, mid = 30, max = 50 and
failure rate = 0.1.
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Figure 3.20(e). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 10, mid = 30, max = 50 and
failure rate = 0.3.
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Figure 3.20(f). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 10, mid = 30, max = 50 and
failure rate =0.5.

The fourth experimentation is similar to the third one except mid, min, and max are set to
30, 50 and 70, respectively. Figures 3.21(a) - (f) plot the results. The graphs show that
there are more overlap between the threshold levels of

and

, as in

Figures 3.21 (a) – (c). This is expected because the number of sensors with
shrinks in comparison to

(see previous experiment) and the
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number of sensors with

increases in comparison to

(see previous experiment).

Furthermore, as the failure rate increases, the field becomes

sparser and hence the PCPs for the two thresholds tend to diverge from each other, as
shown in Figures 3.21 (d) – (f) after times 100, 40, and 20, respectively.
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Figure 3.21(a). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 30, mid = 50, max = 70 and
failure rate = 0.005.
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Figure 3.21(b). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 30, mid = 50, max = 70 and
Failure Rate = 0.01.
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Figure 3.21(c). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 30, mid = 50, max = 70 and
failure rate = 0.05.
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Figure 3.21(d). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 30, mid = 50, max = 70 and
failure rate = 0.1
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Figure 3.21(e). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 30, mid = 50, max = 70 and
failure rate = 0.3.
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Figure 3.21(f). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 30, mid = 50, max = 70 and
failure rate = 0.5.

The fifth experiment is similar to the previous ones, except min, mid, and max are set to
70, 90 and 100, respectively. Figures 3.22(a) - (f) plot the results. Similar to the previous
figures, it is observed that as time progresses, the rates for

and

diverge from each other. One notable observation compared to the previous experiments,
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such as Fig. 3.20, is that the role of min and max are reversed. Since the max threshold is
high, in this example max = 100, the chances for high PCP is low, and therefore, the rate
of such sensors becomes low. Similarly, since, the min threshold is high, the number of
sensors having

is high. Another difference is that the other threshold

levels, i.e.

and

, are sandwiched between the

other two thresholds and they are mostly overlapped.
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Figure 3.22(a). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 70, mid = 90, max = 100 and
failure rate = 0.005.
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Figure 3.22(b). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 70, mid = 90, max = 100 and
failure rate=0.01.
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Figure 3.22(c). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 70, mid = 90, max = 100 and
failure rate = 0.05.
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Figure 3.22(d). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min =70, mid = 90, max = 100 and
failure rate = 0.1.
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Figure 3.22(e). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 70, mid = 90, max = 100 and
failure rate = 0.3.
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Figure 3.22(f). Rate of sensors at each threshold level, assuming min = 70, mid = 90, max = 100 and
failure rate = 0.5.
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When comparing these five experiments, it becomes evident that coverage ratio is highly
affected by the mid, min, and max thresholds, and one can easily adjust these thresholds
to either improve lifetime, coverage, or both while allowing for fault tolerance. For
example, when comparing Fig. 3.21 against Fig. 3.18, which use similar threshold values,
on average 50% of sensors have long period of sleep with about 55% ACR. Meanwhile,
less than 20% of sensors are always active with the rest being in silent or short sleep
modes. Furthermore, min and max can easily be used to quickly set the rate of coverage
against energy efficiency, as a high value of min increases coverage and a low value of
max increases lifetime. Once these thresholds are decided, the mid threshold can then be
adjusted to allow for higher robustness.
If one is only concerned with a simple energy consumption algorithm without the fault
tolerance capability, then it is projected that a single threshold, namely min, would be
sufficient to deal with coverage. More specifically, a PCP less than min would cause a
sensor to become active; otherwise the sensor would go to sleep.
The next experiment is concerned with the percentage of sleep sensors. The experiment
complements the one in Fig. 3.19 which was focused on the rate of coverage over time.
The experiment uses the same parameters of the threshold values, i.e. min, mid, and max
are set at 30, 50, and 90, respectively. Figures 3.23(a) - (f) plot the results.

The

simulation results simply show that as failures accumulate and the failure rate increases
the chances for sleep is less. Furthermore, as expected, with increasing k and more
failures, number of sensors with k-covered cross points is reduced. Also, it is noticed that
the rate of sensors approaches zero quickly and the value of k becomes irrelevant when
the failure rate is high, as shown in Fig. 3.23 (f).
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Figure 3.23(a). Changes in sleep sensors as k is increased, assuming failure rate = 0.005.
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Figure 3.23(b). Changes in sleep sensors as k is increased, assuming failure rate = 0.01.
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Figure 3.23(c). Changes in sleep sensors as k is increased, assuming failure rate = 0.05.
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Figure 3.23(d). Changes in sleep sensors as k is increased, assuming failure rate = 0.1.
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Figure 3.23(e). Changes in sleep sensors as k is increased, assuming failure rate = 0.3.
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Figure 3.23(f). Changes in sleep sensors as k is increased, assuming failure rate = 0.5.
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3.5

Security

The previous sections focused on energy efficiency and fault tolerance and their effect on
the area coverage. This section is concerned with security of communication among
sensors in a field. Although the main focus of this study is on the SAC problem, the issue
of coverage becomes meaningless without communication among sensors for reporting
and aggregating their findings of the environment. Furthermore, as some applications
require exchange of sensitive information or the sensors might be placed in hostile
environments, secure communication among sensors become an important issue. In this
section, the algorithm used for secure communication is based on key sharing among
sensors that are exploited by some authors [Car00,Cha06,ESC02,Kim06,Kum11]. The
general approach followed in this section is the distribution of different keys randomly
among sensors and allowing the sensors that are in communication range of each other
and share the same key to be able to communicate with each other when needed.
Obviously, this approach is a probabilistic approach since the keys are randomly
distributed.
To be more specific, this section follows the algorithm explained in [Esc02]. As sensors
have restricted amount of memory storage, sensors are loaded with a limited number of
randomly chosen keys out of a large key-pool with size P prior to being deployed in a
field. This limited number is referred to as key-ring and its size k as key-ring-size.
Because of the random choice of keys on key rings, a shared key may not exist between
some pairs of nodes even if they are in range of communication. In such a case, sensors
need to communicate with each other indirectly via other nodes.
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The algorithm developed in [ESC02] follows three phases named key pre-distribution,
shared-key discovery, and path-key establishment. In the key pre-distribution, a large
pool of P keys, and a key-ring size of k are generated. Then k keys are randomly chosen
from the pool and loaded into each sensor. Shared-key discovery contains two steps. In
the first step each node discovers its neighbors in its communication range. During the
second each sensor discovers whether it shares a key with each of its neighbors. It is the
second step that is used for performance comparison between the theoretical and the
simulation approach.
According to [ESC02], the equation in (2) shows the probability p that two neighbors
share a key. Once the sensors are distributed randomly, and after obtaining p based on the
values of P and k, a random value r between 0 and 1 (inclusive) is generated for each pair
of neighbors. If

, the two neighbors are said to share a key and thus able to

communicate. Otherwise, they won’t be able to communicate. This leads to an adjacency
matrix showing the direct connections among the sensors. For the simulation approach,
the same sensor distribution is used. But the adjacency matrix is created based on
whether each pair of neighbors shares a key. These two adjacency matrices, one for the
theoretical and one for the simulation counterpart, are then used in the path-key
establishment of the following experiments, where the paths between connected nodes
(directly or indirectly) are discovered and tabulated.

(2)
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In the first experiment, a static field size of

is chosen and collections of 100, 200

and 300 sensors with sensing radius of 20

are uniformly distributed in the field. The

key-pool size P is set to 1000. The key-ring size k is varied from 20 to 100 in step of 10.
For each collection of sensors, the simulation is repeated 5 times and each time with a
new distribution. Fig. 3.24 and Fig. 3.15 plot the results for the two simulations and the
mathematical result in (2). In these figures, connection ratio is defined as:
(3)

where T_Conn is the number of paths that exist among the sensor nodes. The
denominator is simply the maximum possible paths (connections) that can exist, i.e.
every node is able to communicate with every other node. The figures showing the results
for the simulation and the theoretical approach in (2) are fairly consistent.
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Figure 3.24(a). Connection ratio versus key-ring size using the simulation approach.
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Figure 3.24(b). Connection ratio versus key-ring size using the theoretical approach.

Further, the results show that as the key-ring size increases the number of paths increases.
But more importantly, as the key ring size reaches a threshold, such as about 40 to 50 in
this experiment, increasing k has little or no effect on the connection ratio.
Figures 3.25 (a) - (c) plot the ratio of the number of paths with certain lengths over the
total connections T_Conn for different settings of 100, 200, and 300 sensors. Let
represent a path with length i, i.e. the path contains i links. Furthermore, let
the number of paths with length

be

. Then,
(4)

Figures 3.25 (a) - (c) show that, regardless of the key-ring size, the ratio distribution of
path lengths tend to be similar. This is because the graphs in each figure tend to overlap
each other. Also the number of paths with shorter lengths, for instance of length 1, might
be high or low regardless of key-ring size. For instance, Fig. 3.25(a) shows that short
paths with very short lengths are high, whereas the number of such paths in Figures 3.25
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(b) and (c) tend to be low. Also, path length ratio is less than 0.3 in all figures with the
majority of time to be even less than 0.2.
Furthermore, as one expects the number of lengthy paths are low and consistent in all
graphs of Fig. 3.25. The other observation is that the majority of paths with almost the
same lengths that are shared among different graphs seem to be around the average
length. For instance, in Fig. 3.25 (a), the majority of paths with maximum lengths for
most of the key-ring sizes is around 10 and thus the average is around 5, which is where
most of the paths with length 5 are concentrated. Similarly, in Fig. 3.25 (b), the majority
of paths with the same path length regardless of key ring size is around 10, which is the
average of the shortest path length of 1 and the maximum path length which is around 20.
The same is true in Fig. 3.25 (c).
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Figure 3.25(a). The ratio between
and
as i is varied from 1 to the maximum path
length using the simulation approach, assuming number of sensors = 100.
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Figures 3.26(a) - (c) show the same relationship between the PL_Cnt and T_Conn, but
rather than using the simulation approach, the theoretical formula (2) is used. The results
are very similar as in Fig. 3.25.
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Figures 3.27(a) - (b) show the relationship between the average path length and the total
number of connections T_Conn, using both the simulation and the theoretical approaches.
In both approaches, this average is obtained by:

(5)
In this experiment, the simulation result is more integrated and has better result for the
average path length connection. But in general the results are similar. They both show
that the key ring size has little effect on the average path length. Also, the results in Fig.
3.27 (a) is the complement of Fig. 3.25 in that the average path length in Fig. 3.27 (a) is
very close to the majority of the paths with the same length. For instance it was discussed
that the majority of the paths regardless of the key ring size used in Fig. 3.25 (c) is around
8, which is also the same in Fig. 3.27 (a).
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Figure 3.27(a). Relationship between Avg PL_Conn and the key ring size using the simulation
approach.
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Figure 3.27(b). Relationship between Avg PL_Conn and the key ring size using the theoretical
approach.

3.4 Summary
This chapter has described the simulation process of some sensor deployment algorithms.
Although there are many approaches to sensor distributions, the two common approaches
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to random distribution of sensors chosen in this study are based on uniform and Poisson
distributions. The two sensor distribution algorithms are simulated to measure the quality
of coverage ratio under various conditions, such as number of sensors used, sensor
density, energy conservation, fault tolerance, etc.
In the uniform distribution a number of sensors are randomly distributed in a field, in that
any sensor has equal likelihood of being placed in any location in the field. Although
numerous scenarios have been presented and some observations seem to be obvious,
some major results have been obtained: 1) increasing the number of sensors beyond a
threshold has very little effect in increasing the CR beyond 95%; 2) when sensing radius
is low, the probability of achieving a high coverage by increasing sensors is low; 3) to
increase CR, it has been shown that increasing sensing radius is more effective than
increasing sensors; and 4) with moderate sensing radius, approximately 20% increase in
CR requires sensor density to be doubled. On the other hand, when using Poisson
deployment, results show that the sensor density

is a useful parameter which depends

on the number of sensors per square unit of area. Furthermore, the critical sensor density
is can also be a very useful parameter when complete area coverage is needed.
To maintain CR at a certain level, one needs to consider other challenges as secondary
objectives. It has been shown that keeping energy consumption in check, achieving fault
tolerance, and ensuring security play important roles in sensor area coverage. In regard to
lowering energy consumption, three algorithms have been discussed and simulated:
Cross Coverage Protocol (CCP), Probabilistic Random Independent Sleeping (PRIS),
and Probing Environment and Adaptive Sleeping (PEAS). CCP is concerned with
complete area coverage in which for each neighbor, a sensor checks if the intersection
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points with the neighbor inside its sensing radius are covered by other neighbors. If so,
the sensor is eligible to sleep. RIS and PEAS are concerned with partial area coverage. In
RIS, sensors are not depended on the neighbors and they decide on their sleep schedule
independently. On the other hand PEAS is usually used to extend the system lifetime by
using the high redundancy in deployment. Simulation of CCP has shown that the sleep
pattern of sensors is very similar using k-coverage regardless of the value used for k.
Simulation has further shown that keeping coverage at 100% tends to be stable when
failure rate is low to moderate. Furthermore, if the failure rate is higher than expected, k
should be set to 1 to keep the complete coverage. Also, normally about 60% of sensors
spend time in the sleep state while having the coverage at 100%.
Simulation of PRIS has shown that CR stays approximately at the same level regardless
of the time slot value. Furthermore, similar to the uniform distribution, varying sensing
radius has much more impact on CR than changing the number of sensors. On the other
hand when the PEAS algorithm is considered, simulation results show that when the
failure rate is low, about 90% of sensors stay active and thus about 10% stay in the sleep
mode. Simulation also show that, regardless of the number of replies that a sensor needs
to receive to become eligible for sleeping, the coverage ratio is affected by about 10%.
This shows that changing the value of replies does not have much impact on CR.
Fault tolerance is concerned with the robustness of CR in presence of sensor failures. The
fault tolerance simulation used the percentage of cross points (PCP) to decide on sleep
eligibility. This percentage was then compared against the three thresholds mid, min, and
max. The results indicate that CR is highly affected by the mid, min, and max thresholds,
and one can easily adjust these thresholds to either improve lifetime, coverage, or both
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while allowing for fault tolerance. Furthermore, min and max can easily be used to
quickly set the rate of coverage against energy efficiency, as a high value of min
increases coverage and a low value of max increases lifetime. Once these thresholds are
decided, the mid threshold can then be adjusted to allow for higher robustness. Results
also show that when failure rate is low, coverage stays relatively stable.
Security is another objective that has been used in combination with SAC in this study.
This is because the environmental findings at some points of time need to be exchanged
with other sensors or to the sink node securely. Therefore, the security simulation
adopted is mainly concerned with the security of communication between sensors in a
field. The algorithm used for this purpose is the key pre-distribution algorithm in which a
set of randomly selected keys with size of k is stored in sensors memory before
deployment and the communication among sensors is based on whether neighbor sensors
share at least a key. Simulation has shown that the theoretical results of whether a pair of
neighbors share a key is very similar to the simulation results. Additionally, the
simulation process conducted further experiments and has shown that regardless of the
key-ring size, the ratio distribution of path lengths tend to be similar. More importantly,
as the key ring size reaches a threshold, increasing k has little or no effect on the
connection ratio.
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CHAPTER 4

OBJECT TRACKING
This chapter is concerned with the development of a tracking system that communicates
with the simulation software (SACPac) as we discussed in the Background section of
Chapter 1. The full development of the system will be able to display a symbolic
representation of a detected object in a realistic field along with its coordinates in the
main window of SACPac. The development of the system is still in progress. This study
is concerned only with the communication aspect of components involved in the tracking
system. The display of object location and its coordinate are left for future development.
The main components of the tracking system for this study consists of SACPac, a mobile
tablet that is running on Android operating system, and Cricket devices [Pri05]. Fig. 4.1
displays the communication interface among various elements of the tracking system.

Figure 4.1. The tracking system components and their interfaces.
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To obtain the geographic location of an object, at least three stations (nodes) are needed
that are located at known coordinates. The three Crickets used for this purpose are called
the “beacon Crickets”, or simply as beacons, because they broadcast signals which are
received by the object. In the figure, these are Cricket1, Cricket2, and Cricket3. The
object used in this study is another Cricket that is set to the listening mode and is called
the “listener Cricket”, or just the listener. Crickets use a combination of radio frequency
(RF) and ultrasonic (US) technologies to obtain the distances between the listener and the
beacons. The listener by receiving the signals from the beacon Crickets is able to
calculate its distance from them, which are then used to locate the listener [Bac05, Pri05].
Consequently, by attaching the listener to any object, the location of the object can be
determined. The problem of obtaining the location of an object once the distances are
measured is referred to the trilateration problem [Kam07, Tho05]. This is a common
problem in many applications [Man96, Nav99]. There are some methods for solving the
trilateration problem, but the trivial approach is to find the intersection of three circles
that have the radi of the three measured distances, with their centers at the corresponding
locations of the beacons. This is shown in Fig. 4.2.

Fig.4.2. Approximating the location of an object N using the three beacons A, B, and C.
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If there is no error in the distances measured, there will be a single common intersection
point among the three circles. Otherwise, location of the object will be approximated, as
is the case in the figure.
Fig. 4.3 below shows the picture of a Cricket device2, which can function as either a
beacon or a listener. The Cricket communicates with the outside world through its RS232
interface. To create mobility, the listener Cricket is equipped with an adapter that
converts the RS232 interface to the Bluetooth protocol [Rov12], shown in Fig. 4.4. Since
tablets are often Bluetooth enabled, this enables the tablet (shown in Fig. 4.1) to be
mobile and still receive the distance measurements from the listener through its Bluetooth
channel. The mobility allows for a device, such as a tablet, to move through a field,
collect distance measurements, and ultimately determine the geographic location of
objects.

Figure 4.3. A Cricket device.

2

See [Pri05] for explanation on various parts of a Cricket device.
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Figure 4.4. A RS232 to Bluetooth adapter.

From Fig. 4.1, an Android application is developed and installed on the tablet. The
purpose of the application is to open up a Bluetooth channel [And12] to receive the
distance measurements from the adapter and transfer them to the server via a Wi-Fi
connection [And12]. The application code along with the application programming
interface (API) of the channels can be found in the appendix. In general, the application
is capable of 1) scanning for Bluetooth devices and to query the local Bluetooth adapter
to be paired with, 2) establishing Wi-Fi connections and transfer data to one or more
devices.
The Wi-Fi interface provides functionality to communicate with the lower-level wireless
stack that provides Wi-Fi network access. Almost all information from the device
supplicant is available, including the connected network's link speed, IP address,
negotiation state, plus information about other networks that are available. Some other
features of the interface include the ability to scan, add, save, terminate and initiate Wi-Fi
connections. The Wi-Fi interface also provides the following capabilities:
The configured Wi-Fi connection can be torn down, reestablished, and its current
state can be queried.
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The interface is able to receive a list of access points, to make a decision about
which access point to connect to.
The code generated is such that the intents are automatically added by the
Android operating system for future use. These are the names of various intent
actions that are broadcast upon any sort of change in Wi-Fi state. In the Android
world [And12], an intent is a data structure holding an abstract description of an
operation (activity) to be performed. It is mostly used in the launching of
activities.
Figure 4.4 shows a snapshot of the application interface that runs on the tablet.

Figure 4.5. A snapshot of the Android application interface.

The figure shows the distance measurements that the listener was able to determine from
the three beacons. In the figure, Firefly-2DD0 is the name of the Bluetooth device
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connected to this application. The rest of the information in each line provides
information about a beacon and its distance from the listener. For example, “BEACON-1,
DB=37” indicates that the distance to beacon 1 is 37 centimeters. The “Connect Device”
button searches for available Bluetooth devices in order to connect to one of them.
“Server IP” window allows the user to enter the IP address of the server on which
SACPac is running, so that the distance information can be transmitted through the Wi-Fi
interface. Note that the information displayed in Fig. 4.4. is dynamic in that as the object
moves, the information on the screen gets updated.

4.1 Summary
This chapter has described an object tracking system that is under development. The main
objectives of the system are:
To display the trajectory of a remote object within a field on a local sever,
To enable the dynamic discovery of objects as a mobile device moves in the field,
such as the tablet used in the experiment, and
To experiment with such a prototype to better understand the challenges involved.
The system described is meant for indoor use, but its concept can be generalized for
outdoor use. Also, Bluetooth was chosen to establish communication between an object
and the mobile device, i.e. the tablet, because of the communication limitation of Crickets
and the tablets used. By having the appropriate equipment, one may decide to use a more
suitable communication protocol such as ZigBee [Gut02, Gut01, Zig] that is specifically
designed for low-power usage, ad-hoc networks.
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The Cricket devices were chosen for this experiment because of their moderate low cost,
ease of setup, source code availability, and their accuracy in distance measurements.
However, it has been found that these devices are extremely sensitive and thus can easily
produce wrong measurements. Another challenge in working with these devices has been
the lack of sufficient support mainly because of little use of these devices in various
communities.
During the development of SACPac, it was decided that the addition of an object tracking
system can be very beneficial because of its potential use in real world applications.
However, the interface development among components of such a tracking system
proved to be challenging and time consuming.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The theme of this study has been on the sensor area coverage (SAC) problem in WSNs.
The primary performance parameter of the SAC problem is its delivery of quality of
service (QoS) in terms of coverage ratio (CR). CR is the overall required field fraction
that must be kept under observation. Obviously, one would like to maintain CR as long as
possible under various scenarios such as sensor failures, malicious attacks, energy
depletions, communication link failures, etc. To better understand the effect of these
scenarios and other various situations, a simulation software is developed that tests these
effects and reports the results visually and by reporting the results to some external files
for further analysis.
To simulate CR under various scenarios, it is necessary to deploy sensors in a field
according to some deployment policy. According to Fig. 1.3, which shows the options on
various deployment strategies, the only ones simulated in SACPac are static random
deployments that follow uniform and Poisson distributions. When appropriate, theoretical
results have been compared to the simulation results.
In the second part of the thesis, an object tracking system has been developed, which is
still under progress. So far, the communication protocol to transfer an object position to
SACPac has been developed. The communication devices used for this purpose are
Cricket devices, a mobile tablet, and the server running SACPac. Cricket devices are
responsible for providing distance measurements to the object and transferring them to
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SACPac via a mobile tablet. SACPac will then display the position and trace the
trajectory of the object visually (still in progress).

The mobile tablet can be very

beneficial for locating fixed sensors as it moves through a field. An Android application
is developed for relaying the distance measurements from the object in Bluetooth
protocol to SACPac using Wi-Fi.
SACPac uses a GUI interface, is friendly, scalable, and easily maintainable. These
features provide the potential of its use for educational purposes and in classrooms. As
the complete development of SACPac is open-ended, interested students would be able to
add extra features to the package. Furthermore, SACPac has the foundation to be
enhanced and thus be beneficial to the simulation of the SAC problem for numerous
domestic, military, and NASA application areas, such as traffic surveillance and
environmental remote sensing.

1.1

Future Work

A full development of SACPac would require the detail implementation of the features
shown in Fig. 1.3 and various scenarios that affect each feature. Considering this figure,
the following future work comes to mind:
As Fig. 1.3 shows, there are other deployment algorithms that have not been
implemented yet, such as deterministic deployments. Each deployment strategy
comes in different flavors that adds to the development complexity of the software.
For instance, there are variations in distributed form of deployment such as whether
sensors are all of the same kind or whether there is a mixture of static and mobile
sensors.
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Sensor Area Localization (SAL) has been minimally addressed in this study. There
are a few techniques in localization with pros and cons for each of them. SAL is a
highly desirable feature for many applications. Therefore, development of SAL
techniques in simulation form or field prototypes would be very beneficial.
Only a few issues concerning energy efficiency, fault tolerance, and security have
been implemented. There are a large number of other issues that can be included in
SACPac. For instance, Sybil, spoofing, and wormhole attacks have not been
addressed in this study. These attacks can be detrimental to SAL quality or any other
algorithms that need to take advantage of distance measurements such the CCP
algorithm.
Fault tolerance is another good feature to be added to SACPac. There is very limited
amount of work with regard to fault tolerance in SAC. As indicated in the previous
chapters, the QoS in SAC depends on many factors such as sensor density (SD). SD
can be measured in terms of number of active, sleep, failed, or even malfunctioning
sensors. SD can also be measured locally, i.e. the density of sensors neighboring one
or more specific sensors. Local SD can have a big impact on the health of the
neighborhood if for example the majority of sensors in the neighborhood are faulty.
This is important because there are times that local healthy sensors need to exchange
their values for some specific tasks, for instance accurately determining an object
position or to provide decent coverage. Furthermore, the behavior of faults can be a
big factor in the set up cost of a network. For instance, if most failures are benign
rather than malicious, the required number of sensors to be used in the network would
be less for providing the same level of QoS.
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This study considered the SAC problem using a two-dimensional field. The research
on the three-dimensional field has been very limited. Another related issue is that the
two-dimensional field is assumed to be a squared field without any form of possible
interference such as hills, trees, or unreachable areas. These issues are all challenging
requiring much deeper look into the SAC problem.
Another topic that comes to mind with respect to the SAC problem is determining the
probability of whether an intruder can pass through a field without being detected.
This would require finding the holes (uncovered) in the field, their sizes, and the
extent of the pathways connecting the holes.
The extent or severity of the items just described depends on the deployment types shown
in Fig. 1.3. These items should provide the general sense that the full development of
SACPac is simply open-ended.
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APPENDIX A
SACPac SOURCE CODE
The Startup window (Fig 2.2 in Chapter 2) has been set as the startup page in Visual
Studio. The following classes are implemented in the SACPac. They can be saved as
DLL files if they are built and saved as dll file extension.

A.1

WSN Class

This class includes all functions to build the WSN such as creating the field and setting
up the sensors, deploying sensors, etc.
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Collections;
System.Data;

namespace Coverage_WSN
{
public class WSN
{
public ArrayList sensor_list;
public bool bPaint = false;
public bool bPainting = false;
public int field_x = 500;
public int field_y = 500;
public int sensor_radi = 250;
public int sensors_num = 10;
public int deploy_type = 0;
public Random r;
public DateTime timeStart;
public WSN(int sensors_num, int field_x, int field_y, int
sensor_radi, int deploy_type)
{
this.sensors_num = sensors_num;
this.field_x = field_x;
this.field_y = field_y;
this.sensor_radi = sensor_radi;
this.deploy_type = deploy_type;
this.r = new Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
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}
public WSN(ArrayList sensorlist)
{
this.sensor_list = sensor_list;
}
public WSN()
{
}
//uniform Deployment (Randomly)
public void Random_Uniform_Deployment()
{
int m;
this.sensor_list = new ArrayList();
Sensor sensor;
switch (this.deploy_type)
{
case 0: //Randomly
{
for (m = 0; this.sensor_list.Count <
this.sensors_num; m++)
{
sensor = new Sensor(m,
this.r.Next(this.field_x - 10) + 5,
this.r.Next(this.field_y - 10) + 5,
this.sensor_radi, 1, "", "", 0, 0,
0, 0, "", 0);
this.sensor_list.Insert(m, sensor);
}
break;
}
}
}
//Poisson Deployment (Randomly)
public DataTable Random_Poisson_Deployment(double
csd_from,double csd_to,double csd_step,int sim_num)
{
DataTable dt_result = new DataTable("dt_result");
// dt_result = null;
dt_result.Columns.Add("CSD", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Sensor_Number", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Average_Coverage", typeof(string));
for (double start = csd_from; start <= csd_to; start =
start + csd_step)//CSD Range
{
double Avg_cov = 0;
double sen_n = start * (field_x * field_y);
int sen_num = Convert.ToInt32(sen_n);
for (int i = 0; i < sim_num; i++)
{
int m;
this.sensor_list = new ArrayList();
Sensor sensor;
Random ran = new Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
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for (m = 0; this.sensor_list.Count < sen_num; m++)
{
sensor = new Sensor(m, ran.Next(0, this.field_x
+ 1), ran.Next(0, this.field_y + 1),
this.sensor_radi, 1, "", "", 0, 0, 0, 0,
"", 0);
this.sensor_list.Insert(m, sensor);
}
///////////////////Calculating Coverage
Coverage cov = new Coverage(field_x, field_y,
this.sensor_radi,
this.sensor_list);
DataSet ds = cov.calculate_coverage();
//////////////////////////////////////////////
Avg_cov = Avg_cov + cov.coverage_per;
}
Avg_cov = Avg_cov / sim_num;
dt_result.Rows.Add(start.ToString(),sen_num.ToString(),
Avg_cov.ToString() + "%");
}
return dt_result;
}
//Find the selected sensor-- If the sensor is selected return
{1,x,y}= {flag,location_x,location_y}
public int[] find_selected_sensor(int x, int y)
{
int x1 = x + 1;
int x2 = x - 1;
int y1 = y + 1;
int y2 = y - 1;
int result_flag = 0;
int result_x = 0;
int result_y = 0;
foreach (Sensor s in sensor_list)
{
if (s.x == x && s.y == y)
{
result_flag = 1;
result_x = s.x;
result_y = s.y;
break;
}
if (s.x == x && s.y == y1)
{
result_flag = 1;
result_x = s.x;
result_y = s.y;
break;
}
if (s.x == x && s.y == y2)
{
result_flag = 1;
result_x = s.x;
result_y = s.y;
break;
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}
if (s.x == x1 && s.y == y)
{
result_flag = 1;
result_x = s.x;
result_y = s.y;
break;
}
if (s.x == x1 && s.y == y1)
{
result_flag = 1;
result_x = s.x;
result_y = s.y;
break;
}
if (s.x == x1 && s.y == y2)
{
result_flag = 1;
result_x = s.x;
result_y = s.y;
break;
}
if (s.x == x2 && s.y == y)
{
result_flag = 1;
result_x = s.x;
result_y = s.y;
break;
}
if (s.x == x2 && s.y == y1)
{
result_flag = 1;
result_x = s.x;
result_y = s.y;
break;
}
if (s.x == x2 && s.y == y2)
{
result_flag = 1;
result_x = s.x;
result_y = s.y;
break;
}
}
return new[] { result_flag, result_x, result_y };
}
//Update the new location of the sensor== move sensor to new
location
public void update_selected_sensor(int source_x, int source_y,
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int target_x, int target_y, int sensor_radi)
{
foreach (Sensor s in sensor_list)
{
if (s.x == source_x && s.y == source_y)
{
int id = s.id;
sensor_list.Remove(s);
Sensor sensor = new Sensor(id, target_x, target_y,
sensor_radi, 1, "", "", 0, 0, 0, 0, "", 0);
sensor_list.Insert(sensor_list.Count, sensor);
break;
}
}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////
//Delete the selected sensor
public void delete_selected_sensor(int x, int y)
{
foreach (Sensor s in sensor_list)
{
if (s.x == x && s.y == y)
{
sensor_list.Remove(s);
break;
}
}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////
//Insert new sensor to the field
public void insert_selected_sensor(int x, int y,int
sensor_radi)
{
int id = 0;
foreach (Sensor s in sensor_list)
{
if (s.id > 0)
id = s.id+1;
}
Sensor sensor = new Sensor(id, x, y, sensor_radi, 1, "",
"", 0, 0, 0, 0, "", 0);
sensor_list.Insert(sensor_list.Count, sensor);
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////
//K. Kar and S. Banerjee, Node placement for connected coverage
in sensor networks algorithm
public void full_coverage_deployment_grid2(int field_x, int
field_y, int sensor_radius)
{
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int count = 0;
this.sensor_list = new ArrayList();
for (int x = 0; x <= field_x; x = x + sensor_radius)
{
double s;
int i;
for (i = 0; i <= field_y; i = i + 2)
{
s = ((Math.Sqrt(3) / 2) + 1);
s = (s * sensor_radius * i) + sensor_radius / 2;
if (s <= field_y)
{
Sensor sen = new Sensor(count, x,
Convert.ToInt32(s), sensor_radius, 1, "", "",
0, 0, 0, 0, "", 0);
sensor_list.Insert(count, sen);
count++;
}
}
for (i = 1; i <= field_y; i = i + 2)
{
s = ((Math.Sqrt(3) / 2) + 1);
s = (s * sensor_radius * i) + sensor_radius / 2;
if (s <= field_y)
{
int r2 = sensor_radius / 2;
if ((r2 + x) <= field_x)
{
Sensor sen = new Sensor(count, (x + r2),
Convert.ToInt32(s), sensor_radius, 1, "",
"", 0, 0, 0, 0, "", 0);
sensor_list.Insert(count, sen);
count++;
}
}
}
//////////////////last line
if (count % 2 == 0)//Even--first column
{
Sensor sen = new Sensor(count, x, field_y,
sensor_radius, 1, "", "", 0, 0, 0, 0, "", 0);
sensor_list.Insert(count, sen);
count++;
}
else
{
Sensor sen = new Sensor(count, x + (sensor_radius /
2), field_y, sensor_radius, 1, "", "", 0, 0, 0, 0,
"", 0);
sensor_list.Insert(count, sen);
count++;
}
}
}
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//*********************************************************************
********************************************************
public void full_coverage_deployment_grid(int field_x, int
field_y, int sensor_radius)
{
int count = 0;
this.sensor_list = new ArrayList();
double dis_x = Math.Sqrt(3) * sensor_radius;
float dis_y = (3 / 2) * sensor_radius;
double x=0;
double y;
int num= 3;
for (y = 0; y <= field_y; y = y + dis_y)
{
if (num % 2 == 1)
{
for (x = 0; x <= field_x; x = x + dis_x)
{
Sensor sen = new Sensor(count,
Convert.ToInt32(x), Convert.ToInt32(y),
sensor_radius, 1, "", "", 0, 0, 0, 0, "", 0);
sensor_list.Insert(count, sen);
count++;
}
if (x - dis_x + sensor_radius < field_x)
{
Sensor seno = new Sensor(count, field_x,
Convert.ToInt32(y), sensor_radius, 1, "", "",
0, 0, 0, 0, "", 0);
sensor_list.Insert(count, seno);
count++;
}
}
else
{
for (x = dis_x/2; x <= field_x; x = x + dis_x)
{
Sensor sen = new Sensor(count,
Convert.ToInt32(x), Convert.ToInt32(y),
sensor_radius, 1, "", "", 0, 0, 0, 0, "", 0);
sensor_list.Insert(count, sen);
count++;
}
if (x - dis_x + sensor_radius < field_x)
{
Sensor seno = new Sensor(count, field_x,
Convert.ToInt32(y), sensor_radius, 1, "", "",
0, 0, 0, 0, "", 0);
sensor_list.Insert(count, seno);
count++;
}
}
num++;
}
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}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
public void Determinstic_deployment(int field_x, int field_y,
int sensing_range,int conn_range)
{
int count = 0;
this.sensor_list = new ArrayList();
//if connectivity range >= sensing range
if (conn_range >= sensing_range)
{
double a = Math.Sqrt(3) * sensing_range;
float b = (3 / 2) * sensing_range;
double x = 0;
double y;
int num = 3;
for (y = 0; y <= field_y; y = y + b)
{
if (num % 2 == 1)
{
for (x = 0; x <= field_x; x = x + a)
{
Sensor sen = new Sensor(count,
Convert.ToInt32(x), Convert.ToInt32(y),
sensing_range, 1, "", "", 0, 0, 0, 0, "",
0);
sensor_list.Insert(count, sen);
count++;
}
}
else
{
for (x = a / 2; x <= field_x; x = x + a)
{
Sensor sen = new Sensor(count,
Convert.ToInt32(x), Convert.ToInt32(y),
sensing_range, 1, "", "", 0, 0, 0, 0, "",
0);
sensor_list.Insert(count, sen);
count++;
}
}
num++;
}
}
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
public int[] Export_Active_Sleep_Count(WSN wsn)
{
int[] count=new int[2];
int active_count = 0, sleep_count = 0;
foreach (Sensor sen in wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.active == 1)
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active_count++;
else
sleep_count++;
}
count[0] = active_count;
count[1] = sleep_count;
return count;
}
//Cricket Sensors Positions
public void Cricket_Deployment(int bx1,int by1,int bx2,int
by2,int bx3,int by3)
{
this.sensor_list = new ArrayList();
Sensor sensor;
sensor = new Sensor(0, bx1, by1, Variable.RS, 1, "", "", 0,
0, 0, 0, "", 0);
this.sensor_list.Insert(0, sensor);
sensor = new Sensor(1, bx2, by2, Variable.RS, 1, "", "", 0,
0, 0, 0, "", 0);
this.sensor_list.Insert(1, sensor);
sensor = new Sensor(2, bx3, by3, Variable.RS, 1, "", "", 0,
0, 0, 0, "", 0);
this.sensor_list.Insert(2, sensor);
sensor = new Sensor(3, 0, 0, Variable.RS, 1, "", "", 0, 0,
0, 0, "", 0);
this.sensor_list.Insert(3, sensor);
}
}
}

A.2

Coverage Class

This class provides all functions to calculate the field coverage.
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Collections;
System.Data;

namespace Coverage_WSN
{
public class Coverage
{
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int field_x=500;
int field_y=500;
int sensor_radi=25;
public double covered_points;
public double uncovered_points;
public double coverage_per;
public double MAX_coverage;
public double MIN_coverage;
private ArrayList sensor_list;
public Coverage(int field_x, int field_y, int
sensor_radi,ArrayList sensor_list )
{
this.field_x = field_x;
this.field_y = field_y;
this.sensor_radi = sensor_radi;
this.sensor_list = sensor_list;
}
public Coverage()
{
}
public DataSet calculate_coverage()
{
DataTable dt_covered = new DataTable("dt_covered");
dt_covered.Columns.Add("Point_Location", typeof(string));
dt_covered.Columns.Add("Number_Sensors", typeof(string));
DataTable dt_uncovered = new DataTable("dt_uncovered");
dt_uncovered.Columns.Add("Point_Location", typeof(string));
DataSet ds = new DataSet();
covered_points = 0;
uncovered_points = 0;
for (int i = 1; i <= field_x; i++)//check each pixel in each
row
{
for (int j = 1; j <= field_y; j++)//check each pixel in
each column
{
int covered_count = 0;
foreach (Sensor sen in this.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.active == 1)
{
double distance = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((i –
sen.x), 2) + Math.Pow((j - sen.y), 2));
if (distance <= sen.sensor_radi)//point (i,j)
is covered by sensor(sen.x,sen.y)
{
covered_count++;
}
}
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////
if (covered_count == 0)//is not covered by sensors
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{
//Add the point position and number of sensors
covered it to the covered_datatable
dt_uncovered.Rows.Add("( " + i.ToString() + ", "
+ j.ToString()+" )");
uncovered_points++;
}
else
{

// is covered
//Add point position to the uncovered_datatable
dt_covered.Rows.Add("( " + i.ToString() + ", " +
j.ToString() + " )",covered_count);
covered_points++;

}
}
}
//////////////////////////////////calculate coverage_per
double total_point=((this.field_x) * (this.field_y));
double Temp_coverage_per = (covered_points / total_point) *
100; // entire coverage
//Round Coverage
coverage_per = Math.Round(Temp_coverage_per, 2);
//MAX coverage (All sensors Area/Area of the field)
//MIN coverage (sensors Area/Area of the field)
double sensor_area = 3.14 * sensor_radi * sensor_radi;
double all_sensor_area = sensor_area * sensor_list.Count;
double field_area = field_x * field_y;
double T_MAX_coverage = (all_sensor_area / field_area) * 100;
double T_MIN_coverage = (sensor_area / field_area) * 100;
MAX_coverage = Math.Round(T_MAX_coverage, 2);
MIN_coverage = Math.Round(T_MIN_coverage, 2);
if (MAX_coverage
MAX_coverage
if (MIN_coverage
MIN_coverage

>
=
>
=

100)
100;
100)
100;

///////////////////////////////////////////
ds.Tables.Add(dt_covered);
ds.Tables.Add(dt_uncovered);
return ds;
}
public void Max_Min_Coverage(int field_x, int field_y, int
sensor_radi, int sensorno)
{
double sensor_area = 3.14 * sensor_radi * sensor_radi;
double all_sensor_area = sensor_area * sensorno;
double field_area = field_x * field_y;
double T_MAX_coverage = (all_sensor_area / field_area) * 100;
double T_MIN_coverage = (sensor_area / field_area) * 100;
MAX_coverage = Math.Round(T_MAX_coverage, 2);
MIN_coverage = Math.Round(T_MIN_coverage, 2);
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if (MAX_coverage
MAX_coverage
if (MIN_coverage
MIN_coverage

>
=
>
=

100)
100;
100)
100;

}
public int Check_Point_Coverage(WSN wsn,float x,float y,Sensor
Current_Sensor,Sensor neighbor1,Sensor neighbor2)
{
int temp_count = 0;
foreach (Sensor sen in wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.active == 1 && sen.id != Current_Sensor.id &&
sen.id != neighbor1.id && sen.id != neighbor2.id)
{
double distance = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((x - sen.x), 2)
+ Math.Pow((y - sen.y), 2));
if (distance <= sen.sensor_radi)//point (x,y) is
covered by sensor(sen.x,sen.y)
{
temp_count++;
}
}
}
return temp_count;
}
public int Check_Point_Coverage_OneSensor(WSN wsn, float x, float
y, Sensor Current_Sensor)
{
int Sensor_Covered_count = 0;
foreach (Sensor sen in wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.active == 1 && sen.id != Current_Sensor.id)
{
double distance = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((x - sen.x), 2)
+ Math.Pow((y - sen.y), 2));
if (distance <= sen.sensor_radi)//point (x,y) is
covered by
sensor(sen.x,sen.y)
{
Sensor_Covered_count++;
}
}
}
return Sensor_Covered_count;
}
}
}
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A.3

Sensor Entity

This class contains the sensor attributes.
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;

namespace Coverage_WSN
{
public class Sensor
{
public int id;
public int sensor_radi;
public int x;
public int y;
public int active;
public string neighbors;
public string p;
public int sleeptime;
public int peas_k;
public int peas_t0;
public int FT_State;
public string Keys;
public int waittoslp;
public Sensor(int id, int x, int y, int sensor_radi, int
active, string neighbors, string p, int sleeptime, int peas_k,
int peas_t0, int FT_Sate, string Keys, int waittoslp)
{
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.id = id;
this.sensor_radi = sensor_radi;
this.active = active;
this.neighbors = neighbors;
this.p = p;
this.sleeptime = sleeptime;
this.peas_k = peas_k;
this.peas_t0 = peas_t0;
this.FT_State = FT_Sate;
this.Keys = Keys;
this.waittoslp = waittoslp;
}
}
}
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A.4

CCP Class

This class implements the CCP algorithm (see Chapters 1 & 3).
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Collections;
System.Drawing;
System.Data;

namespace Coverage_WSN
{
public class LifeTime
{
public DataTable dt_result;
public DataTable dt_result_CompleteCoverage;
public DataTable dt_result_Lifetime;
setting setting = new setting();
public LifeTime()
{
dt_result = new DataTable();
dt_result.Columns.Add("Sensor_Number", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Sensor_Density", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Active", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Sleep", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Coverage", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("K-Coverage", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Desc", typeof(string));
dt_result_CompleteCoverage = new DataTable();
dt_result_CompleteCoverage.Columns.Add("Sensor_Number",
typeof(string));
dt_result_CompleteCoverage.Columns.Add("Sensor_Density",
typeof(string));
dt_result_CompleteCoverage.Columns.Add("Active",
typeof(string));
dt_result_CompleteCoverage.Columns.Add("Sleep",
typeof(string));
dt_result_CompleteCoverage.Columns.Add("Coverage",
typeof(string));
dt_result_CompleteCoverage.Columns.Add("K-Coverage",
typeof(string));
dt_result_CompleteCoverage.Columns.Add("Desc",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Lifetime = new DataTable();
dt_result_Lifetime.Columns.Add("Sensor_Number",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Lifetime.Columns.Add("Sensor_Density",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Lifetime.Columns.Add("Time", typeof(string));
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dt_result_Lifetime.Columns.Add("Active", typeof(string));
dt_result_Lifetime.Columns.Add("Sleep", typeof(string));
dt_result_Lifetime.Columns.Add("Coverage", typeof(string));
dt_result_Lifetime.Columns.Add("K-Coverage",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Lifetime.Columns.Add("Desc", typeof(string));
}
PointF intersection1;
PointF intersection2;
Coverage coverage = new Coverage();
public void Find_Active_Sensor(WSN wsn)
{
//Refresh Sensors list, Active all sensors
foreach (Sensor sens in wsn.sensor_list)
{
sens.active = 1;
}
Sensor sensor;
for (int i = 0; i < (wsn.sensor_list.Count); i++)
{
Sensor sen_i = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[i];
////////Find Neighbors
string strNeighbors = Find_Sensor_Neighbors(wsn, i);
///////Find Neighbors Intersection Points
int active=Find_Neighbors_Relation(wsn,
strNeighbors,sen_i);
//Add New sensor to new sensors list
sensor = new Sensor(sen_i.id, sen_i.x, sen_i.y,
sen_i.sensor_radi, active, strNeighbors, "", 0, 0, 0,
0, "", 0);
wsn.sensor_list[i] = sensor;
}
}
public string Find_Sensor_Neighbors(WSN wsn, int i)
{
string strNeghibors = "";
Sensor sen_i = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[i];
for (int j = 0; j < wsn.sensor_list.Count; j++)
{
if (j != i)
{
Sensor sen_j = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[j];
double distance = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((sen_i.x –
sen_j.x), 2) + Math.Pow((sen_j.y - sen_i.y), 2));
if (sen_j.active == 1 && distance <= (2 *
Variable.RS) && sen_i.id != sen_j.id)//Sensor is
neighbor
{
//Add to its neighbors
if (strNeghibors != "")
strNeghibors = strNeghibors + "," +
j.ToString();
else
strNeghibors = j.ToString();
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}
}
}
return strNeghibors;
}
public int Find_Neighbors_Relation(WSN wsn, string
strNeighbors,Sensor CurrentSensor)
{
int Result = 1;
string[] words = strNeighbors.Split(',');
for (int i = 0; i < (words.Count() - 1); i++)
{
Sensor sen_i =
(Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[int.Parse(words[i])];
for (int j = i + 1; j < words.Count(); j++)
{
Sensor sen_j =
(Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[int.Parse(words[j])];
double distance = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((sen_i.x –
sen_j.x), 2) + Math.Pow((sen_i.y - sen_j.y), 2));
if (distance <= (2 * Variable.RS) && i !=
j)//Sensors are neighbor
{
int interc_result =
Find_Intersection_Points(sen_i.x, sen_i.y,
sen_j.x, sen_j.y);
if (interc_result == 1)//Just one intersection
point
{
if (intersection1.X >= 0 && intersection1.Y
>= 0)//Check if it is in the field
{
//Check if that point is inside the
current sensor
distance =
Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((CurrentSensor.x –
intersection1.X), 2) +
Math.Pow((CurrentSensor.y –
intersection1.Y), 2));
if (distance <
Variable.RS)
//Intersection is Inside current sensor
{
// Check if the point covered by K
sensors except sensor that we
are working on
int k_Coverage =
coverage.Check_Point_Coverage(wsn,
intersection1.X, intersection1.Y,
CurrentSensor,sen_i,sen_j);
if (k_Coverage >=
Variable.k_Coverage)
Result = 0;
else
return 1;
}
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}
}
else if (interc_result == 2)//two intersection
points
{
if (intersection1.X >= 0 && intersection1.Y
>= 0)//Check if it is in the field
{
//Check if that point is inside the
current sensor
distance =
Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((CurrentSensor.x –
intersection1.X), 2) +
Math.Pow((CurrentSensor.y –
intersection1.Y), 2));
if (distance <
Variable.RS)//Intersection is Inside
{
int k_Coverage =
coverage.Check_Point_Coverage(wsn,
intersection1.X, intersection1.Y,
CurrentSensor,sen_i,sen_j);
if (k_Coverage >=
Variable.k_Coverage)
Result = 0;
else
return 1;
}
}
if (intersection2.X >= 0 && intersection2.Y
>= 0)//Check if it is in the field
{
distance =
Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((CurrentSensor.x –
intersection2.X), 2) +
Math.Pow((CurrentSensor.y –
intersection2.Y), 2));
if (distance <
Variable.RS)//Intersection is Inside
{
int k_Coverage =
coverage.Check_Point_Coverage(wsn,
intersection2.X, intersection2.Y,
CurrentSensor,sen_i,sen_j);
if (k_Coverage >=
Variable.k_Coverage)
Result = 0;
else
return 1;
}
}
}
}
}
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}
return Result;
}
public int Find_Intersection_Points(int cx0,int cy0,int cx1,int
cy1)
{
float radius0 = Variable.RS;
float radius1 = Variable.RS;
// Find the distance between the centers.
float dx = cx0 - cx1;
float dy = cy0 - cy1;
double dist = Math.Sqrt(dx * dx + dy * dy);
// See how many solutions there are.
if (dist > radius0 + radius1)
{
// No solutions, the circles are too far apart.
intersection1 = new PointF(float.NaN, float.NaN);
intersection2 = new PointF(float.NaN, float.NaN);
return 0;
}
else if (dist < Math.Abs(radius0 - radius1))
{
// No solutions, one circle contains the other.
intersection1 = new PointF(float.NaN, float.NaN);
intersection2 = new PointF(float.NaN, float.NaN);
return 0;
}
else if ((dist == 0) && (radius0 == radius1))
{
// No solutions, the circles coincide.
intersection1 = new PointF(float.NaN, float.NaN);
intersection2 = new PointF(float.NaN, float.NaN);
return 0;
}
else
{
// Find a and h.
double a = (radius0 * radius0 radius1 * radius1 + dist * dist) / (2 * dist);
double h = Math.Sqrt(radius0 * radius0 - a * a);
// Find P2.
double cx2 = cx0 + a * (cx1 - cx0) / dist;
double cy2 = cy0 + a * (cy1 - cy0) / dist;
// Get the points P3.
intersection1 = new PointF(
(float)(cx2 + h * (cy1 - cy0) / dist),
(float)(cy2 - h * (cx1 - cx0) / dist));
intersection2 = new PointF(
(float)(cx2 - h * (cy1 - cy0) / dist),
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(float)(cy2 + h * (cx1 - cx0) / dist));
// See if we have 1 or 2 solutions.
if (dist == radius0 + radius1) return 1;
return 2;
}
}
public void Export_Active_Sleep_Count(WSN wsn,Coverage cov, int
K_Coverage)
{
int sensor_num = wsn.sensor_list.Count;
int active_count = 0, sleep_count = 0;
foreach (Sensor sen in wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.active == 1)
active_count++;
else
sleep_count++;
}
double Area = Variable.FieldSizeX * Variable.FieldSizeY;
double Sensor_Density = (double)(sensor_num) / Area;
dt_result.Rows.Add(sensor_num.ToString(),
Sensor_Density.ToString(), active_count.ToString(),
sleep_count.ToString(), cov.coverage_per.ToString(),
K_Coverage.ToString(), "Complete Coverage");
dt_result_CompleteCoverage.Rows.Add(sensor_num.ToString(),
Sensor_Density.ToString(), active_count.ToString(),
sleep_count.ToString(), cov.coverage_per.ToString(),
K_Coverage.ToString(), "Complete Coverage");
}
public void ExportExcelFile_Partial(int sensor_no,int k)
{
dt_result.Rows.Add(sensor_no.ToString(), 0, 0, 0, 0,
k.ToString(), "Partial Coverage");
}
public void ExportLifetime_Result(WSN wsn,Coverage cov, int
K_Coverage)
{
int sensor_num = wsn.sensor_list.Count;
double Area = Variable.FieldSizeX * Variable.FieldSizeY;
double Sensor_Density = (double)(sensor_num) / Area;
int time_interval = Variable.failuretime;
int[] count1 = Find_Active_Sleep_Count(wsn);
ArrayList FailureTimes =
setting.Find_Failure_Times(Variable.CCPRunningTime,
Variable.sensorfailRate);
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int findex = 0;
for (int currenttime = 0; currenttime <=
Variable.CCPRunningTime; currenttime++)
//while (sensor_num >= 1 && sensor_num >=
Variable.Numfailed)
{
//time = time + time_interval;
if (findex < FailureTimes.Count)
{
if (currenttime == (int)FailureTimes[findex] &&
sensor_num >= 1)//Time to fail a sensor
{
//Find random sensor
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(10);
Random r = new Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
int random_value =
r.Next((wsn.sensor_list.Count - 1));
//Remove sensor from list
wsn.sensor_list.RemoveAt(random_value);
findex++;
//Run the energy algorithm and find active and
sleep sensors
LifeTime LifeTime = new LifeTime();
LifeTime.Find_Active_Sensor(wsn);
}
}
//Calculate the Coverage
cov = new Coverage(Variable.FieldSizeX,
Variable.FieldSizeY, Variable.RS, wsn.sensor_list);
DataSet ds = cov.calculate_coverage();
int[] count = Find_Active_Sleep_Count(wsn);
//Add to Datatable
sensor_num = wsn.sensor_list.Count;
Sensor_Density = (double)(sensor_num) / Area;
dt_result_Lifetime.Rows.Add(sensor_num.ToString(),
Sensor_Density.ToString(), currenttime.ToString(),
count[0].ToString(), count[1].ToString(),
cov.coverage_per.ToString(), K_Coverage.ToString(),
"");
}
}
public int[] Find_Active_Sleep_Count(WSN wsn)
{
int[] count=new int[2];
int active_count = 0, sleep_count = 0;
foreach (Sensor sen in wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.active == 1)
active_count++;
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else
sleep_count++;
}
count[0] = active_count;
count[1] = sleep_count;
return count;
}
}
}

A.5

RIS Class

This class implements the RIS algorithm.
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Data;

namespace Coverage_WSN
{
public class RIS
{
public DataTable dt_Time;
public DataTable dt_TimeSlot;
public DataTable dt_SensorActivity;
public RIS()
{
dt_Time = new DataTable();
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Total Sensor#", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Sensor Density", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Time", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Active", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Sleep", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Coverage", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Mathematical_Coverage",
typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Total Time", typeof(string));
dt_TimeSlot = new DataTable();
dt_TimeSlot.Columns.Add("Total Sensor#", typeof(string));
dt_TimeSlot.Columns.Add("Sensor Density", typeof(string));
dt_TimeSlot.Columns.Add("Sensor ID", typeof(string));
dt_TimeSlot.Columns.Add("TimeSlot", typeof(string));
dt_TimeSlot.Columns.Add("Active(Time)", typeof(string));
dt_TimeSlot.Columns.Add("Sleep(Time)", typeof(string));
dt_TimeSlot.Columns.Add("Total Time", typeof(string));
dt_SensorActivity = new DataTable();
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dt_SensorActivity.Columns.Add("Total Sensor#",
typeof(string));
dt_SensorActivity.Columns.Add("Sensor Density",
typeof(string));
dt_SensorActivity.Columns.Add("Sensor ID", typeof(string));
dt_SensorActivity.Columns.Add("Total Active Time",
typeof(string));
dt_SensorActivity.Columns.Add("Total Sleep Time",
typeof(string));
dt_SensorActivity.Columns.Add("Total Time",
typeof(string));
}
public void RIS_Algorithm(WSN wsn, int sensor_num, int
total_time, int Slot_num,int Slot_time)
{
wsn = set_sensor_active_probability(wsn, total_time,
Slot_num, Slot_time);
Calculate_Sensor_Activity(wsn, total_time, Slot_num,
Slot_time);
//Calculate Sensor Density
double Area = Variable.FieldSizeX * Variable.FieldSizeY;
double Sensor_Density = (double)(sensor_num) / Area;
Random r = new Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
int round = 1;
int slot_interval = Slot_time;
int Slot_Start = 1;
int Slot_End = Slot_time;
//For Every Time Point
for (int t = 1; t <= total_time; t++)
{
if (t > Slot_time)
{
round++;
Slot_Start = Slot_time + 1;
Slot_time = Slot_time + slot_interval;
Slot_End = Slot_time;
}
for (int s = 0; s < (wsn.sensor_list.Count); s++)
{
Sensor sen = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[s];
string str_p = sen.p;
string[] words = str_p.Split(',');
double P = double.Parse(words[(round1)].ToString());
int active = (int)Math.Round(P * slot_interval);
int sleep = slot_interval - active;
//Select when it is sleep and when Active
int Active_Start, Active_End, Sleep_Start,
Sleep_End;
int Pos = 1;
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double Pos_rand = r.NextDouble();
if (Pos_rand > 0.5)
Pos = 2;
if (Pos == 1)//First it is active
{
Active_Start = Slot_time - slot_interval + 1;
Active_End = (Slot_time - slot_interval + 1) +
active - 1;
Sleep_Start = Active_End + 1;
Sleep_End = Slot_time;
}
else//First it is sleep
{
Sleep_Start = Slot_time - slot_interval + 1;
Sleep_End = (Slot_time - slot_interval + 1) +
active - 1;
Active_Start = Sleep_End + 1;
Active_End = Slot_time;
}
if (t >= Active_Start && t <= Active_End)//Sensor is
active at this time
{
Sensor sensor = new Sensor(sen.id, sen.x, sen.y,
sen.sensor_radi, 1, sen.neighbors, sen.p, 0, 0,
0, 0, "", 0);
wsn.sensor_list[s] = sensor;
}
else if(t >= Sleep_Start && t <= Sleep_End)//Sensor
is Sleep at this time
{
Sensor sensor = new Sensor(sen.id, sen.x, sen.y,
sen.sensor_radi, 0, sen.neighbors, sen.p, 0, 0,
0, 0, "", 0);
wsn.sensor_list[s] = sensor;
}
}//End For Sensors
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Calculate the Coverage for each time point
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Coverage cov = new Coverage();
cov = new Coverage(Variable.FieldSizeX,
Variable.FieldSizeY, Variable.RS, wsn.sensor_list);
cov.calculate_coverage();
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Caculate the Active and Sleep Sensor
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int[] count= wsn.Export_Active_Sleep_Count(wsn);
int count_active = count[0];
int count_sleep = count[1];
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Calculate Mathematical Coverage using Formula: 1-(e^(SensorDensity*3.14*Radius^2))
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
double Sensor_Density_Active_Sensor =
(double)(count_active) / Area;
double e = 2.718;
double Math_Cov = 0;
double pp = 3.14;
double top = (Sensor_Density_Active_Sensor * pp *
(Math.Pow(Variable.RS,2))) * (-1);
double temp = 1 - (Math.Pow(e, top));
Math_Cov=(temp) * 100;
String Math_Cov_Str=String.Format("{0:0.00}", Math_Cov);
//Insert into DataTable
dt_Time.Rows.Add(wsn.sensor_list.Count.ToString(),Sen
sor_Density.ToString(),t.ToString(),count_active,coun
t_sleep,cov.coverage_per,Math_Cov_Str,total_time);
}//End For Time Points
}
private WSN set_sensor_active_probability(WSN wsn, int
total_time, int Slot_num, int Slot_time)
{
Random r = new Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
//Calculate Sensor Density
double Area = Variable.FieldSizeX * Variable.FieldSizeY;
double Sensor_Density = (double)(wsn.sensor_list.Count) /
Area;
//For each slot
for (int slot = 1; slot <= Slot_num; slot++)
{
//For each sensor
for (int s = 0; s < (wsn.sensor_list.Count); s++)
{
Sensor sen = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[s];
double P = r.NextDouble();
////////////////////////////////////
//Insert into Slot Datatable
////////////////////////////////////
int active = (int)Math.Round(P * Slot_time);
int sleep = Slot_time - active;
int slot_start=(slot*Slot_time)-Slot_time+1;
int slot_End=slot*Slot_time;
string slot_range = "(" + slot_start.ToString() + "-" + slot_End.ToString() + ")";
dt_TimeSlot.Rows.Add(wsn.sensor_list.Count.ToString()
,Sensor_Density.ToString(),sen.id.ToString(),slot_ran
ge,active,sleep,total_time);
//////////////////////////////////////////
string Pro = "";
if (sen.p == "")
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Pro = P.ToString();
else
Pro = sen.p +","+ P.ToString();
Sensor sensor = new Sensor(sen.id, sen.x, sen.y,
sen.sensor_radi, 1, "", Pro, 0, 0, 0, 0, "", 0);
wsn.sensor_list[s] = sensor;
}
}
return wsn;
}
private void Calculate_Sensor_Activity(WSN wsn, int total_time,
int Slot_num, int Slot_time)
{
//Calculate Sensor Density
double Area = Variable.FieldSizeX * Variable.FieldSizeY;
double Sensor_Density = (double)(wsn.sensor_list.Count) /
Area;
//For each sensor
for (int s = 0; s < (wsn.sensor_list.Count); s++)
{
Sensor sen = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[s];
int sum_active = 0;
int sum_sleep = 0;
string str_p = sen.p;
string[] words = str_p.Split(',');
for (int slot = 0; slot < Slot_num; slot++)
{
double P = double.Parse(words[(slot)].ToString());
int active = (int)Math.Round(P * Slot_time);
int sleep = Slot_time - active;
sum_active = sum_active + active;
sum_sleep = sum_sleep + sleep;
}
dt_SensorActivity.Rows.Add(wsn.sensor_list.Count.ToString()
,Sensor_Density.ToString(), sen.id.ToString(), sum_active,
sum_sleep, total_time);
}
}
}
}
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A.6

PEAS Class

This class implements the PEAS algorithm (see Chapter 1 & 3).
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Data;
System.Collections;

namespace Coverage_WSN
{
public class PEAS
{
public DataTable dt_Time;
public PEAS()
{
dt_Time = new DataTable();
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Total Sensor#", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Sensor Density", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Time", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Active", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Sleep", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Coverage", typeof(string));
dt_Time.Columns.Add("Total Time", typeof(string));
}
setting setting = new setting();
public void PEAS_Algorithm(WSN wsn,int pr)
{
Variable.IntialLambda = 0.1f;
Sensor sensor;
int LastTimeFailed = 0;
Set_Intial_Sleep_Time(wsn);
//Find the Failure Times
ArrayList FailureTimes =
setting.Find_Failure_Times(Variable.PEASTotalTime,
Variable.sensorfailRate);
int findex = 0;
for (int CurrentTime = 0; CurrentTime <=
Variable.PEASTotalTime; CurrentTime++)
{
if (Variable.sensorfailRate != 0)
{
if (findex < FailureTimes.Count)
{
if (CurrentTime ==
(int)FailureTimes[findex])//Time to fail a
sensor
{
// if (CurrentTime % Variable.failuretime
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== 0)
// {
findex++;
//Randomly fail active sensors
//Caculate the Active and Sleep Sensor
//int[] count1 =
wsn.Export_Active_Sleep_Count(wsn);
//int count_active1 = count1[0];
///////////////////////////////////
Random f_r = new
Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
int counter_fail = 0;
while (counter_fail < Variable.Numfailed &&
wsn.sensor_list.Count > 0)
{
//Find random sensor
int random_value =
f_r.Next((wsn.sensor_list.Count - 1));
Sensor fail_sensor =
(Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[random_value];
//if (fail_sensor.active == 1)
// {
wsn.sensor_list.RemoveAt(random_value);
counter_fail++;
// }
}
}
}
}
for (int s1 = 0; s1 < (wsn.sensor_list.Count); s1++)
{
Sensor sen1 = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[s1];
if (sen1.active == 0 && sen1.sleeptime ==
CurrentTime)//Sensor is sleeping and it is time to
wake up
{
//Probe State and search for Active Neighbors
in its probe range
int Active_Neighbors_Count = 0;
int New_Sleep_Time = sen1.sleeptime;
for (int s2 = 0; s2 < (wsn.sensor_list.Count);
s2++)
{
Sensor sen2 = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[s2];
if (sen1.id != sen2.id && sen2.active == 1)
{
double distance =
Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((sen2.x - sen1.x),
2) + Math.Pow((sen2.y - sen1.y), 2));
if (distance < pr)//sen2 is in it
probing range
{
Active_Neighbors_Count++;
//Increase the Sen2(Active sensor)
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K
int New_k = sen2.peas_k + 1;
int t0 = sen2.peas_t0;
//Check if K reached Threshould to
caculate the new lambada
if (New_k >= Variable.Peas_K)
{
//Caculate the New lambada
if (CurrentTime - sen2.peas_t0
> 0)
{
int temp_time = CurrentTime
- sen2.peas_t0;
float temp_lambada =
(float)New_k /
(float)temp_time;
float New_Lambda =
(Variable.IntialLambda *
Variable.Desiredlambda) /
temp_lambada;
double temp_New_Sleep_Time
= Math.Round(1 /
New_Lambda);
New_Sleep_Time =
(int)Math.Round(temp_New_Slee
p_Time) + sen1.sleeptime;
New_k = 0;
}
}
else
{
if (New_k == 1)
t0 = CurrentTime;
}
//Update the K and T0 of the Active
Neighbor Sensor
sensor = new Sensor(sen2.id,
sen2.x, sen2.y, sen2.sensor_radi,
sen2.active, sen2.neighbors,
sen2.p, sen2.sleeptime, New_k, t0,
0, "", 0);
wsn.sensor_list[s2] = sensor;
}
}
}//END FOR Sensor 2-- Active Neighbors
//Check the number of Active Neighbors
if (Active_Neighbors_Count >=
Variable.Peas_No_Active_Neighbors)
{
//Sensor should go to sleep again for New
sleep time
if (New_Sleep_Time == sen1.sleeptime)
New_Sleep_Time = sen1.sleeptime * 2;
sensor = new Sensor(sen1.id, sen1.x,
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sen1.y, sen1.sensor_radi, 0,
sen1.neighbors, sen1.p, New_Sleep_Time,
sen1.peas_k, sen1.peas_t0, 0, "", 0);
wsn.sensor_list[s1] = sensor;
}
else
{
//Sensor should wake up and set to active
if (New_Sleep_Time == sen1.sleeptime)
New_Sleep_Time = sen1.sleeptime * 2;
sensor = new Sensor(sen1.id, sen1.x,
sen1.y, sen1.sensor_radi, 1,
sen1.neighbors, sen1.p, New_Sleep_Time,
sen1.peas_k, sen1.peas_t0, 0, "", 0);
wsn.sensor_list[s1] = sensor;
}
}//END If
}//End FOR Sensor 1
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Calculate the Coverage for each time point
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Coverage cov = new Coverage();
cov = new Coverage(Variable.FieldSizeX,
Variable.FieldSizeY, Variable.RS, wsn.sensor_list);
cov.calculate_coverage();
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Caculate the Active and Sleep Sensor
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
int[] count = wsn.Export_Active_Sleep_Count(wsn);
int count_active = count[0];
int count_sleep = count[1];
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Calculate Sensor Density
///////////////////////////////////////////////
double Area = Variable.FieldSizeX *
Variable.FieldSizeY;
double Sensor_Density = (double)(wsn.sensor_list.Count)
/ Area;
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Insert into DataTable
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
dt_Time.Rows.Add(wsn.sensor_list.Count.ToString(),
Sensor_Density.ToString(), CurrentTime.ToString(),
count_active, count_sleep, cov.coverage_per,
Variable.PEASTotalTime);
}//END FOR Current time
}
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private void Set_Intial_Sleep_Time(WSN wsn)
{
Random r = new Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
Sensor sensor;
for (int i = 0; i < (wsn.sensor_list.Count); i++)
{
int temp = r.Next(3,9);
float temp2 = 1/(temp * Variable.IntialLambda);
int SleepTime = (int)Math.Round(temp2);
//Assign Sleeping Time to Sensors
Sensor sen = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[i];
sensor = new Sensor(sen.id, sen.x, sen.y,
sen.sensor_radi, 0, sen.neighbors, sen.p, SleepTime, 0,
0, 0, "", 0);
wsn.sensor_list[i] = sensor;
}
}
}
}

A.7

Fault Tolerance Class

This class implements the fault tolerance algorithm developed (see Chapter 3).
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Data;
System.Collections;

namespace Coverage_WSN
{
public class FaultTolerance
{
public DataTable dt_result;
setting setting = new setting();
Coverage cov;
public FaultTolerance()
{
dt_result = new DataTable();
dt_result.Columns.Add("Total Number of Sensors",
typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Time", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Total Active Sensors",
typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Total Sleep Sensors",
typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Total Field Coverage",
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typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Total Filed K-Coverage",
typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Number of Sensors with Cov
typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Number of Sensors with Min
Mid", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Number of Sensors with Mid
Max", typeof(string));
dt_result.Columns.Add("Number of Sensors with Cov
typeof(string));

<= Min",
< Cov <=
< Cov <
>= Max",

}
public void Run_Fault_Tolerance_Simulation(WSN wsn)
{
//Run the algorithm for Time=0
FaultToleranceAlg(wsn,0,1);
//Add it to the DataTable
ArrayList FailureTimes =
setting.Find_Failure_Times(Variable.Total_Running_Time,
Variable.sensorfailRate);
int findex = 0;
//Run it during the time period
for (int t = 1; t <= Variable.Total_Running_Time; t++)
{
//if ((t % Variable.failuretime) == 0)//One sensor
Should be failed
//{
if (findex < FailureTimes.Count)
{
if (t == (int)FailureTimes[findex])//Time to fail a
sensor
{
if (wsn.sensor_list.Count > 0)
{
Random r = new
Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
int random_value =
r.Next((wsn.sensor_list.Count - 1));
//Remove sensor from list
wsn.sensor_list.RemoveAt(random_value);
findex++;
}
}
}
//Check which wating sensors should go to sleep
foreach (Sensor sen in wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.active == 1 && sen.waittoslp== t)
{
sen.active = 0;
sen.waittoslp = 0;
}
}
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//Check which sensors should wake up at this time
foreach (Sensor sen in wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.active == 0 && sen.sleeptime == t)
{
sen.active = 1;
sen.sleeptime = 0;
}
}
FaultToleranceAlg(wsn, t, 0);
}
}
private void FaultToleranceAlg(WSN wsn, int Current_Time, int
initialflag)
{
if (initialflag == 1)
{
//Refresh Sensors list, Active all sensors
foreach (Sensor sens in wsn.sensor_list)
{
sens.active = 1;
}
}
foreach (Sensor sens in wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sens.active == 1)
{
float Num_Covered_point = 0;
float Num_Not_Covered_point = 0;
//Calculate the range of points in sensing circle
int X_Center = sens.x;
int Y_Center = sens.y;
int R = sens.sensor_radi;
int X_From = X_Center - R;
if (X_From < 0)
X_From = 0;
int X_To = X_Center + R;
if (X_To > Variable.FieldSizeX)
X_To = Variable.FieldSizeX;
int Y_From = Y_Center - R;
if (Y_From < 0)
Y_From = 0;
int Y_To = Y_Center + R;
if (Y_To > Variable.FieldSizeY)
Y_To = Variable.FieldSizeY;
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (int x = X_From; x <= X_To; x++)
{
for (int y = Y_From; y <= Y_To; y++)
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{
//Check if the point in inside the sensor
range
double tmp = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((x –
X_Center), 2) + Math.Pow((y - Y_Center),
2));
if (tmp < R)//is inside
{
//Check how many other active sensors
cover this point with respect to K
cov = new Coverage();
int Count_Covered_Sensor =
cov.Check_Point_Coverage_OneSensor(wsn,
x, y, sens);
if (Count_Covered_Sensor >=
Variable.k_Coverage)//Covered
{
Num_Covered_point++;
}
else//NotCovered
{
Num_Not_Covered_point++;
}
}
}//END FOR y
}//END FOR x
int re = 0;
if (Current_Time==9)
re=2;
//////////////////////////////////////
//Consider the Sensor State
///////////////////////////////////////
//Caculate the area of the sensor that is covered
float total = Num_Covered_point +
Num_Not_Covered_point;
float Coverage_Per = (Num_Covered_point / total) *
100;
////////////////////////////////////////////////
// 1= Less than Min
2= Between Min and Mid
3=
Between Mid and Max
4= More than Max
if (Coverage_Per <=
Variable.Min_Coverage_threshold) //Become active
{
//sens.active = 1;
sens.FT_State = 1;
}
else if (Coverage_Per >
Variable.Min_Coverage_threshold && Coverage_Per <=
Variable.Middle_Coverage_threshold)//Go to sleep
with short time
{
//Find the wating time to go to sleep
Random ran = new
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Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
double r_waittoslp = ran.Next(1,
Variable.Max_Sleep_Time);
float Sen_Cov = (Coverage_Per / 100f);
double s_time = Math.Round(Sen_Cov *
Variable.Max_Sleep_Time);
sens.sleeptime = (int)s_time + Current_Time;
sens.waittoslp = (int)r_waittoslp +
Current_Time;
sens.FT_State = 2;
}
else if (Coverage_Per >
Variable.Middle_Coverage_threshold && Coverage_Per
< Variable.Max_Coverage_threshold)//Go to sleep
with longer time
{
//Find the wating time to go to sleep
Random ran = new
Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
double r_waittoslp = ran.Next(1,
Variable.Max_Sleep_Time);
float Sen_Cov = (Coverage_Per / 100f);
double s_time = Math.Round(Sen_Cov *
Variable.Max_Sleep_Time);
sens.sleeptime = (int)s_time + Current_Time;
sens.waittoslp = (int)r_waittoslp +
Current_Time;
sens.FT_State = 3;
}
else if (Coverage_Per >=
Variable.Max_Coverage_threshold)//Go to sleep with
long time
{
//Find the wating time to go to sleep
Random ran = new
Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
double r_waittoslp = ran.Next(1,
Variable.Max_Sleep_Time);
float Sen_Cov = (Coverage_Per / 100f);
double s_time = Math.Round(Sen_Cov *
Variable.Max_Sleep_Time);
sens.sleeptime = (int)s_time + Current_Time;
sens.waittoslp = (int)r_waittoslp +
Current_Time;
sens.FT_State = 4;
}
}//End IF sensor active
}//END FOREACH Sensor
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//Calculate Coverage
cov = new Coverage(Variable.FieldSizeX,
Variable.FieldSizeY, Variable.RS, wsn.sensor_list);
DataSet ds = cov.calculate_coverage();
//Caculate Active & Sleep Sensor
int[] count = wsn.Export_Active_Sleep_Count(wsn);
int[] Count_FTState = Calculate_Count_FT_State(wsn);
//Add to Datatable
dt_result.Rows.Add(wsn.sensor_list.Count.ToString(),
Current_Time.ToString(), count[0].ToString(),
count[1].ToString(), cov.coverage_per.ToString(),
Variable.k_Coverage.ToString(),
Count_FTState[0].ToString(), Count_FTState[1].ToString(),
Count_FTState[2].ToString(), Count_FTState[3].ToString());
}
private int[] Calculate_Count_FT_State(WSN wsn)
{
int[] count = new int[4];
int Less_Min = 0, Bet_Min_Mid = 0, Bet_Mid_Max = 0,
More_Max = 0;
foreach (Sensor sen in wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.FT_State == 1)
Less_Min++;
if (sen.FT_State == 2)
Bet_Min_Mid++;
if (sen.FT_State == 3)
Bet_Mid_Max++;
if (sen.FT_State == 4)
More_Max++;
}
count[0] = Less_Min;
count[1] = Bet_Min_Mid;
count[2] = Bet_Mid_Max;
count[3] = More_Max;
return count;
}
}
}
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A.8

Security Class

This class implements the key-distribution algorithm for the secure communication
among sensors (see Chapters 1 & 3).
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Data;

namespace Coverage_WSN
{
public class Security
{
public DataTable dt_result_Ran;
public DataTable dt_result_Sim;
Coverage cov;
int INF = 999999;
public Security()
{
dt_result_Ran = new DataTable();
dt_result_Ran.Columns.Add("Total Number of Sensor",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Ran.Columns.Add("Pool Size", typeof(string));
dt_result_Ran.Columns.Add("Key Ring Size", typeof(string));
dt_result_Ran.Columns.Add("Path Length(PL)",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Ran.Columns.Add("Path Length Count(PL_Cnt)",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Ran.Columns.Add("Total(Sum) Path Lengths(
Sum(PL*PL_Cnt) )", typeof(string));
dt_result_Ran.Columns.Add("Total Connections(T_Conn)",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Ran.Columns.Add("PL Ratio(PL_Cnt/T_Conn)",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Ran.Columns.Add("Avg Path Length",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Sim = new DataTable();
dt_result_Sim.Columns.Add("Total Number of Sensor",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Sim.Columns.Add("Pool Size", typeof(string));
dt_result_Sim.Columns.Add("Key Ring Size", typeof(string));
dt_result_Sim.Columns.Add("Path Length(PL)",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Sim.Columns.Add("Path Length Count(PL_Cnt)",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Sim.Columns.Add("Total(Sum) Path Lengths(
Sum(PL*PL_Cnt) )", typeof(string));
dt_result_Sim.Columns.Add("Total Connections(T_Conn)",
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typeof(string));
dt_result_Sim.Columns.Add("PL Ratio(PL_Cnt/T_Conn)",
typeof(string));
dt_result_Sim.Columns.Add("Avg Path Length",
typeof(string));
}
public void Security_Alg_Random(WSN wsn,int Ring)
{
//Create the First Connected Matrix
int[][] Conn_Matrix = Create_First_matrix(wsn);
//Run the Secure algorithm for find the secure connections
for different keys
int[][] Secure_Matrix = Create_Secure_Matrix(Conn_Matrix);
//Find Path Length using Floyd-Warshal Algorithm
int[][] Path= Create_Path_Matrix(Secure_Matrix);
//Counts the Hops in Path
Create_Hop_Counts(Path,1);
}
public void Security_Alg_Simulation(WSN wsn, int Ring)
{
//Assign keys to sensors
Assign_Keys(wsn);
//Create the First Connected Matrix
int[][] Conn_Matrix = Create_First_matrix(wsn);

//Run the Secure algorithm for find the secure connections
for different keys
int[][] Secure_Matrix =
Create_Secure_Matrix_Simulation(Conn_Matrix,wsn);
//Find Path Length using Floyd-Warshal Algorithm
int[][] Path = Create_Path_Matrix(Secure_Matrix);
//Counts the Hops in Path
Create_Hop_Counts(Path,2);
}
private int[][] Create_First_matrix(WSN wsn)
{
int Sensorno = Variable.Sensorno;
int[][] Conn_Matrix = new int[Sensorno][];
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
//initial matrix
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
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for (int i = 0; i < Sensorno; i++)
{
Conn_Matrix[i] = new int[Sensorno];
}
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
//fill every cell with value 0
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (int i = 0; i < Sensorno; i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < Sensorno; j++)
{
Conn_Matrix[i][j] = 0;
}
}
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Find sensors Neghbors and fill the Matrix
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (int i = 0; i < (wsn.sensor_list.Count); i++)
{
Sensor sen_i = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[i];
for (int j = 0; j < wsn.sensor_list.Count; j++)
{
if (j != i)
{
Sensor sen_j = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[j];
double distance = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow((sen_i.x –
sen_j.x), 2) + Math.Pow((sen_i.y - sen_j.y),
2));
if (distance <= (2 * Variable.RS) && sen_i.id
!= sen_j.id)//Sensor is neighbor
{
Conn_Matrix[i][j] = 1;
}
else// Sensors are not neighbors
Conn_Matrix[i][j] = 0;
}
else// Itself
{
Conn_Matrix[i][j] = 0;
}
}
}
return Conn_Matrix;
}
private int[][] Create_Secure_Matrix(int[][] Conn_Matrix)
{
int sensorno = Variable.Sensorno;
int[][] Secure_matrix = Conn_Matrix;
////////////////////////////
//int p_prime;
double key = (double)Variable.Ring;
double pool = (double)Variable.Pool_Size;
//calculate the p_prime accourding to the formula in page
45 for each key
double d = (1 - (key / pool));
double u = 2 * (pool - key + 0.5);
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double up = Math.Pow(d, u);
double d2 = (1 - ((2 * key) / pool));
double u2 = (pool - (2 * key) + 0.5);
double down = Math.Pow(d2, u2);
double p_prime = 1 - (up / down);
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Find the nodes that share key and modify the matrix
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (int i = 0; i < sensorno; i++)
{
for (int j = i + 1; j < sensorno; j++)
{
if (Secure_matrix[i][j] == 1)
{
//find the random value between 0 and 1
Random ran = new
Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
double r = ran.Next(0, 100);
double pp = r / 100;
if (pp > p_prime)//if random value is more than
p_prime change 1 to 0
{
Secure_matrix[i][j] = 0;
Secure_matrix[j][i] = 0;
}
}
}
}
return Secure_matrix;
}
private void Assign_Keys(WSN wsn)
{
//Select Random keys from Pool with the size of Ring_Size
and Assign those keys to sensors
foreach (Sensor S in wsn.sensor_list)
{
string keys = "";
Random ran = new Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
for (int f = 1; f <= Variable.Ring; f++)
{
double r = ran.Next(1, Variable.Pool_Size);
if (f == 1)
keys = r.ToString();
else
keys = keys + "," + r.ToString();
}
S.Keys = keys;
}
}
private bool Check_Share_Key(string Ring1,string Ring2)
{
string[] words1 = Ring1.Split(',');
string[] words2 = Ring2.Split(',');
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foreach (string w1 in words1)
{
foreach (string w2 in words2)
{
if (w1.Trim() == w2.Trim())
return true;
}
}
return false;
}
private int[][] Create_Secure_Matrix_Simulation(int[][]
Conn_Matrix,WSN wsn)
{
int sensorno = Variable.Sensorno;
int[][] Secure_matrix = Conn_Matrix;
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Find the nodes that share key and modify the matrix
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (int i = 0; i < sensorno; i++)
{
Sensor sen_i = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[i];
for (int j = i + 1; j < sensorno; j++)
{
Sensor sen_j = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[j];
if (Secure_matrix[i][j] == 1)
{
If
(Check_Share_Key(sen_i.Keys,sen_j.Keys)==false)
//if two sensors don't share keys
{
Secure_matrix[i][j] = 0;
Secure_matrix[j][i] = 0;
}
}
}
}
return Secure_matrix;
}
private int[][] Create_Path_Matrix(int[][] Secure_Matrix)
{
int Sensorno = Variable.Sensorno;
int[][] Path = new int[Sensorno][];
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
//initial matrix
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (int i = 0; i < Sensorno; i++)
{
Path[i] = new int[Sensorno];
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (int i = 0; i < Sensorno; i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < Sensorno; j++)
{
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if (Secure_Matrix[i][j] == 1)
Path[i][j] = 1;
else if (i == j)
Path[i][j] = 0;
else
Path[i][j] = INF;
}
}
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// use Floyd-Warshal to determine path lengths
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (int kk = 0; kk < Sensorno; kk++)
{
for (int i = 0; i < Sensorno; i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < Sensorno; j++)
{
if (Path[i][j] > Path[i][kk] + Path[kk][j])
Path[i][j] = Path[i][kk] + Path[kk][j];
}
}
}
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
return Path;
}
private void Create_Hop_Counts(int[][] Path, int Ran_Sim_Flag)
{
int max_length = 0;
int Sensorno = Variable.Sensorno;
//Find the max path length
for (int i = 0; i < Sensorno; i++)
{
for (int j = i + 1; j < Sensorno; j++)
{
if (Path[i][j] > max_length && Path[i][j] != INF)
max_length = Path[i][j];
}
}
/////////////////////////////////////////////
int[] hops_Count=new int[max_length+1];
////////////////////////////////////
//initial the hops_count array
/////////////////////////////////////
for (int i = 0; i < max_length + 1; i++)
hops_Count[i] = 0;
////////////////////////////////////////////
//count the hops
////////////////////////////////////////////
int total_conn = 0; //total number of paths
int hops_sum = 0; // Counts every path length
//////////////////////////////
for (int i = 0; i < Sensorno; i++)
{
for (int j = i + 1; j < Sensorno; j++)
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{
int temp = Path[i][j];
if ((temp != INF))
{
//Count the number of each path length
hops_Count[temp] = hops_Count[temp] + 1;
//Sum of the Path contained value
hops_sum = hops_sum + temp;
//Count the number of connection except itself
and INF=No path between two nodes
total_conn++;
}
}
}
////////////////////////////////////////////
//Find the average path length
///////////////////////////////////////////
double avg_path_lng = (double)(hops_sum) /
(((double)Sensorno * ((double)(Sensorno - 1))) / 2);
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for(int i=1; i<max_length+1 ; i++)
{
double sensor_ratio=
(double)hops_Count[i]/(double)total_conn;
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Create Datatable
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if (Ran_Sim_Flag == 1)
dt_result_Ran.Rows.Add(Sensorno.ToString(),
Variable.Pool_Size.ToString(),
Variable.Ring.ToString(), i.ToString(),
hops_Count[i].ToString(), hops_sum.ToString(),
total_conn.ToString(), sensor_ratio.ToString(),
avg_path_lng.ToString());
else
dt_result_Sim.Rows.Add(Sensorno.ToString(),
Variable.Pool_Size.ToString(),
Variable.Ring.ToString(), i.ToString(),
hops_Count[i].ToString(), hops_sum.ToString(),
total_conn.ToString(), sensor_ratio.ToString(),
avg_path_lng.ToString());
}
}
}
}
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A.9

Object Tracking Class

This class contains the functions for creating connection to the Android application
running on a tablet and receive the distance measurements (See Chapters 1 & 4).
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Threading;
System.Net.Sockets;
System.Text;
System.Collections;
System.Drawing;

namespace CricketTracking
{
public class Program
{
public static Hashtable clientsList = new Hashtable();
public static float[] beacons = new float[3];
public static int bec1_x = 0;
public static int bec1_y = 0;
public static int bec2_x = 0;
public static int bec2_y = 0;
public static int bec3_x = 0;
public static int bec3_y = 0;
public static PointF intersection1;
public static PointF intersection2;
public static PointF SelectedPoint;
public static float x_diff=9999999;
public static float y_diff=9999999;
static void Main(string[] args)
{
//for
//{
//
//
//
//
//}

(int i = 10; i < 100; i++)
Coordinations.SelectedPoint.X = i;
Coordinations.SelectedPoint.Y = i + 10;
Thread.Sleep(2000);
Console.WriteLine(i + " , " + i + 10);

//Read input file and get the Beacons Coordination
string[] lines =
System.IO.File.ReadAllLines(@"BeaconsCoordination.txt");
if (lines.Length != 3)
Console.WriteLine("Please fill the Beacons Coordination
into file");
else
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{
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Read input file and get the Beacons Coordination
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
string bec1 = lines[0];
string bec2 = lines[1];
string bec3 = lines[2];
string[] words = bec1.Split(',');
bec1_x = int.Parse(words[0]);
bec1_y = int.Parse(words[1]);
words = bec2.Split(',');
bec2_x = int.Parse(words[0]);
bec2_y = int.Parse(words[1]);
words = bec3.Split(',');
bec3_x = int.Parse(words[0]);
bec3_y = int.Parse(words[1]);
//////////////////////////////////////
//Read from Network
//////////////////////////////////////
TcpListener serverSocket = new TcpListener(8888);
TcpClient clientSocket = default(TcpClient);
int counter = 0;
serverSocket.Start();
Console.WriteLine("WIFI Server Started ....");
while ((true))
{
counter += 1;
clientSocket = serverSocket.AcceptTcpClient();
byte[] bytesFrom = new byte[10025];
string dataFromClient = null;
NetworkStream networkStream =
clientSocket.GetStream();
networkStream.Read(bytesFrom, 0,
(int)clientSocket.ReceiveBufferSize);
dataFromClient =
System.Text.Encoding.ASCII.GetString(bytesFrom);
int Start_index = dataFromClient.IndexOf("**S");
int End_index = dataFromClient.IndexOf("**E");
Start_index = Start_index + 3;
int length = End_index - Start_index;
dataFromClient =
dataFromClient.Substring(Start_index, length);
//Console.WriteLine(dataFromClient);
Analyze_String(dataFromClient);
}
clientSocket.Close();
serverSocket.Stop();
Console.WriteLine("exit");
Console.ReadLine();
}
}
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public static void broadcast(string msg, string uName, bool
flag)
{
foreach (DictionaryEntry Item in clientsList)
{
TcpClient broadcastSocket;
broadcastSocket = (TcpClient)Item.Value;
NetworkStream broadcastStream =
broadcastSocket.GetStream();
Byte[] broadcastBytes = null;
if (flag == true)
{
broadcastBytes = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(uName + "
says : " + msg);
}
else
{
broadcastBytes = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(msg);
}
broadcastStream.Write(broadcastBytes, 0,
broadcastBytes.Length);
broadcastStream.Flush();
}
}

//end broadcast function

public static void Analyze_String(string data)
{
int beacon_ID = 0;
int distance = 0;
string beacon_str = "";
string dis_str = "";
string[] words = data.Split('-');
if (words.Length == 2)
{
if (words[1] != "")
{
string t = words[1];
//Read the Beacon ID
beacon_str = words[1].Substring(0, 1);
//Read the Distance
string[] dis_lng_str = t.Split('=');
if (dis_lng_str.Length == 2)
{
if (dis_lng_str[1] != "")
{
dis_str = dis_lng_str[1];
//Change string to INT
if (int.TryParse(beacon_str, out beacon_ID)
&& int.TryParse(dis_str, out distance))
{
beacons[beacon_ID - 1] = distance;
if (beacons[0] != 0 && beacons[1] != 0
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&& beacons[2] != 0)
{
Calculate_Coordination();
Refresh_Beacons();
}
}
}
}
}
}
}//End Analyze Function
public static void Calculate_Coordination()
{
//Find Intersections Points between Sensor 1 and 2
Find_Intersection_Points(bec1_x, bec1_y, bec2_x, bec2_y,
beacons[0], beacons[1]);
PointF oneANDtwo1 = intersection1;
PointF oneANDtwo2 = intersection2;
//Find Intersections Points between Sensor 1 and 3
Find_Intersection_Points(bec1_x, bec1_y, bec3_x, bec3_y,
beacons[0], beacons[2]);
PointF oneANDthree1 = intersection1;
PointF oneANDthree2 = intersection2;
//Find Intersections Points between Sensor 2 and 3
Find_Intersection_Points(bec2_x, bec2_y, bec3_x, bec3_y,
beacons[1], beacons[2]);
PointF twoANDthree1 = intersection1;
PointF twoANDthree2 = intersection2;
//Find the Unknown point
SelectedPoint.X = 0;
SelectedPoint.Y = 0;
x_diff = 99999999;
y_diff = 99999999;
Find_Unknown_Point(oneANDtwo1,
Find_Unknown_Point(oneANDtwo1,
Find_Unknown_Point(oneANDtwo1,
Find_Unknown_Point(oneANDtwo1,

oneANDthree1);
oneANDthree2);
twoANDthree1);
twoANDthree2);

Find_Unknown_Point(oneANDtwo2,
Find_Unknown_Point(oneANDtwo2,
Find_Unknown_Point(oneANDtwo2,
Find_Unknown_Point(oneANDtwo2,

oneANDthree1);
oneANDthree2);
twoANDthree1);
twoANDthree2);

Console.WriteLine("Distance to Beacon 1:
beacons[0].ToString());
Console.WriteLine("Distance to Beacon 2:
beacons[1].ToString());
Console.WriteLine("Distance to Beacon 3:
beacons[2].ToString());

" +
" +
" +
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Console.WriteLine("Intersections 1-2: (" +
oneANDtwo1.X.ToString() + " , " +
oneANDtwo1.Y.ToString()+")");
Console.WriteLine("Intersections 1-2: (" +
oneANDtwo2.X.ToString() + " , " + oneANDtwo2.Y.ToString() +
")");
Console.WriteLine("Intersections 1-3:
oneANDthree1.X.ToString() + " , " +
oneANDthree1.Y.ToString() + ")");
Console.WriteLine("Intersections 1-3:
oneANDthree2.X.ToString() + " , " +
oneANDthree2.Y.ToString() + ")");

(" +

Console.WriteLine("Intersections 2-3:
twoANDthree1.X.ToString() + " , " +
twoANDthree1.Y.ToString() + ")");
Console.WriteLine("Intersections 2-3:
twoANDthree2.X.ToString() + " , " +
twoANDthree2.Y.ToString() + ")");

(" +

(" +

(" +

Console.WriteLine("Listener Point: (" +
SelectedPoint.X.ToString() + " , " +
SelectedPoint.Y.ToString() + ")");
//Saved into Log File
string result_path=@"CoordinationResult.txt";
System.IO.File.WriteAllText(result_path,
SelectedPoint.X.ToString() + "," +
SelectedPoint.Y.ToString());
}//End Calculate_Coordination Function
public static void Refresh_Beacons()
{
beacons = new float[3];
for (int i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
beacons[i] = 0;
}
public static int Find_Intersection_Points(int cx0, int cy0,
int cx1, int cy1, float distance1, float distance2)
{
float radius0 = distance1;
float radius1 = distance2;
// Find the distance between the centers.
float dx = cx0 - cx1;
float dy = cy0 - cy1;
double dist = Math.Sqrt(dx * dx + dy * dy);
{
// Find a and h.
double a = (radius0 * radius0 -
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radius1 * radius1 + dist * dist) / (2 * dist);
double h = Math.Sqrt(radius0 * radius0 - a * a);
// Find P2.
double cx2 = cx0 + a * (cx1 - cx0) / dist;
double cy2 = cy0 + a * (cy1 - cy0) / dist;
// Get the points P3.
intersection1 = new PointF(
(float)(cx2 + h * (cy1 (float)(cy2 - h * (cx1 intersection2 = new PointF(
(float)(cx2 - h * (cy1 (float)(cy2 + h * (cx1 -

cy0) / dist),
cx0) / dist));
cy0) / dist),
cx0) / dist));

// See if we have 1 or 2 solutions.
if (dist == radius0 + radius1) return 1;
return 2;
}
}//End Find_Intersection_Points Function
public static void Find_Unknown_Point(PointF P1, PointF P2)
{
float x_d = P1.X - P2.X;
float y_d = P1.Y - P2.Y;
if (x_d <= x_diff && y_d <= y_diff)
{
x_diff = x_d;
y_diff = y_d;
SelectedPoint = P1;
}
}
}//end Main class
public class handleClinet
{
TcpClient clientSocket;
string clNo;
Hashtable clientsList;
public void startClient(TcpClient inClientSocket, string
clineNo, Hashtable cList)
{
this.clientSocket = inClientSocket;
this.clNo = clineNo;
this.clientsList = cList;
Thread ctThread = new Thread(doChat);
ctThread.Start();
}
private void doChat()
{
int requestCount = 0;
byte[] bytesFrom = new byte[10025];
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string dataFromClient = null;
Byte[] sendBytes = null;
string serverResponse = null;
string rCount = null;
requestCount = 0;
while ((true))
{
try
{
requestCount = requestCount + 1;
NetworkStream networkStream =
clientSocket.GetStream();
networkStream.Read(bytesFrom, 0,
(int)clientSocket.ReceiveBufferSize);
dataFromClient =
System.Text.Encoding.ASCII.GetString(bytesFrom);
dataFromClient = dataFromClient.Substring(0,
dataFromClient.IndexOf("$"));
Console.WriteLine("From client - " + clNo + " : " +
dataFromClient);
rCount = Convert.ToString(requestCount);
Program.broadcast(dataFromClient, clNo, true);
}
catch (Exception ex)
{
Console.WriteLine(ex.ToString());
}
}//end while
}//end doChat
} //end class handleClinet
}

A.10 Output Window & Object Tracking Class
This class handles the window shown in Fig 2.15 in Chapter 2. It also connects to the
object tracking class which is shown in A.9 to display the symbolic representation of a
detected object.
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Linq;
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using
using
using
using
using
using

System.Text;
System.Windows.Forms;
System.Collections;
System.Web.UI;
System.IO;
CricketTracking;

namespace Coverage_WSN
{
public partial class frm_Result : Form
{
private WSN wsn = null;
private WSN temp_wsn = null;
private int flag_show = -1;
float ratio_x = 0;
float ratio_y = 0;
public static int Selected_Failure_Time = 0;
ArrayList Failed_sensor_list = new ArrayList();
ArrayList Temp_Sensor_List = new ArrayList();
int main_width = 0;
int main_height = 0;

bool flag_sensor = false;
bool flag_sensor_selected = false;
bool flag_insert_sensor = false;
int sum = 0;
int source_x = 0;
int source_y = 0;
string ImpType = "";
string type = "";
PointF intersection1;
PointF intersection2;
float[] beacons = new float[3];
public frm_Result(string type,WSN wsn)
{
InitializeComponent();
this.ImpType = type;
if (type == "Det")
{
this.type = type;
this.wsn = wsn;
flag_show = 0;
network_field.Refresh();
Simulate();
}
if (type == "Cricket")
{
this.type = type;
this.wsn = wsn;
flag_show = 0;
network_field.Refresh();
timer1.Enabled = true;
}
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}
public frm_Result(string type,WSN wsn,Coverage cov,DataSet
ds,double MAX_Cov,double MIN_Cov, double Average_Coverage,int
count_equal,int count_more,int count_less)
{
InitializeComponent();
if (type == "RanUni")
{
this.type = type;
this.wsn = wsn;
flag_show = 0;
lb_Failed.Visible = false;
lbActive.Visible = false;
lbSlp.Visible = false;
picsensors.Visible = false;
network_field.Refresh();
Fill_Grids_RandomUniform(cov,ds,MAX_Cov,MIN_Cov,Average_Coverage,
count_equal,count_more,count_less);
}
}
public frm_Result(string type, WSN wsn, Coverage cov, DataSet
ds, double MAX_Cov, double MIN_Cov)
{
InitializeComponent();
if (type == "RanUni_Energy")
{
this.type = type;
this.wsn = wsn;
this.Temp_Sensor_List = wsn.sensor_list;
flag_show = 0;
network_field.Refresh();
Fill_Grids_RandomUniform_Energy(cov, ds, MAX_Cov,
MIN_Cov);
btn_failure.Enabled = true;
}
if (type == "RanUni_Energy_PEAS")
{
this.type = type;
this.wsn = wsn;
flag_show = 0;
network_field.Refresh();
Fill_Grids_RandomUniform_Energy_PEAS(cov, ds, MAX_Cov,
MIN_Cov);
}
}
private void network_field_MouseClick(object sender,
MouseEventArgs e)
{
double loc_x = e.X / ratio_x;
double loc_y = e.Y / ratio_y;
if (flag_sensor == true) sum++;
int[] selected_sensor =
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wsn.find_selected_sensor(Convert.ToInt32(loc_x),
Convert.ToInt32(loc_y));
if (flag_insert_sensor == false)//Not for inserting sensor
{
if (selected_sensor[0] == 1 && sum == 0)//sensor is
selected for the first time
{
source_x = selected_sensor[1];
source_y = selected_sensor[2];
flag_sensor = true;
sum = 1;
///////////////////////////////////////////
//Change the color of the selected sensor
///////////////////////////////////////////
flag_sensor_selected = true;
network_field.Refresh();
}
}
//second click==move the sensor and update the new location
if (sum == 2)
{
wsn.update_selected_sensor(source_x, source_y,
Convert.ToInt32(loc_x), Convert.ToInt32(loc_y),
Variable.RS);
source_x = 0;
source_y = 0;
flag_sensor = false;
sum = 0;
network_field.Refresh();
flag_sensor_selected = false;
}
//Insert new sensor
if (flag_insert_sensor == true && sum == 0)
{
wsn.insert_selected_sensor(Convert.ToInt32(loc_x),
Convert.ToInt32(loc_y),Variable.RS);
flag_insert_sensor = false;
network_field.Refresh();
Variable.Sensorno = wsn.sensor_list.Count;
}
}
private void network_field_Paint(object sender, PaintEventArgs
e)
{
if (wsn != null)
{
wsn.bPainting = true;
wsn.bPaint = false;
}
Font font = new Font("Times New Roman", 7.0f);
StringFormat format = new StringFormat();
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format.Alignment = StringAlignment.Center;
Graphics g = e.Graphics;
g.SmoothingMode =
System.Drawing.Drawing2D.SmoothingMode.HighQuality;
///////////////////////////////////////////////
// draw background
///////////////////////////////////////////////
g.FillRectangle(System.Drawing.Brushes.LightYellow,
e.ClipRectangle);
if (wsn != null)
{
network_field.Width = main_width;
network_field.Height = main_height;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
//caclulate the proportion
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
float ratio_user =
float.Parse(Variable.FieldSizeX.ToString()) /
float.Parse(Variable.FieldSizeY.ToString());
double ratio_screen =
Convert.ToDouble(network_field.Width) /
Convert.ToDouble(network_field.Height);
if (ratio_user > ratio_screen)
{
network_field.Height =
Convert.ToInt32(network_field.Width / ratio_user);
}
else
{
network_field.Width =
Convert.ToInt32(network_field.Height * ratio_user);
}
ratio_x = network_field.Width /
float.Parse(Variable.FieldSizeX.ToString());
ratio_y = network_field.Height /
float.Parse(Variable.FieldSizeY.ToString());
//////////////////////////////////////////
Pen pen = Pens.Black;
Brush lbrush = Brushes.Red;
Brush lBrush = Brushes.CadetBlue;
foreach (Sensor sen in wsn.sensor_list)
{
//////////////////////////////////////////////
//calculate the new variables
//////////////////////////////////////////////
float new_x = sen.x * ratio_x;
float new_y = sen.y * ratio_y;
float new_radi_x = (sen.sensor_radi * 2) * ratio_x;
float new_radi_y = (sen.sensor_radi * 2) * ratio_y;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
//draw the sensors
////////////////////////////////////////////////
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g.DrawEllipse(pen, new_x - 5, new_y - 5, 10, 10);
if (sen.active == 0)
g.FillEllipse(Brushes.Lavender, new_x - 5,
new_y - 5, 10, 10);
else
{
if (sen.id == 3 && type == "Cricket")
g.FillEllipse(Brushes.Red, new_x - 5, new_y
- 5, 10, 10);
else
g.FillEllipse(lBrush, new_x - 5, new_y - 5,
10, 10);
}
//Fill the selected sensor
if (flag_sensor_selected == true && source_x ==
sen.x && source_y == sen.y)
{
g.DrawEllipse(Pens.Black, new_x - 5, new_y - 5,
10, 10);
g.FillEllipse(Brushes.Red, new_x - 5, new_y –
5, 10, 10);
}
////////////////////////////////////
//print the location
////////////////////////////////////
if (check_location.Checked)
{
g.DrawString("(" + sen.x + " , " + sen.y + ")",
font, lbrush, new_x + 5, new_y - 15);
}
//Draw the sensing range
if (check_range.Checked)
{
g.DrawEllipse(Pens.Red, (new_x) - (new_radi_x /
2), (new_y) - (new_radi_y / 2), new_radi_x,
new_radi_y);
}
//Fill the sensing range
if (chk_FillRange.Checked)
{
g.DrawEllipse(Pens.Red, (new_x) - (new_radi_x /
2), (new_y) - (new_radi_y / 2), new_radi_x,
new_radi_y);
g.FillEllipse(Brushes.DarkBlue, (new_x) –
(new_radi_x / 2), (new_y) - (new_radi_y / 2),
new_radi_x, new_radi_y);
}
}
////////////Failure Sensors
foreach (Sensor sen in Failed_sensor_list)
{
//////////////////////////////////////////////
//calculate the new variables
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//////////////////////////////////////////////
float new_x = sen.x * ratio_x;
float new_y = sen.y * ratio_y;
float new_radi_x = (sen.sensor_radi * 2) * ratio_x;
float new_radi_y = (sen.sensor_radi * 2) * ratio_y;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
//draw the sensors
////////////////////////////////////////////////
g.DrawEllipse(pen, new_x - 5, new_y - 5, 10, 10);
g.FillEllipse(Brushes.DarkSalmon, new_x - 5, new_y
- 5, 10, 10);
////////////////////////////////////
//print the location
////////////////////////////////////
if (check_location.Checked)
{
g.DrawString("(" + sen.x + " , " + sen.y + ")",
font, lbrush, new_x + 5, new_y - 15);
}
//Draw the sensing range
if (check_range.Checked)
{
g.DrawEllipse(Pens.Red, (new_x) - (new_radi_x /
2), (new_y) - (new_radi_y / 2), new_radi_x,
new_radi_y);
}
}
}
}

private void frm_Result_Load(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
main_width = network_field.Width;
main_height = network_field.Height;
}
private void check_range_CheckedChanged(object sender,
EventArgs e)
{
network_field.Refresh();
}
private void check_location_CheckedChanged(object sender,
EventArgs e)
{
network_field.Refresh();
}
private void network_field_MouseMove(object sender,
MouseEventArgs e)
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{
if (ratio_x != 0 && ratio_y != 0)
{
double loc_x = e.X / ratio_x;
double loc_y = e.Y / ratio_y;
txt_pointerlocation.Text = "( " +
Convert.ToInt32(loc_x).ToString() + " , " +
Convert.ToInt32(loc_y).ToString() + " ) ";
}
}
private void btndelete_sensor_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
if (flag_sensor_selected == true)
{
wsn.delete_selected_sensor(source_x, source_y);
network_field.Refresh();
}
sum = 0;
flag_sensor_selected = false;
flag_sensor = false;
Variable.Sensorno = wsn.sensor_list.Count;
}
private void btninsert_sensor_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
flag_insert_sensor = true;
Variable.Sensorno = wsn.sensor_list.Count;
}
private void btn_Simulate_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
Simulate();
}
private void Simulate()
{
if (this.type == "RanUni_Energy")
{
LifeTime LifeTime = new LifeTime();
LifeTime.Find_Active_Sensor(wsn);
Coverage cov = new Coverage(Variable.FieldSizeX,
Variable.FieldSizeY, Variable.RS, wsn.sensor_list);
cov.Max_Min_Coverage(Variable.FieldSizeX,
Variable.FieldSizeY, Variable.RS, Variable.Sensorno);
double MAX_Cov = cov.MAX_coverage;
double MIN_Cov = cov.MIN_coverage;
DataSet ds = cov.calculate_coverage();
Fill_Grids_RandomUniform_Energy(cov, ds, MAX_Cov,
MIN_Cov);
}
if (this.type == "RanUni_Energy_PEAS")
{
PEAS PEAS = new PEAS();
PEAS.PEAS_Algorithm(wsn, Variable.PR);
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Coverage cov = new Coverage(Variable.FieldSizeX,
Variable.FieldSizeY, Variable.RS, wsn.sensor_list);
cov.Max_Min_Coverage(Variable.FieldSizeX,
Variable.FieldSizeY, Variable.RS, Variable.Sensorno);
double MAX_Cov = cov.MAX_coverage;
double MIN_Cov = cov.MIN_coverage;
DataSet ds = cov.calculate_coverage();
Fill_Grids_RandomUniform_Energy_PEAS(cov, ds, MAX_Cov,
MIN_Cov);
}
if (this.type == "Det")
{
Coverage cov = new Coverage(Variable.FieldSizeX,
Variable.FieldSizeY, Variable.RS, wsn.sensor_list);
DataSet ds = cov.calculate_coverage();
Fill_Grids_Deterministic(cov, ds, cov.coverage_per);
}
if (this.type == "Cricket")
{
if (serialPort1.IsOpen) serialPort1.Close();
serialPort1.Open();
Refresh_Beacons();
}
network_field.Refresh();
}
private void Fill_Grids_RandomUniform(Coverage cov, DataSet ds,
double MAX_Cov, double MIN_Cov, double Average_Coverage, int
count_equal, int count_more, int count_less)
{
dg_covered.DataSource = null;
dg_covered.DataSource = null;
//Fill the Input Parameters
list_InpParm.Items.Clear();
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Field Size: " + Variable.FieldSizeX
+ " * " + Variable.FieldSizeY);
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Sensing Radius: " + Variable.RS);
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Number of Sensors: " +
Variable.Sensorno);
///////
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Deployment Type: " +
Combo_Item_Name("Dep", Variable.DepType));
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Number of Tries: " +
Variable.TriesNo);
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Coverage Ratio Desired(%): " +
Variable.CovRatio);
//Fill the Output Performance Parameters
list_final.Items.Clear();
if (Variable.TriesNo == 1)
{
list_final.Items.Add("Number of total points in the
field: " + (cov.covered_points + cov.uncovered_points));
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list_final.Items.Add("Number of points which are
covered by sensors: "+ cov.covered_points);
list_final.Items.Add("Number of points which are not
covered by sensors: "+ cov.uncovered_points);
dg_uncovered.DataSource = ds.Tables["dt_uncovered"];
dg_covered.DataSource = ds.Tables["dt_covered"];
}
list_final.Items.Add("Average Coverage Ratio(%): "+
Convert.ToInt32(Average_Coverage) + " %");
list_final.Items.Add("MAX coverage Ratio Achievable(%): " +
Convert.ToInt32(cov.MAX_coverage) + " %");
list_final.Items.Add("MIN coverage Ratio Achievable(%): " +
Convert.ToInt32(cov.MIN_coverage) + " %");
list_final.Items.Add("");
list_final.Items.Add("Number of Times Simulated Coverage
Ratio = Desired Coverage Ratio: " + count_equal);
list_final.Items.Add("Number of Times Simulated Coverage
Ratio > Desired Coverage Ratio: " + count_more);
list_final.Items.Add("Number of Times Simulated Coverage
Ratio < Desired Coverage Ratio: " + count_less);
}
private void Fill_Grids_Deterministic(Coverage cov, DataSet ds,
double Coverage)
{
dg_covered.DataSource = null;
dg_covered.DataSource = null;
//Fill the Input Parameters
list_InpParm.Items.Clear();
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Field Size: " + Variable.FieldSizeX
+ " * " + Variable.FieldSizeY);
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Sensing Range: " + Variable.RS);
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Number of Sensors: " +
Variable.Sensorno);
///////
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Deployment Type: " +
Combo_Item_Name("Dep", Variable.DepType));
//Fill the Output Performance Parameters
list_final.Items.Clear();
list_final.Items.Add("Number of total points in the field:
" + (cov.covered_points + cov.uncovered_points));
list_final.Items.Add("Number of points which are covered by
sensors: " + cov.covered_points);
list_final.Items.Add("Number of points which are not
covered by sensors: " + cov.uncovered_points);
dg_uncovered.DataSource = ds.Tables["dt_uncovered"];
dg_covered.DataSource = ds.Tables["dt_covered"];
list_final.Items.Add("Coverage precentage of entire field:
" + Convert.ToInt32(Coverage) + " %");
}
private void Fill_Grids_RandomUniform_Energy(Coverage cov,
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DataSet ds, double MAX_Cov, double MIN_Cov)
{
dg_covered.DataSource = null;
dg_covered.DataSource = null;
//Fill the Input Parameters
list_InpParm.Items.Clear();
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Field Size: " + Variable.FieldSizeX
+ " * " + Variable.FieldSizeY);
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Sensing Range: " + Variable.RS);
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Number of Sensors: " +
Variable.Sensorno);
/////
double Area = Variable.FieldSizeX * Variable.FieldSizeY;
double Sensor_Density = (double)(Variable.Sensorno) / Area;
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Sensor Density: " +
Sensor_Density.ToString("0.0000"));
///////
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Deployment Type: " +
Combo_Item_Name("Dep", Variable.DepType));
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Sensor Redundancy Algorithm: " +
Combo_Item_Name("Redun", Variable.DepType));
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Sleep Scheduling Algorithm: " +
Combo_Item_Name("Slp", Variable.DepType));
list_InpParm.Items.Add("K_Coverage: " +
Variable.k_Coverage);
//Fill the Output Performance Parameters
list_final.Items.Clear();
//if (Variable.TriesNo == 1)
{
list_final.Items.Add("Number of total points in the
field: " + (cov.covered_points + cov.uncovered_points));
list_final.Items.Add("Number of points which are covered
by sensors: " + cov.covered_points);
list_final.Items.Add("Number of points which are not
covered by sensors: " + cov.uncovered_points);
dg_uncovered.DataSource = ds.Tables["dt_uncovered"];
dg_covered.DataSource = ds.Tables["dt_covered"];
}
list_final.Items.Add("Coverage precentage of entire field:
" + cov.coverage_per.ToString() + " %");
list_final.Items.Add("MAX coverage precentage that we can
have: " + Convert.ToInt32(MAX_Cov) + " %");
list_final.Items.Add("MIN coverage precentage that we can
have: " + Convert.ToInt32(MIN_Cov) + " %");
//Count the number of active and sleep sensors
int count_active = 0, count_sleep = 0;
foreach (Sensor sen in this.wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.active == 1)
count_active++;
else
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count_sleep++;
}
list_final.Items.Add("Number of Active Sensors: " +
count_active );
list_final.Items.Add("Number of Sleep Sensors: " +
count_sleep );
}
private void Fill_Grids_RandomUniform_Energy_PEAS(Coverage cov,
DataSet ds, double MAX_Cov, double MIN_Cov)
{
dg_covered.DataSource = null;
dg_covered.DataSource = null;
//Fill the Input Parameters
list_InpParm.Items.Clear();
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Field Size: " + Variable.FieldSizeX
+ " * " + Variable.FieldSizeY);
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Sensing Range: " + Variable.RS);
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Probing Range: " + Variable.PR);
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Number of Sensors: " +
Variable.Sensorno);
/////
double Area = Variable.FieldSizeX * Variable.FieldSizeY;
double Sensor_Density = (double)(Variable.Sensorno) / Area;
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Sensor Density: " +
Sensor_Density.ToString("0.0000"));
///////
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Deployment Type: " +
Combo_Item_Name("Dep", Variable.DepType));
list_InpParm.Items.Add("Sleep Scheduling Algorithm: " +
Combo_Item_Name("Slp", Variable.DepType));
//Fill the Output Performance Parameters
list_final.Items.Clear();
//if (Variable.TriesNo == 1)
{
list_final.Items.Add("Number of total points in the
field: " + (cov.covered_points +
cov.uncovered_points));
list_final.Items.Add("Number of points which are
covered by sensors: " + cov.covered_points);
list_final.Items.Add("Number of points which are not
covered by sensors: " + cov.uncovered_points);
dg_uncovered.DataSource = ds.Tables["dt_uncovered"];
dg_covered.DataSource = ds.Tables["dt_covered"];
}
list_final.Items.Add("Coverage precentage of entire field:
" + cov.coverage_per.ToString() + " %");
list_final.Items.Add("MAX coverage precentage that we can
have: " + Convert.ToInt32(MAX_Cov) + " %");
list_final.Items.Add("MIN coverage precentage that we can
have: " + Convert.ToInt32(MIN_Cov) + " %");
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//Count the number of active and sleep sensors
int count_active = 0, count_sleep = 0;
foreach (Sensor sen in this.wsn.sensor_list)
{
if (sen.active == 1)
count_active++;
else
count_sleep++;
}
list_final.Items.Add("Number of Active Sensors: " +
count_active);
list_final.Items.Add("Number of Sleep Sensors: " +
count_sleep);
}
private string Combo_Item_Name(string type, int code)
{
string name="----";
if (type == "Dep")
{
switch (code)
{
case 0:
name = "----";
break;
case 1:
name = "Deterministic";
break;
case 2:
name = "Random(Uniform)";
break;
case 3:
name = "Random(Poisson)";
break;
default:
name = "----";
break;
}
}
else if (type == "Cov")
{
switch (code)
{
case 0:
name = "----";
break;
case 1:
name = "Point";
break;
case 2:
name = "Barrier";
break;
case 3:
name = "Area/ Complete";
break;
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case 4:
name = "Area/ Partio";
break;
default:
name = "----";
break;
}
}
else if (type == "Loc")
{
switch (code)
{
case 0:
name = "----";
break;
default:
name = "----";
break;
}
}
else if (type == "Opt")
{
switch (code)
{
case 0:
name = "----";
break;
case 1:
name = "Network Lifetime";
break;
case 2:
name = "Security";
break;
case 3:
name = "Fault Tolerence";
break;
case 4:
name = "Network Connectivity";
break;
case 5:
name = "Coverage Degree";
break;
default:
name = "----";
break;
}
}
else if (type == "Redun")
{
switch (code)
{
case 0:
name = "----";
break;
case 1:
name = "Cross Coverage";
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break;
case 2:
name =
break;
case 3:
name =
break;
case 4:
name =
break;
default:
name =
break;

"Grid Approach";
"Sponsored Sector";
"Perimeter Coverage";
"----";

}
}
else if (type == "Slp")
{
switch (code)
{
case 0:
name = "----";
break;
case 1:
name = "OGCD";
break;
case 2:
name = "CCP";
break;
default:
name = "----";
break;
}
}
return name;
}
private void btn_failure_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
Selected_Failure_Time = 0;
frm_failure frm_failure = new frm_failure();
frm_failure.ShowDialog();
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
int number_failure = Selected_Failure_Time /
Variable.failuretime;
////////////////////////////////////////////////
Failed_sensor_list = new ArrayList();
Sensor sensor;
Random r = new Random((int)DateTime.Now.Ticks);
int[] active_count=wsn.Export_Active_Sleep_Count(wsn);
int active_n=active_count[0];
int count = 0;
while (count < number_failure && active_n > 0)
{
//Find random sensor
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int random_value = r.Next((wsn.sensor_list.Count) - 1);
sensor = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[random_value];
if (sensor.active == 1)
{
//Insert into failed sensor list
Failed_sensor_list.Insert(count, sensor);
//Remove sensor from list
Temp_Sensor_List.RemoveAt(random_value);
active_n = active_n - 1;
count++;
}
}
Simulate();
}
private void chk_FillRange_CheckedChanged(object sender,
EventArgs e)
{
network_field.Refresh();
}
private void serialPort1_DataReceived(object sender,
System.IO.Ports.SerialDataReceivedEventArgs e)
{
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(100);
string data = serialPort1.ReadExisting();
Analyze_String(data);
System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(100);
}
private void Analyze_String(string data)
{
int beacon_ID = 0;
int distance = 0;
string b = data.Substring(10, 1);
string dis = data.Substring(15, (data.Length - 3 - 15 +
1));
if (int.TryParse(b, out beacon_ID) && int.TryParse(dis, out
distance))
{
float d = distance;/// 10;
beacons[beacon_ID - 1] = d;
}
if (beacons[0] != 0 && beacons[1] != 0 && beacons[2] != 0)
{
Calculate_Coordination();
Refresh_Beacons();
}
}
private void Calculate_Coordination()
{
//Find Intersection Points for Beacon 1 and 2
Sensor sen_1 = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[0];
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Sensor sen_2 = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[1];
Sensor sen_3 = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[2];
//Find Intersections Points between Sensor 1 and 2
Find_Intersection_Points(sen_1.x, sen_1.y, sen_2.x,
sen_2.y, beacons[0], beacons[1]);
PointF oneANDtwo1 = intersection1;
PointF oneANDtwo2 = intersection2;
//Find Intersections Points between Sensor 1 and 3
Find_Intersection_Points(sen_1.x, sen_1.y, sen_3.x,
sen_3.y, beacons[0], beacons[2]);
PointF oneANDthree1 = intersection1;
PointF oneANDthree2 = intersection2;
//Find Intersections Points between Sensor 2 and 3
Find_Intersection_Points(sen_2.x, sen_2.y, sen_3.x,
sen_3.y, beacons[1], beacons[2]);
PointF twoANDthree1 = intersection1;
PointF twoANDthree2 = intersection2;
}
private void Refresh_Beacons()
{
beacons = new float[3];
for (int i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
beacons[i] = 0;
}
public int Find_Intersection_Points(int cx0, int cy0, int cx1,
int cy1, float distance1, float distance2)
{
float radius0 = distance1;
float radius1 = distance2;
// Find the distance between the centers.
float dx = cx0 - cx1;
float dy = cy0 - cy1;
double dist = Math.Sqrt(dx * dx + dy * dy);
{
// Find a and h.
double a = (radius0 * radius0 radius1 * radius1 + dist * dist) / (2 * dist);
double h = Math.Sqrt(radius0 * radius0 - a * a);
// Find P2.
double cx2 = cx0 + a * (cx1 - cx0) / dist;
double cy2 = cy0 + a * (cy1 - cy0) / dist;
// Get the points P3.
intersection1 = new PointF(
(float)(cx2 + h * (cy1 - cy0) / dist),
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(float)(cy2
intersection2 =
(float)(cx2
(float)(cy2

- h
new
- h
+ h

* (cx1 - cx0) / dist));
PointF(
* (cy1 - cy0) / dist),
* (cx1 - cx0) / dist));

// See if we have 1 or 2 solutions.
if (dist == radius0 + radius1) return 1;
return 2;
}
}
private void timer1_Tick(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
//Read Listener Coordination/ RealTime
string path = @"CoordinationResult.txt";
string[] lines = System.IO.File.ReadAllLines(path);
if (lines.Length > 0)
{
double x=0,y=0;
int xint = 0, yint = 0;
string[] words = lines[0].Split(',');
if (double.TryParse(words[0], out x))
{
x = double.Parse(words[0]);
xint = (int)x;
if (xint < 0) xint = xint * (-1);
}
if (double.TryParse(words[1], out y))
{
y = double.Parse(words[1]);
yint = (int)y;
if (yint < 0) yint = yint * (-1);
}
//Update the position in the field
Sensor sen = (Sensor)wsn.sensor_list[3];
sen.x = xint;
sen.y = yint;
network_field.Refresh();
}
}
}
}
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APPENDIX B
ANDROID APPLICATION SOURCE CODE
B.1

Bluetooth Services Class

package alirzn.com;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.IOException;
java.io.InputStream;
java.io.OutputStream;
java.util.UUID;
android.bluetooth.BluetoothAdapter;
android.bluetooth.BluetoothDevice;
android.bluetooth.BluetoothServerSocket;
android.bluetooth.BluetoothSocket;
android.content.Context;
android.os.Bundle;
android.os.Handler;
android.os.Message;
android.util.Log;

public class BluetoothService {
// Debugging
private static final String TAG = "BluetoothChatService";
private static final boolean D = true;
// Name for the SDP record when creating server socket
private static final String NAME_SECURE = "BluetoothChatSecure";
private static final String NAME_INSECURE = "BluetoothChatInsecure";
// Unique UUID for this application
private static final UUID MY_UUID_SECURE =
UUID.fromString("00001101-0000-1000-8000-00805F9B34FB");
private static final UUID MY_UUID_INSECURE =
UUID.fromString("00001101-0000-1000-8000-00805F9B34FB");
// Member fields
private final BluetoothAdapter mAdapter;
private final Handler mHandler;
private AcceptThread mSecureAcceptThread;
private AcceptThread mInsecureAcceptThread;
private ConnectThread mConnectThread;
private ConnectedThread mConnectedThread;
private int mState;
// Constants that indicate the current connection state
public static final int STATE_NONE = 0;
// we're doing nothing
public static final int STATE_LISTEN = 1;
// now listening for
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incoming connections
public static final int STATE_CONNECTING = 2; // now initiating an
outgoing connection
public static final int STATE_CONNECTED = 3; // now connected to a remote
device
/**
* Constructor. Prepares a new BluetoothChat session.
* @param context The UI Activity Context
* @param handler A Handler to send messages back to the UI Activity
*/
public BluetoothService(Context context, Handler handler) {
mAdapter = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter();
mState = STATE_NONE;
mHandler = handler;
}
/**
* Set the current state of the chat connection
* @param state An integer defining the current connection state
*/
private synchronized void setState(int state) {
if (D) Log.d(TAG, "setState() " + mState + " -> " + state);
mState = state;
// Give the new state to the Handler so the UI Activity can update
mHandler.obtainMessage(Communication.MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE, state, 1).sendToTarget();
}
/**
* Return the current connection state. */
public synchronized int getState() {
return mState;
}
/**
* Start the chat service. Specifically start AcceptThread to begin a
* session in listening (server) mode. Called by the Activity onResume()
*/
public synchronized void start() {
if (D) Log.d(TAG, "start");
// Cancel any thread attempting to make a connection
if (mConnectThread != null) {mConnectThread.cancel(); mConnectThread =
null;}
// Cancel any thread currently running a connection
if (mConnectedThread != null) {mConnectedThread.cancel();
mConnectedThread = null;}
setState(STATE_LISTEN);
// Start the thread to listen on a BluetoothServerSocket
if (mSecureAcceptThread == null) {
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mSecureAcceptThread = new AcceptThread(true);
mSecureAcceptThread.start();
}
if (mInsecureAcceptThread == null) {
mInsecureAcceptThread = new AcceptThread(false);
mInsecureAcceptThread.start();
}
}
/**
* Start the ConnectThread to initiate a connection to a remote device.
* @param device The BluetoothDevice to connect
* @param secure Socket Security type - Secure (true) , Insecure (false)
*/
public synchronized void connect(BluetoothDevice device, boolean secure) {
if (D) Log.d(TAG, "connect to: " + device);
// Cancel any thread attempting to make a connection
if (mState == STATE_CONNECTING) {
if (mConnectThread != null) {mConnectThread.cancel();
mConnectThread = null;}
}
// Cancel any thread currently running a connection
if (mConnectedThread != null) {mConnectedThread.cancel();
mConnectedThread = null;}
// Start the thread to connect with the given device
mConnectThread = new ConnectThread(device, secure);
mConnectThread.start();
setState(STATE_CONNECTING);
}
/**
* Start the ConnectedThread to begin managing a Bluetooth connection
* @param socket The BluetoothSocket on which the connection was made
* @param device The BluetoothDevice that has been connected
*/
public synchronized void connected(BluetoothSocket socket, BluetoothDevice
device, final String socketType) {
if (D) Log.d(TAG, "connected, Socket Type:" + socketType);
// Cancel the thread that completed the connection
if (mConnectThread != null) {mConnectThread.cancel(); mConnectThread =
null;}
// Cancel any thread currently running a connection
if (mConnectedThread != null) {mConnectedThread.cancel();
mConnectedThread = null;}
// Cancel the accept thread because we only want to connect to one
device
if (mSecureAcceptThread != null) {
mSecureAcceptThread.cancel();
mSecureAcceptThread = null;
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}
if (mInsecureAcceptThread != null) {
mInsecureAcceptThread.cancel();
mInsecureAcceptThread = null;
}
// Start the thread to manage the connection and perform transmissions
mConnectedThread = new ConnectedThread(socket, socketType);
mConnectedThread.start();
// Send the name of the connected device back to the UI Activity
Message msg =
mHandler.obtainMessage(Communication.MESSAGE_DEVICE_NAME);
Bundle bundle = new Bundle();
bundle.putString(Communication.DEVICE_NAME, device.getName());
msg.setData(bundle);
mHandler.sendMessage(msg);
setState(STATE_CONNECTED);
}
/**
* Stop all threads
*/
public synchronized void stop() {
if (D) Log.d(TAG, "stop");
if (mConnectThread != null) {
mConnectThread.cancel();
mConnectThread = null;
}
if (mConnectedThread != null) {
mConnectedThread.cancel();
mConnectedThread = null;
}
if (mSecureAcceptThread != null) {
mSecureAcceptThread.cancel();
mSecureAcceptThread = null;
}
if (mInsecureAcceptThread != null) {
mInsecureAcceptThread.cancel();
mInsecureAcceptThread = null;
}
setState(STATE_NONE);
}
/**
* Write to the ConnectedThread in an unsynchronized manner
* @param out The bytes to write
* @see ConnectedThread#write(byte[])
*/
public void write(byte[] out) {
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// Create temporary object
ConnectedThread r;
// Synchronize a copy of the ConnectedThread
synchronized (this) {
if (mState != STATE_CONNECTED) return;
r = mConnectedThread;
}
// Perform the write unsynchronized
r.write(out);
}
/**
* Indicate that the connection attempt failed and notify the UI Activity.
*/
private void connectionFailed() {
// Send a failure message back to the Activity
Message msg = mHandler.obtainMessage(Communication.MESSAGE_TOAST);
Bundle bundle = new Bundle();
bundle.putString(Communication.TOAST, "Unable to connect device");
msg.setData(bundle);
mHandler.sendMessage(msg);
// Start the service over to restart listening mode
BluetoothService.this.start();
}
/**
* Indicate that the connection was lost and notify the UI Activity.
*/
private void connectionLost() {
// Send a failure message back to the Activity
Message msg = mHandler.obtainMessage(Communication.MESSAGE_TOAST);
Bundle bundle = new Bundle();
bundle.putString(Communication.TOAST, "Device connection was lost");
msg.setData(bundle);
mHandler.sendMessage(msg);
// Start the service over to restart listening mode
BluetoothService.this.start();
}
/**
* This thread runs while listening for incoming connections. It behaves
* like a server-side client. It runs until a connection is accepted
* (or until cancelled).
*/
private class AcceptThread extends Thread {
// The local server socket
private final BluetoothServerSocket mmServerSocket;
private String mSocketType;
public AcceptThread(boolean secure) {
BluetoothServerSocket tmp = null;
mSocketType = secure ? "Secure":"Insecure";
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// Create a new listening server socket
try {
if (secure) {
tmp =
mAdapter.listenUsingRfcommWithServiceRecord(NAME_SECURE,
MY_UUID_SECURE);
} else {
tmp = mAdapter.listenUsingInsecureRfcommWithServiceRecord(
NAME_INSECURE, MY_UUID_INSECURE);
}
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e(TAG, "Socket Type: " + mSocketType + "listen() failed",
e);
}
mmServerSocket = tmp;
}
public void run() {
if (D) Log.d(TAG, "Socket Type: " + mSocketType +
"BEGIN mAcceptThread" + this);
setName("AcceptThread" + mSocketType);
BluetoothSocket socket = null;
// Listen to the server socket if we're not connected
while (mState != STATE_CONNECTED) {
try {
// This is a blocking call and will only return on a
// successful connection or an exception
socket = mmServerSocket.accept();
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e(TAG, "Socket Type: " + mSocketType + "accept()
failed", e);
break;
}
// If a connection was accepted
if (socket != null) {
synchronized (BluetoothService.this) {
switch (mState) {
case STATE_LISTEN:
case STATE_CONNECTING:
// Situation normal. Start the connected thread.
connected(socket, socket.getRemoteDevice(),
mSocketType);
break;
case STATE_NONE:
case STATE_CONNECTED:
// Either not ready or already connected.
Terminate new socket.
try {
socket.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e(TAG, "Could not close unwanted socket",
e);
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}
break;
}
}
}
}
if (D) Log.i(TAG, "END mAcceptThread, socket Type: " +
mSocketType);
}
public void cancel() {
if (D) Log.d(TAG, "Socket Type" + mSocketType + "cancel " + this);
try {
mmServerSocket.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e(TAG, "Socket Type" + mSocketType + "close() of server
failed", e);
}
}
}

/**
* This thread runs while attempting to make an outgoing connection
* with a device. It runs straight through; the connection either
* succeeds or fails.
*/
private class ConnectThread extends Thread {
private final BluetoothSocket mmSocket;
private final BluetoothDevice mmDevice;
private String mSocketType;
public ConnectThread(BluetoothDevice device, boolean secure) {
mmDevice = device;
BluetoothSocket tmp = null;
mSocketType = secure ? "Secure" : "Insecure";
// Get a BluetoothSocket for a connection with the
// given BluetoothDevice
try {
if (secure) {
tmp = device.createRfcommSocketToServiceRecord(
MY_UUID_SECURE);
} else {
tmp = device.createInsecureRfcommSocketToServiceRecord(
MY_UUID_INSECURE);
}
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e(TAG, "Socket Type: " + mSocketType + "create() failed",
e);
}
mmSocket = tmp;
}
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public void run() {
Log.i(TAG, "BEGIN mConnectThread SocketType:" + mSocketType);
setName("ConnectThread" + mSocketType);
// Always cancel discovery because it will slow down a connection
mAdapter.cancelDiscovery();
// Make a connection to the BluetoothSocket
try {
// This is a blocking call and will only return on a
// successful connection or an exception
mmSocket.connect();
} catch (IOException e) {
// Close the socket
try {
mmSocket.close();
} catch (IOException e2) {
Log.e(TAG, "unable to close() " + mSocketType +
" socket during connection failure", e2);
}
connectionFailed();
return;
}
// Reset the ConnectThread because we're done
synchronized (BluetoothService.this) {
mConnectThread = null;
}
// Start the connected thread
connected(mmSocket, mmDevice, mSocketType);
}
public void cancel() {
try {
mmSocket.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e(TAG, "close() of connect " + mSocketType + " socket
failed", e);
}
}
}
/**
* This thread runs during a connection with a remote device.
* It handles all incoming and outgoing transmissions.
*/
private class ConnectedThread extends Thread {
private final BluetoothSocket mmSocket;
private final InputStream mmInStream;
private final OutputStream mmOutStream;
public ConnectedThread(BluetoothSocket socket, String socketType) {
Log.d(TAG, "create ConnectedThread: " + socketType);
mmSocket = socket;
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InputStream tmpIn = null;
OutputStream tmpOut = null;
// Get the BluetoothSocket input and output streams
try {
tmpIn = socket.getInputStream();
tmpOut = socket.getOutputStream();
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e(TAG, "temp sockets not created", e);
}
mmInStream = tmpIn;
mmOutStream = tmpOut;
}
public void run() {
Log.i(TAG, "BEGIN mConnectedThread");
byte[] buffer = new byte[1024];
int bytes;
// Keep listening to the InputStream while connected
while (true) {
try {
// Read from the InputStream
bytes = mmInStream.read(buffer);
// Send the obtained bytes to the UI Activity
mHandler.obtainMessage(Communication.MESSAGE_READ, bytes,
-1, buffer)
.sendToTarget();
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e(TAG, "disconnected", e);
connectionLost();
// Start the service over to restart listening mode
BluetoothService.this.start();
break;
}
}
}
/**
* Write to the connected OutStream.
* @param buffer The bytes to write
*/
public void write(byte[] buffer) {
try {
mmOutStream.write(buffer);
// Share the sent message back to the UI Activity
mHandler.obtainMessage(Communication.MESSAGE_WRITE, -1, -1,
buffer)
.sendToTarget();
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e(TAG, "Exception during write", e);
}
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}
public void cancel() {
try {
mmSocket.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.e(TAG, "close() of connect socket failed", e);
}
}
}

}

B.2

Main Class

package alirzn.com;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

android.app.Activity;
java.io.DataInputStream;
java.io.DataOutputStream;
java.io.IOException;
java.net.Socket;
java.net.UnknownHostException;
android.bluetooth.BluetoothAdapter;
android.bluetooth.BluetoothDevice;
android.content.Intent;
android.os.Bundle;
android.os.Handler;
android.os.Message;
android.util.Log;
android.view.KeyEvent;
android.view.View;
android.view.View.OnClickListener;
android.view.inputmethod.EditorInfo;
android.widget.ArrayAdapter;
android.widget.Button;
android.widget.EditText;
android.widget.ListView;
android.widget.TextView;
android.widget.Toast;

public class Communication extends Activity {

// Debugging
private static final String TAG = "BluetoothChat";
private static final boolean D = true;
// Message types sent from the BluetoothChatService Handler
public static final int MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE = 1;
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public
public
public
public

static
static
static
static

final
final
final
final

int
int
int
int

MESSAGE_READ = 2;
MESSAGE_WRITE = 3;
MESSAGE_DEVICE_NAME = 4;
MESSAGE_TOAST = 5;

// Key names received from the BluetoothChatService Handler
public static final String DEVICE_NAME = "device_name";
public static final String TOAST = "toast";
// Intent request codes
private static final int REQUEST_CONNECT_DEVICE_SECURE = 1;
private static final int REQUEST_CONNECT_DEVICE_INSECURE = 2;
private static final int REQUEST_ENABLE_BT = 3;
// Layout Views
private ListView mConversationView;
private EditText mOutEditText;
private Button mSendButton;
private Button mConnectDeviceButton;
private EditText mIpEditText;
// Name of the connected device
private String mConnectedDeviceName = null;
// Array adapter for the conversation thread
private ArrayAdapter<String> mConversationArrayAdapter;
// String buffer for outgoing messages
private StringBuffer mOutStringBuffer;
// Local Bluetooth adapter
private BluetoothAdapter mBluetoothAdapter = null;
// Member object for the chat services
private BluetoothService mChatService = null;

@Override
public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
if(D) Log.e(TAG, "+++ ON CREATE +++");
// Set up the window layout
setContentView(R.layout.main);
// Get local Bluetooth adapter
mBluetoothAdapter = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter();
// If the adapter is null, then Bluetooth is not supported
if (mBluetoothAdapter == null) {
Toast.makeText(this, "Bluetooth is not available",
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show();
finish();
return;
}
}
@Override
public void onStart() {
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super.onStart();
if(D) Log.e(TAG, "++ ON START ++");
// If BT is not on, request that it be enabled.
// setupChat() will then be called during onActivityResult
if (!mBluetoothAdapter.isEnabled()) {
Intent enableIntent = new
Intent(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_REQUEST_ENABLE);
startActivityForResult(enableIntent, REQUEST_ENABLE_BT);
// Otherwise, setup the chat session
} else {
if (mChatService == null) setupChat();
}
}
@Override
public synchronized void onResume() {
super.onResume();
if(D) Log.e(TAG, "+ ON RESUME +");
// Performing this check in onResume() covers the case in which BT was
// not enabled during onStart(), so we were paused to enable it...
// onResume() will be called when ACTION_REQUEST_ENABLE activity
returns.
if (mChatService != null) {
// Only if the state is STATE_NONE, do we know that we haven't
started already
if (mChatService.getState() == BluetoothService.STATE_NONE) {
// Start the Bluetooth chat services
mChatService.start();
}
}
}
private void setupChat() {
Log.d(TAG, "setupChat()");
// Initialize the array adapter for the conversation thread
mConversationArrayAdapter = new ArrayAdapter<String>(this,
R.layout.message);
mConversationView = (ListView) findViewById(R.id.in);
mConversationView.setAdapter(mConversationArrayAdapter);
// Initialize the compose field with a listener for the return key
mOutEditText = (EditText) findViewById(R.id.edit_text_out);
mOutEditText.setOnEditorActionListener(mWriteListener);
mIpEditText = (EditText) findViewById(R.id.edit_Ip_text);
// Initialize the send button with a listener that for click events
mSendButton = (Button) findViewById(R.id.button_send);
mConnectDeviceButton = (Button)
findViewById(R.id.buttonconnect_device);
mSendButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() {
public void onClick(View v) {
// Send a message using content of the edit text widget
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TextView view = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.edit_text_out);
String message = view.getText().toString();
sendMessage(message);
}
});
mConnectDeviceButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() {
public void onClick(View v) {
Opendevicelist();
}
});
// Initialize the BluetoothChatService to perform bluetooth
connections
mChatService = new BluetoothService(this, mHandler);
// Initialize the buffer for outgoing messages
mOutStringBuffer = new StringBuffer("");
}
@Override
public synchronized void onPause() {
super.onPause();
if(D) Log.e(TAG, "- ON PAUSE -");
}
@Override
public void onStop() {
super.onStop();
if(D) Log.e(TAG, "-- ON STOP --");
}
@Override
public void onDestroy() {
super.onDestroy();
// Stop the Bluetooth chat services
if (mChatService != null) mChatService.stop();
if(D) Log.e(TAG, "--- ON DESTROY ---");
}
private void ensureDiscoverable() {
if(D) Log.d(TAG, "ensure discoverable");
if (mBluetoothAdapter.getScanMode() !=
BluetoothAdapter.SCAN_MODE_CONNECTABLE_DISCOVERABLE) {
Intent discoverableIntent = new
Intent(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_REQUEST_DISCOVERABLE);
discoverableIntent.putExtra(BluetoothAdapter.EXTRA_DISCOVERABLE_D
URATION, 300);
startActivity(discoverableIntent);
}
}
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/**
* Sends a message.
* @param message A string of text to send.
*/
private void sendMessage(String message) {
// Check that we're actually connected before trying anything
if (mChatService.getState() != BluetoothService.STATE_CONNECTED) {
Toast.makeText(this, R.string.not_connected,
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
return;
}
// Check that there's actually something to send
if (message.length() > 0) {
// Get the message bytes and tell the BluetoothChatService to
write
byte[] send = message.getBytes();
mChatService.write(send);
// Reset out string buffer to zero and clear the edit text field
mOutStringBuffer.setLength(0);
mOutEditText.setText(mOutStringBuffer);
}
}
// The action listener for the EditText widget, to listen for the return
key
private TextView.OnEditorActionListener mWriteListener =
new TextView.OnEditorActionListener() {
public boolean onEditorAction(TextView view, int actionId, KeyEvent
event) {
// If the action is a key-up event on the return key, send the
message
if (actionId == EditorInfo.IME_NULL && event.getAction() ==
KeyEvent.ACTION_UP) {
String message = view.getText().toString();
sendMessage(message);
}
if(D) Log.i(TAG, "END onEditorAction");
return true;
}
};
// The Handler that gets information back from the BluetoothChatService
private final Handler mHandler = new Handler() {
@Override
public void handleMessage(Message msg) {
switch (msg.what) {
case MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE:
if(D) Log.i(TAG, "MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE: " + msg.arg1);
switch (msg.arg1) {
case BluetoothService.STATE_CONNECTED:
//
setStatus(getString(R.string.title_connected_to,
mConnectedDeviceName));
mConversationArrayAdapter.clear();
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break;
case BluetoothService.STATE_CONNECTING:
//
setStatus(R.string.title_connecting);
break;
case BluetoothService.STATE_LISTEN:
case BluetoothService.STATE_NONE:
//
setStatus(R.string.title_not_connected);
break;
}
break;
case MESSAGE_WRITE:
byte[] writeBuf = (byte[]) msg.obj;
// construct a string from the buffer
String writeMessage = new String(writeBuf);
mConversationArrayAdapter.add("Me: " + writeMessage);
break;
case MESSAGE_READ:
byte[] readBuf = (byte[]) msg.obj;
// construct a string from the valid bytes in the buffer
String readMessage = new String(readBuf, 0, msg.arg1);
SendToWIFI(readMessage);
mConversationArrayAdapter.add(mConnectedDeviceName+": " +
readMessage);

break;
case MESSAGE_DEVICE_NAME:
// save the connected device's name
mConnectedDeviceName = msg.getData().getString(DEVICE_NAME);
Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(), "Connected to "
+ mConnectedDeviceName,
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();

break;
case MESSAGE_TOAST:
Toast.makeText(getApplicationContext(),
msg.getData().getString(TOAST),
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
break;
}
}
};
public void SendToWIFI(String input)
{
Socket socket = null;
DataOutputStream dataOutputStream = null;
DataInputStream dataInputStream = null;
try {
String ipp=mIpEditText.getText().toString();
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//socket = new Socket("192.168.0.102",8888);
socket = new Socket(ipp,8888);
//lblResult.setText("DONE");
dataOutputStream = new
DataOutputStream(socket.getOutputStream());
dataInputStream = new DataInputStream(socket.getInputStream());
// dataOutputStream.writeUTF(textOut.getText().toString());
//dataOutputStream.writeUTF("**Salirezaeian khobi azizam**E");
dataOutputStream.writeUTF("**S"+input+"**E");

//textIn.setText(dataInputStream.readUTF());
} catch (UnknownHostException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (IOException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
finally{
if (socket != null){
try {
socket.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
if (dataOutputStream != null){
try {
dataOutputStream.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
if (dataInputStream != null){
try {
dataInputStream.close();
} catch (IOException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
}
}

}
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public void onActivityResult(int requestCode, int resultCode, Intent data)
{
if(D) Log.d(TAG, "onActivityResult " + resultCode);
switch (requestCode) {
case REQUEST_CONNECT_DEVICE_SECURE:
// When DeviceListActivity returns with a device to connect
if (resultCode == Activity.RESULT_OK) {
connectDevice(data, true);
}
break;
case REQUEST_CONNECT_DEVICE_INSECURE:
// When DeviceListActivity returns with a device to connect
if (resultCode == Activity.RESULT_OK) {
connectDevice(data, false);
}
break;
case REQUEST_ENABLE_BT:
// When the request to enable Bluetooth returns
if (resultCode == Activity.RESULT_OK) {
// Bluetooth is now enabled, so set up a chat session
setupChat();
} else {
// User did not enable Bluetooth or an error occurred
Log.d(TAG, "BT not enabled");
Toast.makeText(this, R.string.bt_not_enabled_leaving,
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show();
finish();
}
}
}
private void connectDevice(Intent data, boolean secure) {
// Get the device MAC address
String address = data.getExtras()
.getString(DeviceListActivity.EXTRA_DEVICE_ADDRESS);
// Get the BluetoothDevice object
BluetoothDevice device = mBluetoothAdapter.getRemoteDevice(address);
// Attempt to connect to the device
mChatService.connect(device, secure);
}

public boolean Opendevicelist()
{
Intent serverIntent = null;
serverIntent = new Intent(this, DeviceListActivity.class);
startActivityForResult(serverIntent,
REQUEST_CONNECT_DEVICE_INSECURE);
return true;
}

}
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B.3

DeviceListActivity Class

package alirzn.com;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.util.Set;
android.app.Activity;
android.bluetooth.BluetoothAdapter;
android.bluetooth.BluetoothDevice;
android.content.BroadcastReceiver;
android.content.Context;
android.content.Intent;
android.content.IntentFilter;
android.os.Bundle;
android.util.Log;
android.view.View;
android.view.Window;
android.view.View.OnClickListener;
android.widget.AdapterView;
android.widget.ArrayAdapter;
android.widget.Button;
android.widget.ListView;
android.widget.TextView;
android.widget.AdapterView.OnItemClickListener;

public class DeviceListActivity extends Activity {
// Debugging
private static final String TAG = "DeviceListActivity";
private static final boolean D = true;
// Return Intent extra
public static String EXTRA_DEVICE_ADDRESS = "device_address";
// Member fields
private BluetoothAdapter mBtAdapter;
private ArrayAdapter<String> mPairedDevicesArrayAdapter;
private ArrayAdapter<String> mNewDevicesArrayAdapter;
@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
// Setup the window
requestWindowFeature(Window.FEATURE_INDETERMINATE_PROGRESS);
setContentView(R.layout.device_list);
// Set result CANCELED in case the user backs out
setResult(Activity.RESULT_CANCELED);
// Initialize the button to perform device discovery
Button scanButton = (Button) findViewById(R.id.button_scan);
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scanButton.setOnClickListener(new OnClickListener() {
public void onClick(View v) {
doDiscovery();
v.setVisibility(View.GONE);
}
});
// Initialize array adapters. One for already paired devices and
// one for newly discovered devices
mPairedDevicesArrayAdapter = new ArrayAdapter<String>(this,
R.layout.device_name);
mNewDevicesArrayAdapter = new ArrayAdapter<String>(this,
R.layout.device_name);
// Find and set up the ListView for paired devices
ListView pairedListView = (ListView)
findViewById(R.id.paired_devices);
pairedListView.setAdapter(mPairedDevicesArrayAdapter);
pairedListView.setOnItemClickListener(mDeviceClickListener);
// Find and set up the ListView for newly discovered devices
ListView newDevicesListView = (ListView)
findViewById(R.id.new_devices);
newDevicesListView.setAdapter(mNewDevicesArrayAdapter);
newDevicesListView.setOnItemClickListener(mDeviceClickListener);
// Register for broadcasts when a device is discovered
IntentFilter filter = new IntentFilter(BluetoothDevice.ACTION_FOUND);
this.registerReceiver(mReceiver, filter);
// Register for broadcasts when discovery has finished
filter = new IntentFilter(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_DISCOVERY_FINISHED);
this.registerReceiver(mReceiver, filter);
// Get the local Bluetooth adapter
mBtAdapter = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter();
// Get a set of currently paired devices
Set<BluetoothDevice> pairedDevices = mBtAdapter.getBondedDevices();
// If there are paired devices, add each one to the ArrayAdapter
if (pairedDevices.size() > 0) {
findViewById(R.id.title_paired_devices).setVisibility(View.VISIBLE);
for (BluetoothDevice device : pairedDevices) {
mPairedDevicesArrayAdapter.add(device.getName() + "\n" +
device.getAddress());
}
} else {
String noDevices =
getResources().getText(R.string.none_paired).toString();
mPairedDevicesArrayAdapter.add(noDevices);
}
}
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@Override
protected void onDestroy() {
super.onDestroy();
// Make sure we're not doing discovery anymore
if (mBtAdapter != null) {
mBtAdapter.cancelDiscovery();
}
// Unregister broadcast listeners
this.unregisterReceiver(mReceiver);
}
/**
* Start device discover with the BluetoothAdapter
*/
private void doDiscovery() {
if (D) Log.d(TAG, "doDiscovery()");
// Indicate scanning in the title
setProgressBarIndeterminateVisibility(true);
setTitle(R.string.scanning);
// Turn on sub-title for new devices
findViewById(R.id.title_new_devices).setVisibility(View.VISIBLE);
// If we're already discovering, stop it
if (mBtAdapter.isDiscovering()) {
mBtAdapter.cancelDiscovery();
}
// Request discover from BluetoothAdapter
mBtAdapter.startDiscovery();
}
// The on-click listener for all devices in the ListViews
private OnItemClickListener mDeviceClickListener = new
OnItemClickListener() {
public void onItemClick(AdapterView<?> av, View v, int arg2, long
arg3) {
// Cancel discovery because it's costly and we're about to connect
mBtAdapter.cancelDiscovery();
// Get the device MAC address, which is the last 17 chars in the
View
String info = ((TextView) v).getText().toString();
String address = info.substring(info.length() - 17);
// Create the result Intent and include the MAC address
Intent intent = new Intent();
intent.putExtra(EXTRA_DEVICE_ADDRESS, address);
// Set result and finish this Activity
setResult(Activity.RESULT_OK, intent);
finish();
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}
};
// The BroadcastReceiver that listens for discovered devices and
// changes the title when discovery is finished
private final BroadcastReceiver mReceiver = new BroadcastReceiver() {
@Override
public void onReceive(Context context, Intent intent) {
String action = intent.getAction();
// When discovery finds a device
if (BluetoothDevice.ACTION_FOUND.equals(action)) {
// Get the BluetoothDevice object from the Intent
BluetoothDevice device =
intent.getParcelableExtra(BluetoothDevice.EXTRA_DEVICE);
// If it's already paired, skip it, because it's been listed
already
if (device.getBondState() != BluetoothDevice.BOND_BONDED) {
mNewDevicesArrayAdapter.add(device.getName() + "\n" +
device.getAddress());
}
// When discovery is finished, change the Activity title
} else if
(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_DISCOVERY_FINISHED.equals(action)) {
setProgressBarIndeterminateVisibility(false);
setTitle(R.string.select_device);
if (mNewDevicesArrayAdapter.getCount() == 0) {
String noDevices =
getResources().getText(R.string.none_found).toString();
mNewDevicesArrayAdapter.add(noDevices);
}
}
}
};

}

